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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The EC Directive 98/83/EC on the quality of water intended for human consumption 
applies to all water intended for human consumption. The Water Supply (Water Quality) 
Regulations implement the Directive and set standards for the quality of the water 
supplied to premises by water companies as well as imposing monitoring requirements 
for the whole of the distribution network. The Directive and the Regulations provide that 
Member States and water companies respectively have met their obligations if failure to 
meet standards is attributable to the distribution system within premises, except in the 
case of premises and establishments where water is supplied to the public ("public 
buildings"). The Directive cites schools, hospitals and restaurants as examples of "public 
buildings". It is possible that specific national requirements could be required for 
monitoring and possible remedial action if deterioration in microbiological or chemical 
quality of drinking water occurred in the plumbing systems of public buildings. This 
project was undertaken to estimate the number of "public buildings" in England and 
Wales and the likely proportion that may breach one or more of the water quality 
standards and require remedial action. 

In consultation with the Drinking Water Inspectorate (DWI) a total of 46 types of 
building were identified that can be considered as “public” in the context of the Water 
Quality Regulations. These fall into the broad categories of Education, Medical, 
Hostelries, Exhibition, Sports/leisure and Miscellaneous. The numbers of most types of 
building were estimated using the search facilities at the Yellow Pages internet site. For 
certain types of buildings (e.g. prisons) the numbers were estimated from other sources 
of information. It is estimated that there are approximately 225,000 public buildings in 
England and Wales (England 210,000; Wales 15,000). 

A structured inspection and sampling programme was created to include a total of 200 
buildings, split evenly across the 10 areas of England and Wales used in the Census. The 
buildings were selected randomly based upon relative occurrence and importance, 
ensuring that at least one of each type was included. Surveys of water supply 
arrangements were conducted first, and a suitable tap for sampling was identified. A 
detailed survey was then made of the plumbing between that tap and the entry of water 
into the building. This detailed survey included recording of the lengths and materials of 
pipework, type and number of fittings and whether water storage (e.g. cisterns) preceded 
the sampling tap. The results of the surveys were recorded on pro-formas. Subsequent 
visits were then made to geographically close groups of buildings to collect water 
samples. For each survey area, one analytical laboratory that was acceptable to DWI was 
identified and arrangements put in place for them to provide sample bottles and 
undertake the analysis. 
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Three sets of samples were taken for analysis: 

1. a sample for microbiological analysis, without any prior preparation of the tap; 

2. one or more samples for chemical analysis; and 

3. a second sample for microbiological analysis, taken after cleaning and disinfecting 
the tap. 

The samples were analysed for coliform bacteria, E. coli, enterococci, colour, 
conductivity, copper, hydrogen ion, iron, lead, nickel, nitrite, odour (qualitative), taste 
(qualitative), turbidity and zinc. A sample was also taken for on-site determination of 
chlorine, temperature and appearance. 

All but three of the buildings (98.5%) were supplied by public water supplies. One 
building had UV irradiation installed upstream of the sampled drinking water tap and 
five employed ion-exchange softening of the drinking water supply. 

A broad range of plumbing arrangements, materials and fittings was identified during the 
surveys. Various regulatory infringements were noted including poor insulation, lack of 
backflow prevention on appliances and lack of labelling to identify drinking water taps. 
However, in general such infringements would be unlikely to have an adverse effect on 
drinking water quality. 

The appearance of most water samples was “clear” although 10 of the 200 samples were 
reported as “cloudy” or “coloured” (England 7/180; Wales 3/20). Water temperatures 
ranged from 8 to 25 °C with an average of around 15 °C. It is unlikely that cloudy, 
discoloured or excessively warm water would actually be consumed. 

Bacteriological results for samples taken without prior preparation of the tap showed a 
number of failures, mostly for total coliforms. In contrast, the results obtained after 
disinfection of the tap – the normal sampling procedure – resulted in only a single failure 
(for enterococci). 

Few failures were found for chemical parameters – one failure each for iron, lead and 
nickel. Re-sampling from buildings where metals results in excess of 50% of the 
standards were found generally confirmed the same level of concentration. Lead 
concentrations from lead-plumbed properties were generally low, indicating the success 
of plumbosolvency treatment by water companies. 

Overall the level of compliance was high and comparable to that reported for statutory 
monitoring of water quality in supply zones. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The EC Directive 98/83/EC on the quality of water intended for human consumption (the 
Directive) applies to all water intended for human consumption. Human consumption 
means water used for domestic purposes, such as drinking, washing, cooking and 
preparing or cooking food, but it may also apply to water used by some food production 
businesses where the water may affect the quality of the final product. The Water Supply 
(Water Quality) Regulations (HMSO 2000, HMSO 2001a, HMSO 2001b) (the 
Regulations) implement the Directive and set standards for the quality of the water 
supplied to premises by water companies as well as imposing monitoring requirements 
for the whole of the distribution network. 

The Directive and the Regulations provide that Member States and water companies 
respectively have met their obligations if failure to meet standards is attributable to the 
distribution system within premises, except in the case of premises and establishments 
where water is supplied to the public ("public buildings"). The Directive cites schools, 
hospitals and restaurants as examples of "public buildings".  

The Directive does not require any arrangements for monitoring water in "public 
buildings" except as part of the general monitoring regime. However, it may be that 
specific national requirements are deemed necessary for monitoring and, if required, 
appropriate remedial action where standards of drinking water supplied to the public in 
"public buildings" fall short of requirements. Deterioration in microbiological quality 
and elevation of the concentration of the plumbing metals are possible sources of 
deterioration in water quality, the latter especially so because Directive 98/83/EC 
imposes stricter standards for certain metals. Before considering the need for, and 
possible content of, any additional regulation, it is necessary to estimate the number of 
"public buildings" in England and Wales and the likely proportion that may breach one 
or more of the water quality standards and require remedial action. 

The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs placed a contract with 
WRc-NSF to undertake a survey of plumbing arrangements and water quality in a 
representative selection of buildings to which the public has access in England and 
Wales. The contract was managed by the Drinking Water Inspectorate (DWI). 
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1.2 Programme of work 

The programme of work, as defined in the contract specification, was as follows: 

1. Draw up and agree with the Inspectorate a listing of the categories of buildings to 
be considered as public buildings for the purpose of the study. 

2. Establish arrangements to obtain, and obtain details of the numbers of each 
category of public building in each Local Authority area by liaison with local 
authorities, water companies and any other relevant bodies. 

3. Draw up a structured inspection and sampling programme representative of the 
types and geographical distribution of public buildings and agree with Contract 
Manager. The contractually agreed number of premises (200) should be visited in 
the study. 

4. Obtain details of the water supply arrangements within the selected premises, and 
inspect as necessary, paying particular attention to any storage provision, and the 
nature and length of pipework runs. Record the materials of construction used in 
the water supply system and the frequency and type of fittings used. 

5. Take samples in accordance with good sampling practice, measuring water 
temperature, free and total chlorine and recording appearance at the time of 
sampling. Samples to be taken as random daytime samples of first draw water 
except for microbiological samples, which require appropriate tap preparation and 
prior flushing. Up to 20% of premises will require a subsequent second visit to take 
samples for copper, lead and nickel after a suitable stagnation period to be advised 
by the Inspectorate. 

6. Have the samples transported in accordance with good practice to a laboratory or 
laboratories accredited to the UKAS Drinking Water Testing Specification for 
analysis. 

7. Have the samples analysed for the following parameters: 

Coliform bacteria, E. coli, Enterococci, Colour, Conductivity, Copper, Hydrogen 
ion, Iron, Lead, Nickel, Nitrite, Odour (qualitative), Taste (qualitative), Turbidity 
and Zinc. 

8. Collate and analyse results by building type, local authority area, significant 
distribution features, and any other factors that may seem significant. 

9. Produce draft and final reports, ensuring that findings relating to Wales can be 
specifically identified and are compared with the results of the overall survey. 
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1.3 Structure of this report 

Section 2 describes the methodologies adopted for determining types and numbers of 
public buildings, selection of buildings and inspection and sampling arrangements. 

The results are presented in Section 3 and discussed in Section 4. 

Section 5 presents the main conclusions. 

Additional information is included in the Appendices. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 List of types of buildings 

For the purpose of this project a “public building” was considered to be a building to 
which the public have access and could draw water for potable purposes or be provided 
with a drink. A list of the types of public buildings in various categories was drawn up 
and finalised after discussion with DWI. The agreed list is given in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Types of public building 

Education Medical Hostelries Exhibition Sports/leisure Miscellaneous 

      
Schools/ 
colleges 

Hospital Restaurant Museum Stadium Hairdresser 

      
University GP surgery Hotel Art Gallery Leisure centre Beauty salon 
      
Further 
education 

Dentist surgery Pub Exhibition 
centre 

Swimming 
pool 

Prison/ 
detention 
centre 

      

Nursery school Residential 
care 

Guest house Conference 
centre 

Health club/ 
fitness centre 

Community 
centre 

      
Crèche Health centre Banquet/ 

function 
 Tourist 

attraction 
Housing 
department 

      

Kindergarten  Health farm/ 
spa 

Café  Activity centre Childrens 
home 

      
 Nursing home Hostel  

(YMCA etc.) 
 Nightclub Public toilets 

      
  Wine bar  Theatre Place of 

worship 
      
  Campsite  Ice rink Job centre 
      
    Cinema  
      
    Stately home  
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2.2 Numbers of public buildings 

The numbers of each of the types of building1 identified in 2.1 were determined for each 
postal county in England and Wales using the search facility at the Yellow Pages internet 
site www.yell.com. These were aggregated to provide total numbers for England and for 
Wales. 

A different approach was needed for certain types of building that are either not listed or 
where the classification is unclear in Yellow Pages.  

• A list of prisons and detention centre addresses was obtained from the Home Office 
website and the numbers were allocated to postal counties. The totals for England 
and for Wales were calculated. 

• Local Authority (Unitary Authority, Borough Council and District Council) websites 
were searched for information on public conveniences – about one third of these 
listed numbers, and sometimes locations, of conveniences. The total numbers for 
England and for Wales were estimated by grossing up based on proportion of Local 
Authorities covered and by proportion of population2 covered. These methods gave 
results that agreed within 8% and the mean numbers were calculated and used 
subsequently. 

• It was assumed that there is one each of “Exhibition Centre”, “Conference Centre”, 
“Job Centre” and “Housing Department” in each Unitary Authority, Borough 
Council and District Council. From this assumption, the numbers per postal county, 
and for England and for Wales were calculated. 

2.3 Selection of buildings for inclusion in the study 

Initially the numbers of each type of property to be surveyed were estimated from the 
relative occurrence of each type of property, using a weighting factor that reflected the 
relative importance that DWI attached to each type of building. These initial estimates 
were adjusted such that at least one of each type of property was included. The numbers 
of properties were divided amongst 10 survey areas to give a total of 20 properties in 
each area. The resulting inspection and sampling plan is given in Table 2.2. 

The survey areas were chosen to correspond to the areas used in the 2001 Census. Within 
each area, one postal county was chosen, so as to select properties within a reasonably 
small geographical region within that area. The survey areas and corresponding postal 
counties are given in Table 2.3. 

 

1  Crèches and Kindergartens were assumed to be included in the yell.com classification “Nursery 
schools”, Activity centre in “Leisure centres” and Health farm/spa in “Health clubs and fitness 
centres”. 

2  Population information was obtained from the 2001 Census. 
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Table 2.2 Allocation of buildings to survey areas 

 Number of buildings Weighting and sample number calculation Allocation to test areas 

Building England Wales Total Weight 
Total × 
Weight 

Weighted 
sample 
number 

Adjusted 
sample 
number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

                  
School/college 22538 1791 24329 10 243290 48 40 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
University 412 32 444 100 44400 9 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
Further education 1043 61 1104 10 11040 2 2         1 1 
Nursery school 2366 84 2450 8 19600 4 4 1 1 1 1       
Hospital 1181 115 1296 6 7776 2 3     1 1 1    
GP surgery 9615 642 10257 1 10257 2 2        1 1  
Dentist surgery 8253 488 8741 1 8741 2 2 1         1 
Residential care/ Retirement home 8876 559 9435 3 28305 6 6  1 1 1 1 1 1    
Health centre 423 28 451 3 1353 0 1        1   
Nursing home 3538 282 3820 4 15280 3 4 1 1       1 1 
Restaurant 24245 1203 25448 3 76344 15 15 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 
Hotels & Inns 10450 1053 11503 20 230060 45 40 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Pub 33074 2431 35505 1 35505 7 7 1 1 1 1    1 1 1 
Guest House 6931 719 7650 8 61200 12 12 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 
Banquet/function 584 26 610 2 1220 0 1       1    
Café 8489 588 9077 4 36308 7 7 1 1 1 1    1 1 1 
Hostel  595 42 637 6 3822 1 2     1 1     
Wine bar 1182 29 1211 1 1211 0 1       1    
Campsite 320 72 392 50 19600 4 4 1       1 1 1 
Museum 907 64 971 1 971 0 1  1         
Art gallery (public) 369 26 395 1 395 0 1   1        
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Table 2.2 Continued 
                 

 Number of buildings Weighting and sample number calculation Allocation to test areas 

Building England Wales Total Weight 
Total × 
Weight 

Weighted 
sample 
number 

Adjusted 
sample 
number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

                  
Exhibition centre 354 22 376 5 1880 0 1    1       
Conference centre 354 22 376 2 752 0 1     1      
Sports ground/ Stadium 507 24 531 4 2124 0 1      1     
Leisure centre 1689 169 1858 8 14864 3 3       1 1 1  
Swimming pool 504 40 544 8 4352 1 1          1 
Health clubs/ fitness centres 2622 117 2739 20 54780 11 11 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Tourist attraction 784 114 898 2 1796 0 1  1         
Nightclub 1376 77 1453 3 4359 1 2   1 1       
Theatre/concert hall 686 49 735 4 2940 1 1     1      
Ice rink 20 1 21 2 42 0 1      1     
Cinema 433 36 469 1 469 0 1       1    
Historic building/ stately home 380 46 426 1 426 0 1        1   
Hairdresser 26703 1783 28486 1 28486 6 1         1  
Beauty salon 7656 275 7931 1 7931 2 1          1 
Prison/detention centre 134 5 139 10 1390 0 2 1 1         
Community centre 2357 179 2536 2 5072 1 1   1        
Job centre 354 22 376 4 1504 0 1    1       
Housing Department 354 22 376 3 1128 0 1     1      
Childrens home 255 7 262 6 1572 0 1      1     
Public toilets 6640 758 7398 1 7398 1 2       1 1   
Place of worship 10936 701 11637 1 11637 2 2         1 1 
                  
ALL BUILDINGS 210489 14804 225293  1011580 198 200 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
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Table 2.3 Survey areas 

Area 
number 2001 Census classification Postal county for search on yell.com 

      
1 North East Tyne and Wear 
2 North West Lancashire 
3 Yorkshire/Humber West Yorkshire 
4 East Midlands Derbyshire 
5 West Midlands West Midlands Metropolitan County 
6 East Suffolk 
7 London London 
8 South East Hampshire 
9 South West Somerset 

10 Wales Gwent 
   
 

A search was made on yell.com for each type of building within each of the 10 selected 
counties. From the list produced, the required numbers of properties were selected at 
random, using tables of random numbers that were generated for each search. In the case 
of public conveniences, housing departments and so on, the lists of buildings were 
obtained from local authority websites and random selections were made. 

2.4 Inspection and sampling programme 

The basic strategy was to conduct the surveys of water supply arrangements first, and to 
identify and tag a suitable tap for sampling. Subsequent visits were then made to 
geographically close groups of buildings to collect the water samples so as to enhance 
the efficiency of sample collection and transportation and to have reasonably large 
batches of samples for analysis. For each survey area, one analytical laboratory that was 
acceptable to DWI was identified and arrangements put in place for them to provide 
sample bottles and undertake the analysis. 

Prior to starting the surveys, a letter, together with a copy of an introductory letter from 
DWI, was sent to each building. These letters (reproduced in Appendix A) were intended 
to facilitate access to the buildings to conduct the surveys and sampling. 

The survey areas were allocated to a team of samplers, each of whom was given a list of 
addresses and telephone numbers of buildings to be surveyed and sampled. The samplers 
made the detailed arrangements with the property owners and with the analytical 
laboratories. 

Detailed surveys of the plumbing arrangements within buildings can take a considerable 
time (days to weeks for large buildings such as hospitals and schools) which would not 
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have been feasible in this project. Therefore, an initial survey was made within each 
building and a suitable sampling tap was identified. A detailed survey was then made of 
the plumbing between that tap and the entry of water into the building. This detailed 
survey included recording of the lengths and materials of pipework, type and number of 
fittings and whether water storage (e.g. cisterns) preceded the sampling tap. The results 
of the surveys were recorded on pro-formas (see Appendix B). 

Three sets of samples were taken for analysis by the designated analytical laboratory: 

4. a sample for microbiological analysis, without any prior preparation of the tap; 

5. one or more samples for chemical analysis; and 

6. a second sample for microbiological analysis, taken after cleaning and disinfecting 
the tap. 

A sample was also taken for on-site analysis. 

The tap was not cleaned nor was any water run from the tap before starting the sampling 
procedure. All samples were taken following the method given in Appendix C. 

1. The first microbiological sample was taken. 

2. The chemical sample(s) were taken – if more than one sample was to be taken, the 
sample for metals was taken first, before taking any other chemical samples. 

3. A further sample was taken into a clean container. Its appearance was noted, free 
and total chlorine were determined using a Hanna Instruments 93734 meter and 
temperature was measured using a Hanna “Checktemp” digital thermometer. 

4. The tap was disinfected using chlorine solution following the procedure in 
Environment Agency (2002). 

5. The second microbiological sample was taken. 

The samples were kept in cool boxes and transported to the designated analytical 
laboratory within six hours of sampling. 
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3. RESULTS 

When attempts were made to arrange inspection and sampling it was discovered that a 
total of 17 buildings were unsuitable for a variety of reasons – refusal, out of business, 
nature of business changed, property undergoing refurbishment, wrongly classified in 
Yellow Pages, not contactable, no water supply (a church). In these cases another 
building of the same type in the same area was allocated from the Yellow Pages listings. 

The results in this report are presented in an anonymous manner. Each test area is 
identified by a number (1 to 10 as in Table 2.3, 10 being Wales). Each building is 
allocated a number (“ID”) from 1 to 200. These numbers, together with the type of 
building, are listed in the tabulated results. This report gives only a summary of the 
information collected during the inspections of the buildings.  

The water supply to all but three of the buildings (IDs 24, 39 and 176) was from a public 
water supply. Six of the buildings had a water treatment process installed upstream of the 
sampled drinking water taps – ID 24 had UV disinfection whilst IDs 91, 103, 109, 111, 
and 113 had ion-exchange softening. 

Table 3.1 lists the size and material of the incoming supply, the location and type of tap 
selected for subsequent sampling, and details of any water storage facilities located 
upstream of the sampling taps3. In a few cases it was difficult to identify the material 
and/or size of the incoming supply pipe – these are indicated by “?” in the table.  

Details of the internal plumbing, from the incoming supply to the sampling tap are given 
in Table 3.2. This includes the lengths and type of pipework and the numbers and types 
of fittings used. Internal plumbing was often found to be boxed in or hidden under floors 
or in ceiling voids. In such cases best estimates were made based on observation of the 
visible part of the system. In some cases, no or little information could be obtained 
(indicated by “?” in the table). 

Table 3.3 summarises any additional information recorded during the inspections. 

The results of on-site tests (appearance, chlorine concentrations4 and temperature) and 
bacteriological tests are presented in Table 3.4. The results of chemical analysis and taste 
and odour are given in Table 3.5. In some cases the test laboratories failed to provide the 
correct sample bottles or to analyse for specified determinands – these are indicated by 
“#N/A” in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. 

 

 

3  Information on storage for non-potable purposes (e.g. hot water, central heating) is not included. 

4  The results for free and total chlorine concentrations are considered to be unreliable – see Section 4. 
The results for free chlorine are recorded as “Present” (≥0.05 mg/l) or “Absent”. The results for total 
chlorine are not shown. 
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Table 3.1 Summary of site survey results - (a) Incoming supply and selected sampling tap 

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

1 1 School 63 MDPE Junior school 
servery 

Single pillar tap Mains  

1 2 School 63 MDPE Sink in staff room Single high neck pillar tap Mains  

1 3 School 54 Cu Sink in staff room Single high neck pillar tap Mains  

1 4 School 50 MDPE School kitchen Single high neck pillar tap Mains  

1 5 University 28 Cu Estates office rest 
room 

Single high neck pillar tap Mains  

1 6 Nursery school 22 Cu Kitchen sink Combination biflow Mains  

1 7 Dentist surgery 13 Pb Staff kitchen area Single high neck pillar tap Mains  

1 8 Nursing home 28 Cu Kitchen sink  Single high neck pillar tap Mains  

1 9 Restaurant 15 Cu Sink in bar Combination biflow Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

1 10 Hotels & Inns 25 Pb Kitchen sink Combination biflow Mains  

1 11 Hotels & Inns 42 Cu Sink behind bar in 
restaurant 

Single high neck pillar tap Storage 2 × 4.5 m3 lined GRP 
cisterns with bolted down 
lids 

1 12 Hotels & Inns 54 Cu Guest bedroom Single basin tap Storage 4 m3 lined GRP 

1 13 Hotels & Inns 15 Cu Kitchen sink Combination biflow Mains  

1 14 Pub 13 Pb Stainless steel sink 
behind bar 

Combination mixer Mains  

1 15 Guest House 20 MDPE Kitchen sink Combination biflow Mains  

1 16 Café 19 Pb Preparation room 
sink 

Single high neck pillar tap Mains  

1 17 Campsite 63 MDPE Drinking water taps 
outside toilet block 

Single hose union bib tap Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

1 18 Fitness centre 15 Cu Kitchen area Single high neck pillar tap Mains  

1 19 Health club 22 Cu Sink, behind 
reception desk 

Single low-neck basin tap Mains  

1 20 Prison 180 MDPE Works department 
mess room 

Single high neck pillar tap Mains  

2 21 School 50 PE Kitchen Single tap Mains  

2 22 School ? ? Kitchen Biflow mixer, mixed at 
outlet 

Mains  

2 23 School 50? PE? High school kitchen Combination tap Mains  

2 24 School 32 PE Infant toilet See comments Storage 2 m3 unlined 
polypropylene 

2 25 University 32 PE Mess room Combination mixer Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

2 26 Nursery school 35 Cu Kitchen and staff 
room 

Single tap Mains  

2 27 Residential care 25/32 PE Kitchen Combination mixer Mains  

2 28 Nursing home 50 PE Kitchen Single tap Mains  

2 29 Restaurant 25 Pb Kitchen annex Single tap Mains  

2 30 Hotels & Inns ? ? Sink behind bar Single basin tap Mains  

2 31 Hotels & Inns 25 Pb Main kitchen Single tap Mains  

2 32 Hotels & Inns 22 Cu Kitchen sink Biflow mixer, mixed at 
outlet 

Mains  

2 33 Hotels & Inns ? ? Sink behind bar Combination mixer Mains  

2 34 Pub ? ? Sink in bar Combination mixer Mains  

2 35 Guest House 22 Cu Behind bar Single tap Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

2 36 Café 25 PE Kitchen Combination mixer Mains  

2 37 Museum 25 Pb Kitchen which 
serves on-site 
cafeteria for visitors 

Combination mixer Mains  

2 38 Health clubs 20 PE Reception area Single tap Mains  

2 39 Tourist attraction 26 Black PE Kitchen Mixer tap, swivel outlet Bore 
hole  

 

2 40 Prison 180 PE Gents visitor toilet 
in the main visitor 
hall 

Single tap Mains  

3 41 School 100 uPVC Staff room Combination biflow Mains  

3 42 School 54 Cu Kitchen (staff room) Single high neck pillar tap Mains  

3 43 School 54 Cu Sink (classroom) Pillar tap Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

3 44 School 76 Cast iron Classroom Pillar tap Mains  

3 45 University 67 Cu Staff mess room Combination biflow Mains  

3 46 Nursery school 22 Cu Kitchen sink Combination biflow Mains  

3 47 Residential care 15 Cu Kitchen sink Combination mixer (single 
hole, single outlet) 

Mains  

3 48 Restaurant 15 Cu Kitchen Single high neck pillar tap Mains  

3 49 Restaurant 22 Cu Sink (bar area) Combination mixer Mains  

3 50 Hotels & Inns 35 Cu Sink between 
reception and lounge 

Combination mixer Mains  

3 51 Hotels & Inns 22 MDPE Sink (in bar) Pillar tap Mains  

3 52 Hotels & Inns 76 Cu Main kitchen sink Combination biflow Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

3 53 Hotels & Inns 35 Cu Guest bedroom Pillar tap Cistern  Receiving cistern (2 m3), 2 
cisterns in bedroom block 
(3 m3 each). Gel coated 
sectional GRP tanks. 

3 54 Pub 15 Cu Sink, behind bar Combination biflow Mains  

3 55 Guest House 13 Pb Kitchen sink Combination mixer Mains  

3 56 Café 13 Pb Hand basin Pillar tap Mains  

3 57 Art gallery (public) 19 Pb Kitchen Single high neck pillar tap Mains  

3 58 Health clubs 22 Cu Wash hand basin, 
male gym area 

Single basin tap Mains  

3 59 Nightclub 28 Cu Sink (in bar) Pillar tap Mains  

3 60 Community centre 15 Cu Kitchen Combination mixer Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

4 61 School 32 MDPE Wash hand basin in 
the atrium area 

Single non-concussive self-
closing tap 

Mains  

4 62 School 13 Pb Main corridor - 
dedicated and 
identified drinking 
water point 

Single tap Mains  

4 63 School 19 Cu Classroom Single tap Mains  

4 64 School 25 Cu Staff room Single tap Mains  

4 65 University 102 Cast iron Kitchen Single high neck pillar tap Mains  

4 66 Nursery school 13 MDPE Kitchen Biflow mixer tap Mains  

4 67 Retirement home 19 MDPE Kitchen  Single tap Mains  

4 68 Restaurant 54 MDPE Sink in bar servery Separate high neck pillar 
tap 

Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

4 69 Restaurant 25 MDPE Kitchen preparation 
sink 

Single tap Mains  

4 70 Hotels & Inns 19 Cu Kitchen preparation 
sink 

Biflow combination mixer 
tap 

Mains  

4 71 Hotels & Inns 13 Cu Kitchen preparation 
sink 

Single tap Mains  

4 72 Hotels & Inns 19 Galv iron Lounge bar Biflow combination mixer 
tap 

Mains  

4 73 Hotels & Inns 13 Pb Kitchen sink Single high neck pillar tap Mains  

4 74 Pub 19 Cu Bar sink Single tap Mains  

4 75 Guest House 25 MDPE Kitchen Combination biflow mixer Mains  

4 76 Café 13 Cu Kitchen - 
preparation sink 

Combination biflow Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

4 77 Exhibition Centre 102 Cast iron Staff room kitchen 
above cafe 

Single tap Mains  

4 78 Health club 102 ? Drinking water 
fountain in main 
entrance hall  

Spring loaded drinking 
fountain 

Mains  

4 79 Nightclub 19 Black PE Bar sink Single tap Mains  

4 80 Job centre ? ? Staff kitchenette Single tap Mains  

5 81 School 76 MDPE Kitchen preparation 
sink 

Combination biflow mixer 
tap - main kitchen; single 
outlet tap - family centre 
kitchen 

Mains  

5 82 College 76 Galv iron Gents toilet Single tap Mains  

5 83 School 51 Cu ? Kitchen preparation 
sink 

Single tap Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

5 84 School 38 Pb Kitchen preparation 
sink 

Single tap Mains  

5 85 University 152 uPVC Student coffee bar Single tap Mains  

5 86 Hospital 102 Cu Pantry, between 
main kitchen & 
restaurant serving 
counter 

Single tap Mains  

5 87 Residential care 15 Cu Sink in ground floor 
kitchen 

Combination mixer Mains  

5 88 Restaurant 13 Cu Sink in restaurant Combination mixer Mains  

5 89 Restaurant 32 MDPE Main restaurant/bar 
area 

Single tap Mains  

5 90 Hotels & Inns 13 Pb Kitchen sink Combination biflow mixer Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

5 91 Hotels & Inns 76 Cast iron Kitchen - 
preparation sink 

Single tap Mains  

5 92 Hotels & Inns 28 Cu Guest bedroom Single tap Mains  

5 93 Hotels & Inns 19 Pb Kitchen sink Combination biflow mixer Mains  

5 94 Guest House 13 Cu Kitchen sink Combination biflow mixer Mains  

5 95 Guest House 13 Pb Kitchen - 
preparation sink 

Combination biflow mixer Mains  

5 96 Hostel 13 Pb  Kitchen sink Combination biflow mixer Mains  

5 97 Conference centre 51 Cu Theatre bar Single tap Mains  

5 98 Fitness centre 54 MDPE Drinking water 
fountain in club gym 

Self-closing non-
concussive control to outlet 
of drinking fountain 

Mains  

5 99 Theatre/ concert hall 51 MDPE Bar servery Single tap Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

5 100 Housing Department 25 MDPE Staff kitchen Single tap Mains  

6 101 School 25 MDPE Kitchen Single tap Mains  

6 102 School 35 Cu Main kitchen Single tap Mains  

6 103 School 50 ? MDPE Kitchen Single tap Mains  

6 104 School 50 Black PE Kitchen sink Single tap Mains  

6 105 University 50 MDPE Sink in office Single tap Mains  

6 106 Hospital 15 Cu Kitchen/prep area 
(snack bar) 

Single tap Storage 2 × 55 m3 lined GRP 
cisterns 

6 107 Residential care 25 MDPE Kitchen Single tap Mains  

6 108 Restaurant 15 Cu Behind bar Single tap Mains  

6 109 Restaurant 15 Cu Dry stores and 
washing up area 

Combination biflow mixer Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

6 110 Hotels & Inns 25 MDPE Kitchen Combination mixer Mains  

6 111 Hotels & Inns 22 Cu Kitchen Single filter tap unit Mains  

6 112 Hotels & Inns 25 MDPE Kitchen sink Mixer tap Mains  

6 113 Hotels & Inns 19 Pb Kitchen Mixer tap Down-
stream 
softener 

 

6 114 Guest House 22 MDPE Main bar (behind 
counter in 
corridor/passage) 

Single tap Mains  

6 115 Guest House 19 Pb Kitchen Single tap Mains  

6 116 Hostel 25 MDPE Sink (office lobby in 
detached annex) 

Single tap Mains  

6 117 Sports ground 25 Black PE Kitchen sink unit 
(adjacent to bar) 

Single tap Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

6 118 Health club ? ? Kitchen area of 
lounge in fitness 
room, above sink 

Single tap Mains  

6 119 Ice rink 50 MPDE Toilets (ladies/gents) Single bib-taps in back 
plate elbows 

Mains  

6 120 Children’s home 15 Cu Sink under stairs Single tap Mains  

7 121 College ? ? Kitchen Single tap Mains  

7 122 School 19 Galv iron Wash-up room Single tap Mains  

7 123 School 38 Cast iron Kitchen Single with flexi hose 
(stainless steel mesh) 

Mains  

7 124 School 15 Cu Staff room  Single tap Mains  

7 125 University ? ? Staff room Mixer tap Not 
known 

Not known 
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

7 126 Hospital 25 Cu Staff pantry Mixer tap Mains  

7 127 Residential care 63 MDPE Second floor kitchen High neck sink tap Mains  

7 128 Restaurant 25 MDPE Food preparation 
area 

Single pillar tap Mains  

7 129 Restaurant 28 Cu Bar Combination sink tap (wall 
mounted) 

Mains  

7 130 Hotels & Inns 40 Cu Drinks dispenser 
(chiller) 

Single tap Not 
known 

36 m3 GRP 

7 131 Hotels & Inns 19 Galv iron Behind bar Biflow tap Mains  

7 132 Hotels & Inns 76 Cast iron Cleaner's room Combination mixer Storage 12 m3 sealed GRP 

7 133 Hotels & Inns 76 Cast iron Kitchen Single tap Pumped 
from 
break 
tank 

~1 m3 (steel?) 
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

7 134 Guest House 15 Cu Kitchen ground floor Monobloc mixer Mains  

7 135 Banquet/ function ? Cu ? Kitchen/food prep 
area 

Single tap Mains  

7 136 Wine bar 20 MDPE Kitchen High neck sink tap Mains  

7 137 Leisure centre ? ? Admin office Combination mixer Mains  

7 138 Health clubs 75 Cu Kitchen Combination mixer Mains  

7 139 Cinema 20 Cu Foyer - drinks area Single tap Mains   

7 140 Public toilets 32 Cu Male toilets Single tap Mains  

8 141 School 50 Cu Drinking fountain, 
playground outside 
cookery room 

Drinking fountain 
('Apinox' Acorn Powell 
Limited, Gloucester) 

Mains   
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

8 142 School 42 uPVC Drinking water 
fountain outside  

Drinking fountain 
(Armitage Shanks water 
unit) 

Mains  

8 143 School 51 Galv iron Toilet Single tap Mains  

8 144 School 19 Black PE Playground Single tap Mains  

8 145 University 15 Cu Main kitchen Single tap Mains  

8 146 GP surgery 15 ? First floor staff 
kitchen 

Combination biflow Mains  

8 147 Health centre 80 ? Office kitchenette Single tap Mains  

8 148 Restaurant ? Cu ? Sink in bar Combination tap Mains  

8 149 Hotels & Inns 25 Galv steel Sink (in bar) Single tap Mains  

8 150 Hotels & Inns 32 MDPE Kitchen Single tap Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

8 151 Hotels & Inns 25 MDPE Kitchen preparation 
sink 

Single tap Mains  

8 152 Hotels & Inns 13 Galv iron Sink  Single (plus filter tap used 
for drinking, double bowl 
with mixer tap for general 
use) 

Mains  

8 153 Pub 13 Galv iron Kitchen sink Single tap Mains  

8 154 Guest House 13 ? Kitchen Combination mixer Mains  

8 155 Café 19 Fe, 
15 Cu 

Fe and Cu Kitchen (left sink) Single tap Mains  

8 156 Campsite 25 MDPE Drinking water point Hose union tap Mains  

8 157 Leisure centre 51 Galv steel Restaurant kitchen  Biflow mixer tap Mains  

8 158 Health club 13 MDPE  Kitchen sink (staff 
area) 

Single tap Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

8 159 Historic building 35 ? Kitchen  Combination biflow mixer Mains  

8 160 Public toilets 13 Fe ? Kitchen (adjoining 
in pavilion) 

Single tap Mains  

9 161 School 51 Blue PE Staff room sink Single tap Mains  

9 162 School 32 MDPE Main kitchen  Single tap Mains  

9 163 School 22 Cu Kitchen Single tap Mains  

9 164 School 44 Pb Staff room sink Single tap Mains  

9 165 Further education 19 MDPE Kitchen Single tap Mains  

9 166 GP surgery ? ? Sink Single tap Mains  

9 167 Nursing home 22 MDPE Kitchen Combination biflow mixer 
tap, mixed at outlet 

Mains  

9 168 Restaurant 15 Cu Bar sink Single tap Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

9 169 Hotels & Inns 32 MDPE Main kitchen 2 hole with swivel outlet Mains  

9 170 Hotels & Inns 19 Cu Glass wash area 
behind main bar 

Single pillar tap Mains  

9 171 Hotels & Inns 75 Blue PE Kitchen (on wall) - 
marked as drinking 
water 

Brass (BS1010-2, 13 mm) Mains  

9 172 Hotels & Inns 25 Galv iron Sink behind bar Single tap Storage 0.75 m3 lined black 
polypropylene 

9 173 Pub 28 Blue PE Sink in bar where 
glasses washed. 

Biflow mixer, mixed at 
outlet 

-  

9 174 Guest House 30 Blue PE, 
Cu 

Utility room by 
kitchen 

Single tap Mains  

9 175 Café 15 Cu Main sink in café  2 control mixer Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

9 176 Campsite 32 MDPE Campsite Bib tap Bore 
hole 

 

9 177 Leisure centre ? ? Bar Mixer, mixed at outlet Mains  

9 178 Health club 64 Galv steel ? ? ?  

9 179 Hairdresser 22 Cu ? ? ?  

9 180 Place of worship ? Cu? Church hall kitchen 
sink 

Single pillar tap Mains  

10 181 School 42 Cu Classroom toilet Pillar tap, wall mounted Mains  

10 182 School 22 Cu Home economics 
room 

Single tap Mains  

10 183 School 54 Black PE Infant classroom Single tap Storage 2 × 0.25 m3 plastics tanks 

10 184 School 42 Cu Classroom toilet Single tap Storage 5 m3 coated galvanised 
steel tank 
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

10 185 Further education 28 Cu Ladies toilet Single tap Mains  

10 186 Dentist surgery 19 Cu Staff room/pump 
room downstairs 

Single tap Mains  

10 187 Nursing home 50 Blue PE Kitchen Single tap Mains  

10 188 Restaurant 32 Cu Kitchen area Single tap Mains  

10 189 Hotels & Inns 15 Cu Main kitchen Mixer tap, double outlet Mains  

10 190 Hotels & Inns 19 Pb Kitchen - main sink 2 hole mixer, swivel spout Mains  

10 191 Hotels & Inns 28 Cu Kitchen Single tap Storage 50-60 litres – material 
unknown, possibly lead 

10 192 Hotels & Inns 15 Cu Tea room kitchen 
behind counter. 

Single tap Mains  

10 193 Pub ? ? Food preparation 
area 

2 hole mixer, swivel spout Mains  
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Table 3.1 Continued 
      

   Incoming supply Tap selected for sampling Details of storage feeding 
Area ID Type Size 

(mm) 
Material Location Type Supply sampled tap (if applicable) 

         

10 194 Guest House 15 Cu Kitchen sink Combination mixer - 
double outlet 

Mains  

10 195 Café 15 Cu Kitchen sink Single tap Mains  

10 196 Campsite 22 Cu Toilet/shower block Single tap Mains  

10 197 Swimming pool 152 Cast iron Staff room kitchen 
area 

Single tap Mains  

10 198 Health club 22 Cu Ladies toilet Single tap Mains  

10 199 Beauty salon 22 Cu Kitchen Single lever mixer tap Mains  

10 200 Place of worship 19 Galv iron Choir vestry Single tap Mains  
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Table 3.2 Summary of site survey results - (b) Details of plumbing upstream of selected sampling tap 

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

1 1 School 45 m MDPE 
36.5 m Cu 

MDPE to Cu adapter (1); meter (1); brass stop-tap (1); soldered Cu Tee (1); Cu 
bends (6); Cu soldered Tee (1); brass soldered Tee (1); soldered brass stop-tap (1); 
soldered Cu reducer (1); tap connector (1). 

1 2 School 100 m (?) MDPE 
3 m Cu 

Brass stop tap(1); Cu soldered Tee (2); Cu soldered bends (3); compression 
servicing valve (1); Cu/brass soldered tap connector (1). 

1 3 School 19 m Cu 
1 m polybutylene 

Brass stop-tap (2); soldered brass Tee (1); soldered Cu bend (2); soldered Cu tees 
(3); soldered Cu straight connector (1); soldered Cu tee (1); soldered Cu Tee (1); Cu 
to plastic push fit connector (1); push fit bend (1); Hep2O tap connector (1). 

1 4 School 50 m MDPE 
25.5 m Cu 

Water meter (1), brass stop tap (1); GM compression double check valve assembly 
(1); brass soldered Tee (1); 35mm soldered Cu bends (4); 35×22 mm soldered Cu 
Tee (1); soldered brass stop-tap (1); soldered Cu Tees (3); soldered Cu reducer (1); 
tap connector (1). 

1 5 University 20 m Cu Brass elbow (1); gate valves (2); water meter (1); Cu soldered bends (4); Cu 
soldered tees (7); reduction tees (2); soldered brass stop-tap (1); soldered Cu bends 
(4); tap connector (1) 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

1 6 Nursery School 42 m Cu 
1.5 m plastics 

Water meter (1); GM stop tap (2); Cu soldered bends (4); brass compression 
reduction Tee (1); brass compression elbow (1); brass compression bend (3); brass 
compression reduction Tee (1); brass compression Tee (1); brass compression tap 
connector (1). 

1 7 Dentist surgery 13 m Pb 
6 m Cu 
2 m polybutylene 

Wiped solder joint to Cu; brass compression stop-tap (2); water meter (1); soldered 
Cu bends (5); 15mm soldered Cu Tees (4); Cu to plastic connector (2); tap connector 
(1). 

1 8 Nursing home 23 m Cu Brass soldered capillary stop tap (2); water meter (1); soldered capillary elbows (2); 
elbow (3); straight connectors (2); Tees (3); stop-tap (1); Tee (1); elbow (1); tap 
connector (1). 

1 9 Restaurant 2.5 m Cu Brass compression stop-tap (1); compression Tees (2); compression bends (2); brass 
tap connector (1). 

1 10 Hotels & Inns 1 m Pb 
18 m Cu 

Wiped soldered joint to Cu; water meter (1); brass soldered capillary stop-tap (1); 
Cu soldered capillary bends (7); Cu soldered Tees (2); Cu soldered capillary 
reducing Tee (1); tap connector (1). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

1 11 Hotels & Inns Before storage: 
50 m MDPE 
20 m Cu 

After storage: 
91 m Cu 

Water meter (1); sluice valves (2); MDPE to Cu adapter (1); stop-tap (1); soldered 
Cu bends (18). 

Soldered Cu reducing Tee (1); soldered brass tap connector (1); soldered Cu straight 
connector (2); soldered Cu tee (1); soldered Cu Tees (2); soldered Cu bends (7); 
brass compression servicing valve (1); tap connector (1). 

1 12 Hotels & Inns Before storage: 
18 m Cu 

After storage: 
40 m Cu 

GM compression stop-tap (1); 54 & 35 mm soldered Cu bends (7); soldered Cu 
reduction tee (1); ball valve connector (1). 

Brass gate valves (2); Hydro pneumatic booster set with SS pumps (1); soldered Cu 
Tees (20); brass compression servicing valve (1); brass tap connector (1). 

1 13 Hotels & Inns 2 m Cu Brass soldered stop-tap (1); soldered Cu Tees (3); soldered Cu & brass tap connector 
(1). 

1 14 Pub 1 m Pb 
13.5 m Cu 

Wiped solder to brass union stop tap (1); soldered capillary joint Cu (1); water meter 
(1); soldered Cu brass unions (2); soldered brass stop-tap (1); soldered Cu reducer 
(1); soldered Cu bends (6); Cu Tees (5); soldered Cu to brass tap connector (1). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

1 15 Guest House 0.5 m MDPE 
? m Cu 

Brass compression stop tap (1); water meter (1); brass water meter unions (2); 
soldered Cu Tees (4); Cu bends (3); reducer/tap connector (1). 

1 16 Café 0.5 m Pb 
2.5 m Cu 

Wiped soldered joint to Cu tube (1); soldered brass stop tap (1); soldered Cu Tees 
(4); compression brass servicing valve (1); soldered Cu bends (2); tap connector (1). 

1 17 Campsite 40 m MDPE 
0.5 m Cu 

Water meter (1); stop-tap (2); philmac plastic Tee (3); MDPE to copper adaptor (1); 
copper soldered Tee (1); brass backplate elbow (1); brass hose union bib tap (1). 

1 18 Fitness centre 4 m Cu 
0.5 m plastics 

Ring stop tap (1); compression tees (3); Cu soldered capillary bends (2); plastic push 
fit straight connector (1); 15×12.7 mm tap connector (1). 

1 19 Health club 19 m Cu Water meter & brass unions to Cu (1); Cu soldered bends (8); brass stop tap (1); Tee 
(1); servicing valve (1); tap connector (1). 

1 20 Prison 404 m MDPE 
48 m Cu 

Electrofused Tees with flanged valves (10); flanged valve (1); push fit MDPE to Cu 
adapter (1); brass stop-taps (2); soldered capillary joints (?); Tee with drain cock (1); 
bend (1); straight connectors (3); reducing tee (2); brass stop tap (2); bends (4); Tees 
(15); tap connector (1). 

2 21 School 22 m Cu Elbow (20); Tee (9). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

2 22 School 5.3 m Cu Elbow (4); Tee (3); valve (1). 

2 23 School > 66 m Cu Elbow (~66); Tee (>30). 

2 24 School Before storage: 
16 m Cu 

After storage: 
20 m Cu 

Elbow (27); Tee (8). 

Elbow (17); Tee (10). 

2 25 University ? m PE 
40 m Cu 

Elbow (>33); Tee (>17). 

2 26 Nursery School 8 M Cu 
20 m Pb 
6 m Cu 

Elbow (>14); Tee (>10). 

2 27 Residential care 30-40 m Cu Elbow (>30); Tee (>8). 

2 28 Nursing home >75 m Cu Elbow (>98); Tee (>51). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

2 29 Restaurant 14 m Pb 
21 m Cu 
1 m polybutylene 

Elbow (26); Tee (8); swaged leaded joint (1). 

2 30 Hotels & Inns 15 m Cu Elbow (>12); Tee (>2). 

2 31 Hotels & Inns 26 m Cu Elbow; Tee. 

2 32 Hotels & Inns 10.7 m Cu Valve (3); meter (1); drain tap (1); Tee (1); compression union (1); lead-soldered 
elbow (1). 

2 33 Hotels & Inns 15 m Cu Elbow (>12); Tee (>5) - mainly solder and some compression. 

2 34 Pub 12 m Cu Elbow (>11); Tee (>4). 

2 35 Guest House 4 m Cu 
? m Pb 

Elbow (8); Tee (3) (fittings on lead pipework unknown). 

2 36 Café 9 m Cu Elbow (8); Tee (7). 

2 37 Museum 0.5 m Pb 
50 m Cu 

Elbow (21); Tee (7); stop-tap coupling (1). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

2 38 Health clubs 25 m PE 
>8 m Cu 

Elbow (>21); Tee (8). 

2 39 Tourist attraction 16 m polybutylene 
44 m Cu 

Tees (13); straight (15). 

2 40 Prison 15 m uPVC 
66 m PE 
33 m Cu 

Elbow (>61); reducer (>6); Tee (>21); tapping Tee (>20). 

3 41 School 200 m uPVC 
43 m Cu 
1 m plastics 

Tees (2); Cu soldered capillary (?); brass stop tap (1); push fit elbows (4); tap 
connector (1). 

3 42 School ? 45 m 
Cu 15 m 

Brass stop tap (1); Cu solder ring (1); capillary fittings (?); plastic push fit servicing 
valve(1); Tees (3); bends (4). 

3 43 School 70 m Cu Brass solder ring stop tap; capillary fittings (?). 

3 44 School 55 m Cu Brass stop cock (1); water meter (1); soldered capillary Cu and brass bends, Tees 
and connectors (?). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

3 45 University 80 m ductile iron 
28 m Cu 
90 m polybutylene 
2 m Cu 

GM bronze welded and flanged connectors (?); push fit connectors (?); Cu soldered 
capillary elbows, Tees, tap connectors (?). 

3 46 Nursery School 10 m galvanised 
iron? 
3 m Cu 

Cu soldered capillary fittings (?). 

3 47 Residential care 1 m Cu Brass stop-tap (1); Cu Tees (2); elbows (2); Cu/brass tap connector (1). 

3 48 Restaurant 4 m Cu Brass stop-taps (2); Cu soldered capillary Tee (1); tap connector (1). 

3 49 Restaurant 9 m Cu Brass stop-tap (1); Cu/brass soldered capillary compression fittings, Tee elbows and 
straight connectors (?); compression spherical valve (1). 

3 50 Hotels & Inns 60 m Cu Brass solder ring capillary stop-taps (?); water meter (1); end feed Cu fittings (?). 

3 51 Hotels & Inns 1 m MDPE 
7 m Cu 

Cu soldered capillary fittings (1); adapter (1); brass soldered capillary stop-taps and 
brass unions (?). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

3 52 Hotels & Inns 30 m Cu Solder ring capillary fittings (?). 

3 53 Hotels & Inns Before storage: 
7 m Cu 

After storage: 
70 m Cu 

Brass water meter and unions (1); Cu capillary soldered fittings – bends (6); reducer 
(1); float valve (1); tap connector (1). 

Flanged connectors (4); GM valves (2); brass stop valve (1); tap connectors (2); 
servicing valve (1); float operated valve (1); Cu capillary soldered fittings – Tees 
(5); elbows (4); bends (16). 

3 54 Pub 18 m Cu Brass stop-tap capillary soldered (1); water meter (1); Tees (7); bends (8); straight 
connectors (3); tap connector (1). 

3 55 Guest House 1.5 m Pb 
13 m Cu 

Wiped solder joint (Pb to Cu pipes) (1); brass stop-tap (1); water meter (1) and drain 
tap Tee (1). Branches to other areas. 

3 56 Café 1.5 m Pb 
6 m Cu 

Wiped solder joint (Pb to Cu pipes) (1); Cu stop-tap (1); compression stop-tap (1); 
soldered capillary elbows, Tees and connectors (?). 

3 57 Art gallery (public) 5 m Pb 
8 m Cu 

Wiped solder joint (1); brass soldered capillary joints at stop-tap, Tees, bends and 
connectors; Cu soldered capillary joints (?). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

3 58 Health clubs 40 m ? 
35 m Cu 

Cu soldered capillary fittings; brass compression stop-tap (1); water meter (1); Tees 
(12); bends (11); straight connectors (4); tap connector (1). 

3 59 Nightclub 6 m Cu 
25 m PEX 

Water meter (1); compression gate valves (2); soldered capillary Tees, elbows and 
connectors (?); push fit Tees (?), servicing valves (?); tap connector (1). 

3 60 Community centre 55 m Cu Soldered Cu capillary fittings, tees, elbows and connectors (?); brass stop-tap (1). 

4 61 School 15 m MDPE 
9 m Cu 

Compression and capillary fittings prior to tap (~14). 

4 62 School 18 m Pb 
18 m Cu 

Compression fittings prior to sampling tap (~13). 

4 63 School 46 m Cu Compression and capillary fittings prior to tap (>60). 

4 64 School 18 m Cu ? (>20). 

4 65 University 500 m ductile iron 
100 m Cu 

Compression and capillary fittings prior to tap (?). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

4 66 Nursery school 12 m MDPE 
6 m Cu 

Compression and capillary fittings prior to tap (~9). 

4 67 Retirement home 28 m MDPE 
3 m Cu 

Compression and capillary fittings prior to tap (~18). 

4 68 Restaurant 2.5 m MDPE 
15 m Cu 

Compression and capillary fittings prior to tap (~15). 

4 69 Restaurant 11 m Cu Compression and capillary fittings prior to tap (11). 

4 70 Hotels & Inns 3 m Cu Compression and capillary fittings prior to tap (6). 

4 71 Hotels & Inns 6 m Cu Compression and capillary fittings prior to tap (~13). 

4 72 Hotels & Inns 0.3 m galv iron 
22 m Cu 

Screwed joints; compression and capillary fittings prior to tap (>30). 

4 73 Hotels & Inns 2 m Pb 
3 m Cu 
2 m Pb 

Wiped joint; capillary and compression fittings (~12). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

4 74 Pub 15 m Cu Compression and capillary fittings prior to tap (~10). 

4 75 Guest House 10 m MDPE 
12 m Cu 

Polygrip, compression and capillary fittings prior to tap (~15). 

4 76 Café 10 m Cu Compression and capillary fittings prior to sample tap (~6). 

4 77 Exhibition Centre 700 m total (ductile 
iron, MDPE and Cu) 

Flange; solvent weld; push-fit; compression; capillary (system too complex to 
estimate numbers). 

4 78 Health club 60 m Cu Compression and capillary fittings prior to sample tap (>50). 

4 79 Nightclub 0.5 m plastics 
15 m Cu 

Compression and capillary fittings (?). 

4 80 Job centre ? ? 

5 81 School 60 m MDPE 
50 m Cu 

Compression; capillary (~20). 

5 82 College 300 m Cu Fittings (43). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

5 83 School 27 m Cu Capillary; compression (?). 

5 84 School 450 m Cu, galv Fe, 
MDPE, black PE, Pb 
mix 

Fittings (>20). 

5 85 University 76 Cu, galv Fe, 
uPVC mix 

Screwed flange; compression; capillary (>50). 

5 86 Hospital 174 m Cu Flange; compression; capillary (>50). 

5 87 Residential care 16 m Cu Compression (~4). 

5 88 Restaurant 13 m Cu Capillary; compression (~9). 

5 89 Restaurant 23 m Cu Push fit; compression; capillary (~15). 

5 90 Hotels & Inns 12 m Pb 
6 m Cu 

Compression & capillary; Cu and Pb pipe work (~9). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

5 91 Hotels & Inns 6 m cast Fe 
24 m Cu 

Flange, compression, capillary (>30). 

5 92 Hotels & Inns 18 m Cu Compression (?) . 

5 93 Hotels & Inns 15 m Pb 
5 m Cu 

Wiped joints; compression; sample tap (?). 

5 94 Guest House 15 m Cu Compression (~5). 

5 95 Guest House 12 m Pb 
? m Cu 

Compression and capillary fittings prior to sample tap (4). 

5 96 Hostel 18 m Pb, Cu mix Wiped joint on Pb; compression; capillary (~5). 

5 97 Conference centre 31 m Cu Compression; capillary (?). 

5 98 Fitness centre 200 m MDPE 
30 m Cu 

Polygrip; compression; capillary (?). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

5 99 Theatre/ concert hall 2 m MDPE 
80 m Cu 

Poly grip; compression & capillary (>25). 

5 100 Housing Department 62 m MDPE 
6 m Cu 

Poly grip; compression & capillary (10). 

6 101 School 35 m Cu Soft soldered with compression (5). 

6 102 School 9 m Cu Soft soldered (12). 

6 103 School 22 m Cu Soldered  (21). 

6 104 School 20 m Cu Soft soldered (3); compression (2). 

6 105 University 2 m MDPE 
10 m Cu 
10 m galv Fe 
2 m Cu 

Soft soldered (15); screwed (12); compression (2); welded (2). 

6 106 Hospital ? m Cu Braided hose (1); compression (2); soft soldered (7). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

6 107 Residential care 7 m MDPE 
2 m Cu 
0.3 m braided hose 

Soft soldered (11); screwed threads (4); compression (3); Hep2O push-fit (2); 
braided hose (2). 

6 108 Restaurant 15 m Cu Soldered (10); compression (7). 

6 109 Restaurant 6 m Cu Compression and soft soldered (8). 

6 110 Hotels & Inns 23 m Cu Compression and soft soldered (?). 

6 111 Hotels & Inns 18 m Cu Soft soldered (4). 

6 112 Hotels & Inns 1.5 m Cu Soft soldered (3); compression (1). 

6 113 Hotels & Inns 11 m Cu Soldered, lead and compression (~9). 

6 114 Guest House 20 m galv steel 
30 m Cu 

Screwed thread steel (10); soft soldered (15); Cu compression (5). 

6 115 Guest House 11 m Cu Compression (2); soldered (3). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

6 116 Hostel 18 m Cu Soft soldered (4); compression (1). 

6 117 Sports ground 7 m Cu Soldered (4); compression (speedfit BPEX push-fit couplings) (?). 

6 118 Health clubs 30 m ? 
12 m Cu 

Compression (3); soft soldered (6). 

6 119 Ice rink 15 m Cu Soft soldered; compression (?). 

6 120 Children’s home 1 m Cu 
10 m grey PE 

Compression (4); adhesive (8). 

7 121 College 3 m Cu Compression elbow (1); soldered (4). 

7 122 School >12 m Cu 
? m galv Fe 

Soldered (17); compression (7). 

7 123 School ? m ductile Fe 
5.4 m Cu 
1.5 m flexible hose 

Compression (6); soldered (1) 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

7 124 School 1.75 m Cu Compression (6); soldered (3). 

7 125 University >0.7 m Cu Compression (1). 

7 126 Hospital >10 m Cu 
0.3 m braided hose 

Compression (2). 

7 127 Residential care 40 mCu 
0.4 m MDPE 

Philmac converter coupler; soldered fittings. 

7 128 Restaurant 30 m Cu Brass straight coupler; Hep2O tee; Hep2O tap connector. 

7 129 Restaurant 3 m Cu Brass compression; soldered Tee; soldered fittings. 

7 130 Hotels & Inns 2 m galv iron 
12.5 m Cu 

Stop-tap; meter; compression. 

7 131 Hotels & Inns 2 m cast iron 
>22 m Cu 

Galvanised elbows; coupler; service valve; Tee; elbow; tap connector. 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

7 132 Hotels & Inns 2 m ductile iron 
>22.6 m Cu 

Compression (2); soldered (1?). 

7 133 Hotels & Inns 10 m Cu ? 

7 134 Guest House 8.5 m Cu Soldered. 

7 135 Banquet/ function 1.5 m Cu 
0.3 m braided hose 

Compression (3); soldered (8). 

7 136 Wine bar 1.25 m Cu 
0.6 m MDPE 

Stop valve; approved double check valve; 15 mm servicing valve; 15 mm copper tap 
connector. 

7 137 Leisure centre >1.2 m Cu Compression (?). 

7 138 Health club >0.9 m Cu Compression (3); soldered (6). 

7 139 Cinema > 50 m grey plastic 
0.45 m Cu 

Compression (2); soldered (2). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

7 140 Public toilets 20 m Cu Soldered. 

8 141 School 30 m Fe 
48 m Cu 

Cu compression (5); Fe screwed (?). 

8 142 School 40 m uPVC 
30 m Fe 
8 m Cu 

Cu compression and soft soldered (7); Fe screwed (?); uPVC (?). 

8 143 School 150 m galv Fe 
9.5 m Cu 

Compression (5). 

8 144 School 9.5 m Cu Compression (10); soldered (8). 

8 145 University 7 m Cu End feed soldered (6); push-fit (1); compression (1). 

8 146 GP surgery 6 m Cu Compression (7). 

8 147 Health centre 87 m Cu Soft soldered (6); compression (2). 

8 148 Restaurant ? Not known, all boxed in. 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

8 149 Hotels & Inns 60 m Cu Soft soldered (6); compression (5). 

8 150 Hotels & Inns 85 m MDPE 
29 m Cu 

Compression (?); soft soldered (6). 

8 151 Hotels & Inns 50 m MDPE 
15 m Cu 

Compression (4); soldered (~4). 

8 152 Hotels & Inns 16 m Cu Soldered (4); compression (6). 

8 153 Pub 5 m Cu Braided hose (1); soft soldered (8); compression (6). 

8 154 Guest House 2 m Cu Soldered (5). 

8 155 Café 12 m Fe 
6 m Cu 

Soldered (4); compression (2); screwed (~3). 

8 156 Campsite 75 m MDPE 
4 m Cu 

Compression (2); soldered (4). 

8 157 Leisure centre 60 m Cu Soft soldered (4); compression (2). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

8 158 Health club 6 m Cu Compression (2); soldered (5). 

8 159 Historic building ? m Cu Crimped compression (2); soft soldered (2); compression (>2). 

8 160 Public toilets 17 m Fe 
1 m Cu 

Not visible. 

9 161 School 0.4 m MDPE 
5.45 m Cu 

Brass stop tap (1); elbow (5); Tee (2). 

9 162 School 0.3 m MDPE 
16.6 m Cu 

Tee (5); elbow (3); valve (1). 

9 163 School 3 m Cu Elbow (3); Tee (3); valve (1). 

9 164 School 2.1 m Cu 
0.5 m Pb 
3.7 m Cu 

Valve (3); compression elbow (7); elbow (2); meter (1); compression Tee (2). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

9 165 Further education 15 m Cu 
0.3 m MDPE 

Elbow (1); stopcock (1); rest of fittings unknown. 

9 166 GP surgery 1 m Cu Soldered elbow (3); Tee (2); service valve (1). 

9 167 Nursing home 18 m Cu Elbow (6); Tee (3). 

9 168 Restaurant 7.25 m Cu Soldered elbow (6); soldered Tee (6) 

9 169 Hotels & Inns 46 m MDPE 
46 m Cu 

Compression straight (1); compression reducer (3); compression Tee (2); 
compression elbow (4); capillary Tee (10); capillary elbow (41). 

9 170 Hotels & Inns 11 m Cu Brass stop tap (1); tap (2); end Tee (3); elbow (6). 

9 171 Hotels & Inns 15.5 m Cu Elbow (6); Tee (1); service valve (2). 

9 172 Hotels & Inns Before storage: 
18 m Cu 

After storage: 
15 m Cu 

Brass Tees (4); drain valve (1); stop valves (4). 

Tees (4); elbow (1); taps (2); valves (3); appliances (3). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

9 173 Pub 20 m MDPE 
16 m Cu 

Service valve (1); pressure regulator (1); rest of fittings concealed. 

9 174 Guest House 0.3 m MDPE 
12 m Cu 

Brass stop-tap (2); Tee (5); elbow (5). 

9 175 Café 9 m Cu Elbow (5); Tee (3). 

9 176 Campsite 3220 m MDPE 
815 m PEX 
10 m Cu 
4 m galv Fe 

Compression Tee (10); compression elbow (10); elbow (8); push-fit Tee (1); 
capillary elbow (20); capillary Tee (8); BSP connections (?). 

9 177 Leisure centre >2m Cu Service valve (1); push-fit connectors (?). 

9 178 Health club 2 m galv Fe 
38 m Cu 

Drain (1); valve (2); meter (1); Tee (1); elbow (3). 

9 179 Hairdresser 14 m Cu Valve (2); Tee (5); water meter (1); elbow (1). 

9 180 Place of worship 1 m Cu Compression elbow (2); compression Tee (1); compression union (1). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

10 181 School 7 m Cu Elbow (2); stop-tap (2). 

10 182 School 15 m Cu Elbow (5); Tee (2). 

10 183 School 1 m Cu Tee (5); tap (1). 

10 184 School 13 m Cu Elbow (2); Tee (1); valve (2). 

10 185 Further education 1 m Cu Tee (2); tap (1); stopcock (1). 

10 186 Dentist surgery 7.5 m Cu Tee (5); valve (2). 

10 187 Nursing home 25 m Cu 
0.6 m MDPE 
3 m Cu 

Tee (1) plus others unknown. 

10 188 Restaurant 4.4 m Cu Stopcock (1); Tee (1); elbow (2); tap (1). 

10 189 Hotels & Inns 4.9 m Cu Straight coupler (1); elbow (3); stop-tap (1). 

10 190 Hotels & Inns 24 m Cu Soldered stop-tap (1); compression stop-tap (?); soldered elbows and Tees (?). 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

10 191 Hotels & Inns Before storage: 
10.5 m Cu 

After storage: 
3.7 m Cu 

Tee (1). 

Elbow (2); Tee (1); tap (1). 

10 192 Hotels & Inns 8 m Cu 
5 m Pb 
0.3 m polybutylene 
10 m nylon 

Soldered and push-fit fittings (?). 

10 193 Pub 43 m Cu Tee (1); elbow (2); drain valve (1). 

10 194 Guest House 1.6 m Cu Stop-tap (1); Tee (2); elbow (1); tap (1). 

10 195 Café 6.6 m Cu Tee (4); elbow (3); stop valve (2); meter (1). 

10 196 Campsite 2.2 m Cu Brass reducer (1); elbow (1); service (1); Tee (2). 

10 197 Swimming pool ? m galv steel 
~1.5 m Cu 

Stopcock plus others unknown. 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
  

Area ID Type Pipework from point 
of entry to sampling 
tap 

Type of fitting (number) 

     

10 198 Health club 5.3 m Cu Elbow (3); Tee (1). 

10 199 Beauty salon >7.5 m Cu 
0.5 m PEX 

Push-fit plastic fittings (?). 

10 200 Place of worship ? m galv steel 
? m Cu 

Valves (2), Tees (?). 
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Table 3.3 Summary of site survey results - (c) General comments 

Area ID Type Comments 

    

1 1 School Supply enters in school grounds in boiler house, for 45 m in 63 mm MDPE (recently renewed according to 
Premises Officer); in boiler house supply bifurcates to supply kitchen, infants school, junior school, cold 
storage for hot water; on ground floor hot, cold and heating services ducted beneath concrete floor 
accessed only via concrete lids seized in place by paint; said to be insulated; maintenance achieved by 
breaking up floor; two main toilets with drinking water fountains; sinks in classrooms, staff toilets, 
cleaners sinks with cold taps; fire hose reel; except in boiler house no pipe work insulated; no cold taps in 
school marked drinking water; distribution pipe decreases in size (63→54→28→22→15 mm). 

1 2 School Supply enters from road, meter is located in small brick building near kitchen (key not available at time); 
outside stop-tap not found; supply branches to main kitchen in 63 mm MDPE; supplies two classroom 
areas; enters building in boiler room in 32 mm MDPE; supplies toilet facilities but most original facilities 
in block have been removed leaving underused system; extensive pipe runs at high levels that are not 
insulated and under utilised; no evidence of insulation throughout; much pipework hidden above ceiling 
level. 

1 3 School Supply rises in classroom cupboard through to ceiling; concealed behind ceiling tiles; where seen above 
ceiling level the pipe work was insulated; no taps are marked drinking water; no pipe work below ceiling 
level insulated or marked as to what it carries; drinking water fountain in nursery; distribution pipe 
decreases in size (54→35→22→15 mm). 
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Table 3.3 Continued 
 

Area ID Type Comments 

    

1 4 School School has two separate water supplies; both enter boiler house side by side; modern installation & is well 
insulated; supply passes kitchen and drops to low level around wall of kitchen before arriving at sink; 
remainder of service fixed at high level across ceiling to another sink, kitchen, staff changing rooms; 
second service rises to high level and disappears into ceiling void to service rest of school; most 
classrooms have sink with mains cold; pipework hidden behind panelling/buried in floor screed; 
distribution pipe decreases in size (50→35→22→15 mm) 

1 5 University Supply enters basement boiler room; rises to ceiling level and runs full length of basement area of terrace; 
several risers to kitchen/ toilet on three floors above; short run of insulation in boiler room; no other 
insulation or marking as to content of pipework; branch to disused washbasin in boiler room; taps not 
marked to function in building although is policy to do so; university operates legionella programme and 
planning to install chlorine dioxide dosing equipment in one problem accommodation block; distribution 
pipe decreases in size (28→22→15 mm). 

1 6 Nursery School Supply initially underground from meter; rises beneath temporary classrooms where fixed below floor and 
distributes through floor where required; well insulated where seen; no access beneath classrooms as void 
is bricked up from ground level to floor level all around perimeter of structure; all fittings seen are brass 
compression; taps at sinks not marked drinking water; distribution pipe decreases in size 
(28→22→15 mm) Cu. 
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Table 3.3 Continued 
 

Area ID Type Comments 

    

1 7 Dentist surgery Small practice in old Victorian house; supply enters basement beneath ground floor patients toilet; rises 
through ground floor toilet to staff kitchen at first floor level; much pipe work hidden in plaster or beneath 
floor; branches feed toilets and surgeries at ground floor level, staff toilets, surgery and kitchen at first 
floor & high level storage cistern for hot water; visible pipe work is Cu, short length of Pb in basement and 
short lengths of plastic connecting to taps on sink in staff kitchen; apart from service pipe in basement, 
visible pipes are un-insulated; taps not marked to their function - assumed all cold supplies are potable. 

1 8 Nursing home Supply enters building in room adjacent to lounge; rises out of floor into small cupboard passing through 
stop-taps and meter and disappears back under floor; supplies high level storage, distributes to toilets, each 
bedroom; mains water available to each resident; pipework generally not accessible (under carpeted floor); 
in kitchen 22 mm Cu services rise out of tiled floor to feed two double sinks with separate taps; legionella 
control programme chlorinating the system operated every six months; distribution pipes decrease in size 
(28→22→15 mm). 

1 9 Restaurant Determining pipe run and source of supply would involve accessing many other businesses with whom 
arrangements have not been made; not sure where meters are; supply appears under plinth in bar; serves 
coffee machine, glass washer and bar sink; cold tap marked 'drinking water'; no visible taps insulated, 
supply located close to heating and hot water pipes (water hot initially but steadily dropped after 90 secs); 
no obvious backflow protection on supply to glass washer or coffee machine. 
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Table 3.3 Continued 
 

Area ID Type Comments 

    

1 10 Hotels & Inns Supply enters building from side street; stop-tap across street so Pb service could be 5 m long; supply 
fitted with meter; serves two areas of kitchen, bar, rest of hotel; supply fixed at ceiling level around 
basement; rises to serve sinks in kitchen, toilets, storage cisterns in roof; hose union tap in cellar with no 
backflow protection; no insulation on any pipe work in hotel/storage cisterns; no taps in kitchen/bar 
labelled drinking water or taps in bedrooms labelled non-drinking water; (hotel used to house homeless 
people). 

1 11 Hotels & Inns Supply enters building in small office near reception, rising to 1st floor ceiling level and crossing to centre 
of wing and again rising into roof space where it bifurcates into two GRP storage cisterns; gravity feeds 
into ceiling void, across central service area, along front wing of hotel and drops through two floors into 
boiler room; boosted throughout hotel to all cold outlets; distribution pipes decrease in size 
(63→42→35→28→15 mm); hot and cold run together in ducts and voids; generally well marked and 
insulated; not insulated in kitchen/beer cellar; not marked drinking water. 

1 12 Hotels & Inns Boiler room in basement of main bedroom wing; installation relatively new with re-pressurised hot water 
provided via Andrews water heater and recirculatory system; pipework in boiler room marked as to its 
functions; most pipework in ducts, ceiling voids, under carpeted floor; pipes properly insulated; boosted 
cold water rises to 1st floor ceiling level where ducted along corridor and dropping to supply bedrooms; 
hot water distribution close to cold; insulation in ducting lower quality than boiler room; no taps marked; 
distribution pipes decrease in size: before storage (54→35 mm), after storage (54→35→22→15 mm). 
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Table 3.3 Continued 
 

Area ID Type Comments 

    

1 13 Hotels & Inns Supply enters kitchen from yard, 5 m from back lane where meter is located; supply bifurcates after stop-
tap to supply washbasin, some bedrooms, kitchen sink, sluice sink, hot water boiler; pipes not insulated 
but close to point of entry - not detrimental; pipes elsewhere inaccessible beneath carpeted floor; no taps 
marked. 

1 14 Pub Plumbing on site renewed in recent weeks; new 32 mm MDPE supply laid and awaits connection to new 
28 mm Cu service pipe that supplies pub and private accommodation; supply enters site in basement beer 
cellar and rises to ceiling level; runs length of cellar with branches to serve ground floor bar, beer cellar 
and toilets; riser to function room bar, kitchen and toilets on first floor; branch to ice machine in cellar and 
'the flat' in separate building at rear of pub (private accommodation); no taps in pub labelled drinking 
water; all new pipe work insulated and marked as to what it carries; glass washing machine in main bar 
and function room, connected direct to mains cold water supply with no apparent backflow protection; 
supply to flat connected in cellar of pub; rises into back yard of pub in 15 mm plastic; poorly fixed to 
outside of adjoining building for 10 m before entering flat; pipework 13 mm Pb; Cu pipe work decreases 
in size 28→15 mm. 

1 15 Guest House Supply enters through floor into kitchen; bifurcates after meter; one supply for combi boiler, outside toilet, 
other washbasin, kitchen sink, bathroom and other facilities upstairs; each bedroom has washbasin; two 
bedrooms have showers; one bedroom en-suite; no pipework insulated; no taps marked drinking water; 
lengthy pipework throughout guest house seldom used. 
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Table 3.3 Continued 
 

Area ID Type Comments 

    

1 16 Café Seaside café in small group of council premises; had extensive changing/toilet facilities but no longer 
operates to full potential (one small toilet block now, others boarded up); supply enters premises 100 m 
from highway; material of supply pipe unknown other than where it enters premises (could all be Pb - so 
may be several deadlegs to boarded up elements); distance from point of entry to draw off point very short 
but there are extensive areas of pipework within premises redundant/valved off/used infrequently; no 
pipework insulated; taps not marked 'drinking water'; café not open weekends in winter. 

1 17 Campsite Caravan park for privately owned static caravans, touring caravans, tents and more recently permanent 
timber-clad chalets. Two supplies onto site: original supply (which has largely been renewed) feeds house, 
shop, restaurant and several chalets at entrance to site. Second supply (which was the one inspected) enters 
site from the right about a third of way up the park - this has been completely renewed over the last three 
years. Supply distributes throughout the site in 63 mm MDPE with 32 mm MDPE spurs along each row of 
caravans/chalets branching to each plot in 20 mm MDPE. Two pairs of taps are provided outside the 
amenity block and are marked 'drinking water'. There are a large number of standpipes dotted around the 
touring caravan area (these are not marked); these may be used to draw drinking water or they could be 
connected directly to a caravan's plumbing system - modern vans have this facility. All of the privately 
owned static caravans and chalets are permanently connected to the mains cold water distribution system - 
the plumbing systems in these vary according to manufacturer, some Hep2O, others Cu. None of the 
standpipes were insulated though the permanent supplies to the static caravans were. None of the 
standpipes or associated hose union taps had any apparent backflow protection device. MDPE is used 
above ground at standpipes and it is apparent from its colour that UV degradation is taking place. 
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Table 3.3 Continued 
 

Area ID Type Comments 

    

1 18 Fitness centre Supply enters rear of premises; feeds toilets, wash hand basin, kitchen sink; branch feeds second wash 
hand basin, toilet; pipework nearly all Cu (15 mm); no pipework insulated; premises is basic sun tan studio 
in terrace of shop units in middle of housing estate; it has sun beds, weight machines, static cycle & 
running machine; no showers. 

1 19 Health club Ladies/gents fitness club with small (10 m) swimming pool; three floors with conservatory for pool; 
supply enters site in ladies shower and rises behind tiles to ceiling; passes over showers in ceiling void to 
rear of building where it rises through duct to storage cistern in roof; over shower there is a branch to the 
sink in reception, the exact route unknown as most pipework is hidden; there is a branch to supply the hose 
union tap in the swimming pool area which has no form of backflow protection fitted; no visible pipe work 
is insulated or identified as to its function; hot/cold water for showers gravitates from high level storage 
(Cu cylinder located above plant room on first floor). 

1 20 Prison No copies/photographs of installations allowed - general layouts given; most pipework in ducts, ceiling 
voids or heavily insulated; mains cold water distribution renewed in recent years with 180 mm MDPE 
'ring main', duplicated with similar fire fighting system; cell blocks, wings, kitchen, gatehouse, workshops, 
hospital etc. have 63 mm branches from ring main; underground service pipes are all MDPE converting to 
54 mm Cu at point of entry into each wing; surveyed gym, workshop, works department, dog handlers 
area; supply enters building on south side in 63 mm MDPE, reducing to 54 mm Cu, controlled by brass 
stop-tap with soldered capillary taps; supply rises to ceiling and disappears into void above corridor, runs 
alongside gym and workshop; arrives at works department in 28 mm Cu, continuing on to dog section; 
much pipework obscure, where visible it is insulated and steps down in size at major takeoff points; 
supplies toilet area, showers, kitchen sinks in gym, workshop, works department, dog section. 
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Table 3.3 Continued 
 

Area ID Type Comments 

    

2 21 School All pipe work painted copper and adequately clipped. Two large stainless sinks in kitchen with single taps. 
Right hand sink chosen for taking samples. Steaming oven, one wash hand basin in adjacent toilet, one 
pair of bucket filling taps located high above designated sink with large air gap. Large double sink in 
serving room with hot and cold single taps on left and hot single tap only on right. Staff room sink with 
designated drinking tap for kettle filling etc. A number of classrooms have designated drinking points with 
single taps and/or drinking fountains, and all also have designated sinks for other classroom uses. Infant 
mixed toilet area with several WCs, three basins with hot taps only, one designated drinking tap and newly 
installed drinking fountain, feet wash shower room. Boys toilet with several urinals, one toilet, three basins 
with hot taps only, one designated drinking tap and one newly installed drinking fountain, feet wash 
shower room. The feet wash shower in the boys' and girls' toilets are not being used but the staff stated that 
they are regularly run to flush out the pipework, although they did not know when this was last done. The 
staff stated that they were unlikely to be used in the future and it was advised that they should be 
disconnected at source. There could be a problem with the dead legs that are generated by these feet wash 
showers. 

2 22 School Location of stop tap unknown. Hot and cold supplies touching. 

2 23 School The site is a large complex one. The high school is a very modern extension to a large site, which includes 
an older college complex and a sports facility/swimming pool. The main supply to the site comes into the 
plant room for the swimming pool, which is a short distance from the new high school complex. 
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Table 3.3 Continued 
 

Area ID Type Comments 

    

2 24 School There is a large UV treatment device located on the wall in the main hall adjacent to the kitchen block. 
The unit is fed via 15 mm tube and treats all water coming into the site from the private borehole. There is 
also a bypass line with appropriate servicing valves to isolate the UV system for maintenance purposes. 
Incoming supply pipe located in the kitchen area. There are a few taps in the kitchen area with inadequate 
air gaps - this does not pose a threat to the mains as the site has a private supply, however contents could 
potentially be drawn off from other points of use in the building. Originally a drinking water fountain in 
the infant toilet was chosen for sampling, however this was later considered unsuitable for filling sample 
bottles due to its design. Therefore an adjacent basin tap less than 0.5 m away on the same distributing 
pipe was considered suitable for measuring the likely drinking water in the fountain. The boys' and girls' 
toilets were refurbished during the summer holidays. Storage has modern cistern with lid, insulation, etc. 
Some unused facilities were discovered which have created a number of dead legs. The water quality is 
regularly checked by the local council. 

2 25 University The university complex has a large number of separate buildings. The Estates building is located on the 
grounds of the university and was chosen to conduct the survey as it is of a similar age to a number of 
other buildings and the public/students have access to the building and so could take a drink from the 
facilities. The building has recently been refurbished and at the same time all taps on site were converted 
from storage fed to mains fed. The site manager explained that the university was looking at all buildings 
on the complex with a view to convert them all to mains fed only as and when they are refurbished in due 
course. A number of designated taps still have 'drinking water' labels even though all taps on site are now 
mains fed.  
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2 26 Nursery School Site has regular drinking water inspections carried out by the local council. The site also has documented 
procedures for hygiene control, cleaning and disinfecting of water cisterns and pipework and water quality 
monitoring. Incoming supply pipe is located in toilet facility in boiler room block located at front of 
building with separate external access. The boiler room is located down a set of stairs in the basement, 
whilst the supply comes in just below ground level. The staff recommend that visitors and children use 
water from the many on-site bottled water coolers as in their words ' the water from the taps is not very 
nice, and you have to run the tap for several minutes because it comes out warm'. A water storage cistern 
was found but it was thought that this was to feed the heating system. The water in all taps was at high 
pressure and the height of the cistern could not have generated that much pressure. No dead legs were 
found and plumbing was generally maintained to a high standard. Old basin found in large toilet block had 
taps, which did not have an appropriate air gap during visual inspection, and no check valves were fitted to 
the supplies. Lead pipe was discovered where the supply from the boiler block disappeared into the roof 
void. The lead was also discovered where the supply entered each of the toilet blocks. It is thought that as 
the building was old all of the original distribution pipework probably remained in place where difficult 
access prevented easy replacement. All facilities have been re-plumbed in the last 10 years with copper 
used throughout, but all is still fed from the original lead pipework. The head teacher stated that a major 
extension was planned in the near future. 
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2 27 Residential care Modern building with modern copper plumbing and soldered fittings. It is unknown whether lead free 
solder has been used as the copper pipework is painted throughout. There are 14 residential rooms, all of 
which have handwash basins fitted, and two of these have en suite toilets. All basins are fitted with 
'Westco' thermostatic mixing valves. The laundry is located at the rear of the building in an outbuilding 
that looks like a converted garage. Two domestic washing machines are located in the laundry, which 
probably have insufficient backflow protection for use in a care home. The building is about 12 years old 
and looks like it was converted from two large semi-detached houses. The water undertaker has not 
inspected the building since it opened as a care home at least 10 years ago. 

2 28 Nursing home Solder fittings used throughout; all pipework painted. A large number of sinks with separate hot and cold 
taps. One sink has mixer tap with hose attachment, which has manufactured restraint to prevent 
compromising the air gap. An 'Electrolux Washtech 50' dishwasher is located adjacent to this sink. Hot 
water dispenser is plumbed in with rubber hoses. Copper pipe work poorly clipped in places but generally 
installed to a high standard. The laundry is adjacent to the kitchen and has two 'JLA HW 94A' machines 
installed. Again some of the pipework is poorly clipped in places, particularly where modifications have 
been made. The staff room has a sink with separate taps for drinking and filling the kettle. Cold pipework 
feeding a hot vending machine which has been removed creating a 2m dead leg. Staff toilet, public toilet 
and disabled toilet are located on the ground floor in the foyer area. 62 guest rooms all with en suite 
toilets/basins and some with additional baths/showers. Downstairs shower room with toilet and basin. 
Downstairs bathroom with TMV3 type mixer valve and shower outlet above bath with unrestrained hose 
and no additional backflow protection. Upstairs shower room identical to downstairs one described above. 
Upstairs bathroom with 'Arjo' special bath facility, toilet and over the rim bidet. 
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2 29 Restaurant Very old complicated supply, difficult to trace water supplies, lots of lead pipe and buried pipe. From the 
water meter the supply disappears into the property. Believe main stop-tap is in first floor airing cupboard, 
1" lead pipe. This then goes under floorboards and down corner wall of kitchen annex. New supply to 
drinking water point braided flexible hose. Very old supplies with new mixed in (two cottages made into 
one). Hot and cold supplies running close together, pipework unclipped, lead incoming supply, deadlegs 
near the fire exit. Numerous taps on to supply, not used so much. Washing machine on the supply to 
drinking water point. Drinking water tap not marked as drinking water point. 

2 30 Hotels & Inns Size and material of incoming supply pipe unknown - owner was unable to advise on the location of the 
stop valve. A number of hot and cold pipes were found to be touching particularly where they passed 
through walls. Only domestic type appliances were fitted inside the building. Separate food-washing area 
with double sink and single mixer tap located in a room adjacent to the kitchen. 

2 31 Hotels & Inns Site has two incoming supplies, one in toilet adjacent to games room on ground floor, second at the rear of 
the conservatory extension, which is part of the restaurant area. Main kitchen has designated handwash 
basin and two large stainless steel sinks fed via single hot and cold taps. Right hand sink chosen for taking 
samples. Dishwasher with supplies via hose union taps and rubber hoses incorporates appropriate air gap. 
Ice making machine fed via rubber hose. Hot drinks water dispenser fed via rubber hose. Fitting used to 
connect hose to copper supply is made from black iron and is badly corroded. Laundry and cellar in 
basement has three large washing machines. Drinks dispenser which uses water supplies dispenser in bar 
via small bore plastic tube from cellar. Much of the pipework in the cellar is unclipped and has been DIY 
modified several times. A number of short dead legs exist where equipment has been removed. Wash 
basin behind bar has single taps below spill over level with no additional backflow prevention devices. 
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2 32 Hotels & Inns Incoming supply pipe not clipped. No lagging on pipes outside or inside. Condensation on pipes inside - 
over electrical light. Lead solder on sink. 

2 33 Hotels & Inns Size and material of incoming supply pipe unknown. Some hot and cold pipes were touching in places due 
to inadequate spacing and some clips missing. Hot and cold pipes were clipped in a fixed position where 
the hot pipe rests on top of the cold pipe where they go through the kitchen wall to feed the sink in the bar. 
The site was recently inspected by the water undertaker (last 12 months) and they insisted in changes on 
the laundry room, which is located at the opposite end of the long restaurant from the kitchen. One of the 
changes was to feed both large commercial washing machines from the hot supply only (i.e. from storage), 
however this has resulted in the original cold supply pipe being left in place and this has created a dead leg 
of at least 20 m. The owner confirmed that this pipework is no longer used for any other purpose and has 
not been flushed out since the changes were made. A sink in the utility room was removed because the 
original taps were below the spill over level of the basin, however the supplies remain in place creating a 
short dead leg here as well. 

2 34 Pub Small public bar and ladies and gents toilets only. No kitchen. Residential accommodation upstairs with 
kitchen, bathroom, utility room with domestic washing machine. 'Beta 40F' glass washer adjacent to 
chosen drinking water tap behind bar, fed via rubber hose. 'Whirlpool Philips K40' ice making machine 
located in cellar and fed via rubber hose. 

2 35 Guest House Small guest house has only domestic type appliances and standard domestic kitchen type water fittings. 
Some solder used may contain lead as it is quite old and there is evidence of some 1" pipe work in kitchen 
which disappears into roof void and probably feeds the rest of the hotel and guest rooms. 
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2 36 Café Small coffee shop in grounds of garden centre. Simple plumbing layout with male and female toilets 
located behind the small kitchen, which has one stainless steel sink with mixer tap and small handwash 
basin with single basin taps. Hot drinks water dispenser located in serving area adjacent to kitchen. 

2 37 Museum All taps throughout the building specifically labelled as 'Not Drinking Water' except for the one in kitchen 
and one in the staff room upstairs. No domestic appliances used. One dead leg found in kitchen area where 
piece of equipment was removed about one year ago. This was pointed out to the owner. 

2 38 Health clubs The leisure club is attached to a large hotel but is thought to have its own separate water supply. Manager 
pointed out a water meter in the pavement outside the leisure centre and another outside the front of the 
hotel. A couple of short dead legs were found in the plant room (location of incoming supply pipe), 
presumably where old equipment has been disconnected. The manager was unsure whether the sink in the 
leisure club reception was fed via the separate mains supply or from storage via the hotel. The tap in the 
reception area was checked and thought to have a mains supply due to pressure. The leisure club has a 
small swimming pool and Jacuzzi with a small reception desk located in the centre of the building. A sink 
with single taps is located in this reception area - this tap was chosen for taking water samples. 

2 39 Tourist attraction Not able to verify if any water treatment processes. New supplies in reception/restaurant, all fitting push-
fit by IMI Yorkshire. Unable to trace to supply or treatment plant. New pipework using polybutylene pipe 
and copper. Joints are push-fit by IMI 'Tectite'. Plastic pipe supplies on roof unclipped. The down pipes in 
the ladies and gents toilets are very close, could heat the cold water. Dishwasher on supply prior to the 
drinking water point (not in use). Drinking water tap not marked as 'drinking water'. Water supply checked 
by council at the end of September 2003. 
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2 40 Prison The service intake building houses two large floor standing storage cisterns which are supplied by float 
operated valves. These storage cisterns are taken out of service regularly for cleaning and chlorinating. 
These storage cisterns supply a large booster set which then feeds a 180 mm polyethylene ring main which 
goes around the circumference of the site then takes a supply from this ring main. Modern facility built 
about eight years ago. All pipework in the main visitor hall is in copper after the polyethylene 
underground supply pipe which enters the building in the plant room which is located at the rear of the 
building. The visitors toilets are located at the front of this building.  

3 41 School School built in late 1960's; stored water used only for WCs; hot water provided via unvented recirculatory 
system; cold water services in close proximity to hot water/heating services (not apparent during survey as 
heating off); ducted pipes well insulated; extensive use of asbestos as an insulating/fireproof medium so 
access/maintenance of services a problem; any work under strict control so much pipework unseen - if 
visible mainly Cu with capillary soldered joints, brass stop-taps; several underground fire hydrants, fire 
hose reels throughout building. 

3 42 School Distribution pipes decrease in size (54 to 15 mm); no pipes in boiler room, kitchen or visible in school 
insulated; insulation on pipes in ceiling (majority of insulation pipes located here). 

3 43 School Distribution pipes decrease in size (54 to 15 mm); well insulated in kitchen; no insulation in classrooms. 

3 44 School Distribution pipes decrease in size (42 to 15 mm); well insulated in duct; no insulation in classrooms or 
toilets. 
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3 45 University Distribution pipes decrease in size (Cu 67 to 54 mm, Hep2O 22 to 15 mm). Fe and Cu pipes used for hot 
water, Cu and Hep2O for drinking water; cold water pipes well insulated initially (90 m), then no 
insulation (60 m) although pipe is located with insulated hot water pipework. 

3 46 Nursery School Old building; obsolete plumbing, no insulation; distribution pipes decrease in size (Cu 22 to 15 mm). 

3 47 Residential care Pipework under sink not insulated, cold water supplies high level storage facilities for hot and cold 
toilet/bathroom facilities. 

3 48 Restaurant Restaurant closed; pipework all Cu; generally all soldered capillary fittings; outside tap with hose has no 
backflow protection; no pipework appears insulated but water temperature was constant; basic installation 
enters cellar below kitchen sink rising to supply sinks, two water heaters and flat over restaurant; branch at 
basement to supply sink at other side of kitchen, bar in reception and toilets. 

3 49 Restaurant Distribution pipes decrease in size (Cu 22 to 15 mm); also supplies unvented domestic hot water system; 
no insulation on visible pipework. 

3 50 Hotels & Inns Distribution pipes decrease in size (Cu 35 to 15 mm); cold water supplies high level storage tanks for hot 
water; pipes in basement not insulated and run close to hot water pipes. 

3 51 Hotels & Inns No pipes insulated; no backflow protection or prescribed air gap in sink. 

3 52 Hotels & Inns Distribution pipes decrease in size (Cu 76 to 15 mm); well insulated; properly identified. 
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3 53 Hotels & Inns Supply enters site in 35 mm, but meter and associated work outside are smaller (25 and 22 mm), causing 
supply problem; cisterns supplying bedrooms, by gravity from storage cistern in roof; insulated, access 
covers not securely fixed; distribution pipes decrease in size from roof to ground floor (35 to 15 mm); all 
pipes in roof space and service ducts insulated; no backflow protection in line with current requirements. 

3 54 Pub Supply enters rear of pub, rises to flat above then feeds back down into pub toilets, bar sink and sink in 
back store; no sign of insulation other than in cupboard under external staircase; water temperature 
constant; all visible pipework Cu connected or brass soldered capillary fittings; glass washer with no 
obvious backflow protection; hot water only by gravity from storage. 

3 55 Guest House Pb pipe changes immediately to Cu inside bedroom; significant branching throughout house; no insulation. 

3 56 Café Short service pipe is Pb; no pipework insulated but consumption is high so should have no effect. 

3 57 Art gallery (public) Pb pipes change immediately to Cu; no insulation. 

3 58 Health clubs Distribution pipes decrease in size (22 to 15 mm); no visible pipes insulated; service duct between backs 
of male and female toilets (22 mm). 

3 59 Nightclub Kitchen and toilets supplied by Cu pipe; bar supplied by PEX plastic pipe (not supported or insulated). 

3 60 Community centre Supply enters unoccupied building (good working condition); no insulation so may gain heat throughout 
both buildings. 
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4 61 School From the boundary stop-tap to the point of entry the service is plastic, changing to copper at the stop-tap at 
the point of entry. The school is approximately 14 years old with a direct cold water supply to all draw off 
points. Although all taps at sinks and wash hand basins are directly supplied from the mains, pupils and 
staff are not encouraged to use them for drinking water. A dedicated drinking water tap is located in the 
atrium area where water jugs are also filled for the dining room – identified as sampling point. For tea and 
coffee making the staff also use the sink in the staff room. There are no kitchen facilities provided at the 
school. Although no complaints have been made with regard to water quality the staff are known to run the 
cold tap at the identified sample point and at the staff room sink to obtain an acceptable temp of cold 
water. All pipe work is adequately lagged and correctly installed. Most likely cause is the size of the 
incoming supply and the low volume of water being drawn off. Complaints were made concerning the lack 
of hot water from the combination boiler, however examination showed that the system was working 
correctly and the lack of hot water was thought to be the extremely low volumes of water being drawn off. 
With the exception of the above there were no obvious infringements likely to affect water quality. 

4 62 School The underground service is lead, changing to copper at the point of entry. Although drinking water is 
available at wash hand basins adjacent to the sampling point, staff are discouraged from using them as 
drinking water points; notice is given to draw drinking water from the dedicated and labelled tap only - 
although staff do use the staff room sink for tea and coffee making. The cold water supply is direct to all 
draw off points. All hot water is supplied via independent Sadia water heaters. Other than the dedicated 
drinking tap pupils are provided with water by bulk water coolers in the main hall and corridor. There are 
no kitchen facilities at the school and meals are transported into the school. There are no complaints or 
concerns with regard to water quality and there are no obvious infringements that could affect quality. 
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4 63 School First visible sign of the service into the school is in the boys toilet. The junior school is supplied by a 
common service, which also supplies the adjacent infant school. All classrooms have the benefit of a sink 
unit; the sink units are used for drawing water for art activities, washing brushes etc. and also for drinking 
purposes. All classrooms are designated points for drawing drinking water. Due to the size of the school 
and pipe layout, it was not possible to determine an accurate figure for number of fittings but in agreement 
with site manager, 60+. The junior school is supplied by a common service, which also supplies the 
adjacent infant school. Direct mains water is supplied to the kitchen, boys and girls toilets, staff room, staff 
toilets and to all classrooms. Hot water throughout the school is supplied from local Santon wall-hung 
electric water heaters, or over-sink instantaneous heaters. The kitchen uses water for culinary purposes and 
all drinking water is taken from the cold water tap at each classroom sink. Classroom 5 was chosen as the 
sample point due to its location relative to the point of entry. In the toilet areas and in the classrooms, 
pipework is surface mounted. But, the main distribution for the cold water, hot water system and central 
heating is in floor ducts beneath the main school corridor and side ducts to the classrooms. The site 
manager has a routine checking system in place for the temperature of the hot and cold water in all 
classrooms and toilet areas, and regular maintenance for Legionella. Due to the location of the cold water 
system in the service ducts, the cold water runs warm when first drawn off. The manager was advised to 
investigate the quality of the existing insulation and in the long-term give consideration to possible 
relocation of the cold water away from the service ducts. 
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4 64 School School is on a complex comprising infant school, junior school, nursery and kitchen. It is understood the 
individual areas are supplied as follows: infant school and junior school are supplied by separate services, 
nursery and kitchen by a common service. The cold water system enters from the public highway to a 
meter located in the school playground. However the head teacher was unable to advise on the location of 
the service into the building and due to the layout of the building it was not possible to trace the pipework. 
In the staff room the services rise from below and in the staff and pupil toilets the services are surface 
mounted. Whilst mains water is directly connected to all outlets, drinking water for the pupils is taken 
from a directly connected water chiller in the main corridor and for the staff room from a bottled water 
station in the staff room. Tea and coffee for staff and visitors is drawn from the sink unit in the staff room. 
The kitchen provides meals for both infant and junior schools and draws water for culinary purposes only.  
The size of the cold water service in the boys and girls toilets is 1" diameter copper, in the staff toilets is 
¾" diameter copper, and in the staff room ½" diameter copper. Hot water throughout the school is 
provided via wall-mounted electrically heated water heaters. There were no obvious infringements to 
affect water quality. 
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4 65 University The kitchen has two washing sinks, a pass through dishwasher and two preparation sinks in the cold room 
where water is drawn for culinary purposes, tea and coffee making and filling water jugs. Due to layout 
and distance, it is impossible to assess the number of fittings prior to the sampling tap. University is 
supplied by a 4" diameter cast iron service fitted with a 3" meter. From the road boundary the service 
travels 500 m underground then enters the building with various branch supply pipes into East, North and 
South towers by three separate copper branch supply pipes. The north tower plant room provides boosted 
cold water for all toilet flushing and to the wash hand basins and the feed arteries providing low-pressure 
domestic hot water and the central heating system. The east tower plant room provides boosted cold water 
for toilet flushing, wash hand basins, low-pressure domestic hot water and central heating system. South 
tower - all cold water for toilet flushing and wash hand basins is directly supplied off the cold water 
service. The cold water supply to the low-pressure domestic hot water system and the central heating is 
supplied from the boosted water arrangement. The cold water system enters the building in 54 mm 
diameter copper and then distributes throughout in copper reducing to 15 mm diameter at the draw-off 
points. The cold water system is surface mounted in ceiling voids or located in purpose-built floor ducts. 
Where necessary the pipe work is insulated against heat or frost damage. In all toilet areas, cold water taps 
are labelled ‘not drinking water’. In the student area the drinking water fountains have been disconnected 
and drinking water is provided by bottle from the cafe areas or commercial bottled water stations. In the 
staff area, directly supplied chilled water units are being installed and this facility may be extended to the 
student areas. Hot and cold taps fitted to wash hand basins in all toilet areas have been or are in the process 
of being changed to self-closing, non-concussive types. All urinal flushing is time controlled and sensor 
operated. There is an on-site engineering management team and a planned maintenance programme is in 
operation. The survey identified no major infringements to affect water quality. 
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4 66 Nursery School All drinking water for staff and pupils is taken from the cold water tap at the kitchen sink. All pipework is 
surface mounted and although mains water is supplied at all outlets, all water for culinary purposes is 
taken from the kitchen sink. Hot water and central heating is afforded by a directly supplied combi boiler 
located in the kitchen. There were no infringements that would affect the quality of the drinking water.  

4 67 Retirement home MDPE changes to copper at the internal stop-tap, copper is then used throughout. The premises are 
supplied with water direct from the public mains. An MDPE service rises in the old dining room and then 
changes to copper after the meter; the cold supply is then distributed throughout the building in copper. 
Each bedroom has a minimum of a washbasin and WC with two having full en suite facilities, one having 
a bath and the other a shower cubicle fitted with a directly supplied electric shower. There are also three 
communal bathrooms. Each has a 'medi' bath with a mechanical patient hoist, a washbasin and WC. One 
bathroom on the ground floor also has a directly supplied electric shower. All pipework is in surface 
mounted wall ducts or located beneath wooden floors. There is a direct supply to all washbasins in 
bedrooms and bathrooms but residents and staff are discouraged from using them for drinking. The main 
location of drinking water is from the cold water tap at the preparation/washing sink in the kitchen which 
is used for all culinary purposes including beverage preparation. All sinks and washbasins are fitted with 
separate hot and cold taps which provide air gaps complying with the requirements. The electrical showers 
in the residents' and the communal bathrooms are fitted with restraining rings to prevent the showerhead 
being submerged in the bathing water. Cold water is constantly being drawn from early morning until late 
evening and there is also a limited demand for toilet flushing throughout the night. There have been no 
complaints concerning the quality of the drinking water by either residents or staff. In vacant rooms cold 
water is run off daily. The survey identified no obvious infringements that would have an effect on the 
quality of the drinking water. 
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4 68 Restaurant The service material changes to copper immediately after the controlling stop-tap. Drinking water is 
usually provided by bottled water, however the bar servery is the location where mains water is requested 
for drinking. Mains cold water is supplied direct to all outlets but water for drinking purposes is taken 
from the sink unit in the restaurant bar servery or supplied by bottled water. All pipework is surface 
mounted or run in the ceiling void. Where necessary it is adequately lagged and suitably identified. Hot 
water and central heating is pressurised. There were no obvious infringements that would affect water 
quality.  

4 69 Restaurant The restaurant fronts directly on to the public highway. The MDPE is the tail end of the water company's 
service pipe and only about 6 inches is visible at the point of entry, thereafter the service continues 
throughout in copper. There are four other public drinking water taps located adjacent to the sampling tap, 
these are located at the hand wash basin in the kitchen, the servery and the deli counter respectively. 
Although directly supplied with mains water, drinking water when requested is taken from the kitchen 
sink. Mains cold water is supplied direct to all draw off points in the toilets, kitchen, servery and deli 
counter. Hot water is via a low-pressure hot water system and the central heating is by warm air. Water for 
culinary purposes is taken from the preparation/washing sink in the kitchen. Tea and coffee is usually 
made from the drinks machine at the servery. Drinking water is usually provided by bottle, although if 
requested direct drinking water is taken from the kitchen sink. All pipe work is surface-mounted and there 
were no obvious infringements that could affect the quality of the water. 
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4 70 Hotels & Inns It was not possible to accurately determine the point of entry of the supply. The first visible indication is in 
the kitchen. The owners are also not aware of any other point of entry and when it has been necessary to 
shut off the supply they and the plumber have always used the stop-tap in the pavement at the boundary of 
the premises. However there are two stop-taps in the kitchen, one located at high level which appears to 
control the cold water to the bedrooms, and one at low level which appears to control the cold water to the 
kitchen, toilets and laundry (it was not possible to operate these valves). Cold water is supplied direct to all 
bedrooms and the hotel kitchen, toilets and laundry area in the basement. Bedrooms are all en suite with 
either shower cubicle, washbasin and toilet or bath, washbasin and toilet. Baths and washbasins are fitted 
with separate taps, showers are fitted with combination shower assemblies. Hot water to all bedrooms and 
the kitchen, toilets and laundry is via a direct stored unvented system. The central heating is by a low-
pressure system. Cold water is distributed throughout in copper, fittings are either compression or capillary 
and all pipe work is surface mounted or beneath floor boarding. Although direct water is available to all 
rooms, 99% of all drinking water is provided to guests by bottled water. There are no known concerns 
with regard to water quality, and no major infringements were found which would affect quality. 

4 71 Hotels & Inns The inn has five en suite rooms in an annex and two en suite rooms in the main building, in addition there 
are the family rooms, the bar and the kitchen areas. The cold water service is direct to all bedrooms, bar 
and kitchen. The hot water and central heating are low pressure. The owners have only been in occupancy 
for approx. four months; they are not aware of any problems with the quality of the drinking water and if 
asked guests are advised they can drink the water from the taps in the bedrooms. The cold water supply to 
the bar areas and the kitchen is surface mounted and all pipe work is adequately supported. There were no 
infringements that would affect the quality of the drinking water at the sample tap. 
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4 72 Hotels & Inns It is presumed the underground service is galvanised iron. The iron in the cellar is approximately 12" then 
changing to copper. Drinking water is drawn at the bar for drink mixing and filling water jugs. Due to the 
layout it was impossible to obtain an accurate figure for no. of fittings prior to sample tap. There is no 
specific drinking water policy and guests are told they can drink the water from the cold tap in their 
bedrooms. Mains water is supplied direct to all bedrooms, the kitchen, toilets, the lounge bar and the beer 
cellar. Although the kitchen uses water for culinary purposes, tea and coffee is made from an independent 
boiler in the kitchen. All pipe work is surface mounted or located beneath the floor on the first and second 
floors. There were no obvious infringements that would affect the quality of the drinking water. 

4 73 Hotels & Inns Hotel has 28 bedrooms, 13 en suite and 15 standard with washbasins only. There are four separate WCs, 
one bathroom and one shower room, and one kitchen. Mains cold water is supplied to all outlets. The 
kitchen sink is used for all culinary and beverage preparation. There are three services affording water to 
the hotel. Service which supplies the kitchen enters in lead, changes to copper and then is reconnected to 
lead which then disappears under the floor. However, in all bedrooms, bathrooms, WCs and kitchen the 
service is of copper, either surface mounted or boxed. There have been no complaints concerning water 
quality and apart from the Pb/Cu in the basement, there were no infringements which would affect water 
quality.  

4 74 Pub Although mains water is supplied direct to all outlets, when requested drinking water is taken from the bar 
sink. Distribution is copper ranging from ¾" to ½" diameter. All pipe work is surface mounted or beneath 
the first floor boarding. Pipe work in the cellar is suitably insulated. There is no food preparation on the 
premises. Should drinking water be requested or required for drink mixing, it is taken from the bar sink. 
There were no obvious infringements that would affect the quality of the drinking water.  
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4 75 Guest House Although there is no water treatment process, the owner has had an external magnetised conditioner fitted 
which he says has reduced the calcium deposits in the pipe work and his kettle. Cold water service changes 
to copper at the internal stop tap and then distributes throughout in copper. Guest house comprises three 
en suite bedrooms and family bedroom/bathroom. The facilities are bed and breakfast only and there are 
no bar facilities. Mains cold water is supplied to all en suite and family bathrooms. Guests are told they 
can drink the water from the basin taps. Hot water and central heating is by low pressure. The cold water 
service, hot water and central heating system have all been renewed during the past 12 years. Pipework is 
surface mounted below first floor boards or located in wall mounted ducts. In the basement the cold water 
service is insulated. There were no obvious infringements that would have an effect on water quality. 

4 76 Café Café is supplied by a branch supply off a common service supplying the local authority swimming pool 
and leisure centre. The combination tap at sampling point is not connected with hot water. Size and 
material type of the common service is not known; length approx. 30 m. Direct cold water to the 
preparation sink and the hand washing basin in the kitchen area. Two cafe boilers in the restaurant servery 
and one wash hand basin and two WC flushing cisterns. Although direct water is available at the hand 
wash sink in the kitchen, it is not recommended for drinking water purposes. All drinking water is taken 
from the prep sink, and tea and coffee is made from the cafe boilers. Bottled water is also available. Hot 
water for the prep sink, wash hand basin in the kitchen and toilet areas is provided by three separate 
instantaneous electric water heaters. There is no hot water connected to the combination tap assembly at 
the prep sink in the kitchen. The cold water service throughout the premises is insulated and there were no 
visible infringements to affect water quality. 
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4 77 Exhibition Centre Site supplied by 4" cold water supply, ring main supplying all facilities on the site – collection centre, 
exhibition centre, main paddock area, hospitality suites, cafes, toilets and factory. Service enters site in 
cast iron. Due to the complexity of the site and the location of the buildings and toilet areas it is impossible 
to estimate the number of fittings prior to the sample tap. Ring main is a mixture of cast iron, plastic and 
copper. The staff room sink located above the cafe was chosen for the sample tap. Both the cafe and the 
staff room are supplied by the same branch pipe off the ring main. The various toilet areas throughout the 
site, the cafe areas are stand-alone and are supplied with cold water only. All taps are self-closing, non-
concussive. The hospitality suite and offices are supplied with sink units for tea and coffee making; they 
are supplied with cold water only. Toilet areas in the exhibition centre and the collection are supplied with 
cold water. Hot water is provided by electric wall heaters. Pipe work in the staff room, cafe and in toilet 
areas is generally copper, wall mounted and suitably insulated. In the closed season all water to the stand-
alone toilets and cafe areas is shut off to prevent waste. There were no major infringements that would 
affect water quality. 

4 78 Health club Water treatment via salt regenerated unit. The incoming service is flanged at floor level therefore unable to 
verify material type of the service. Immediately after the inlet stop tap the pipe changes to copper. There 
are approx. five drinking water stations located throughout the building, all are directly supplied and 
incorporate a chiller unit. The leisure centre is approx. five years old. Complex comprises the 
sports/exercise area, indoor and outdoor swimming pools, tennis and squash courts, restaurant and retail 
outlets. The site is supplied by a 4" service, which enters in the plant room. Cold water to all points is 
direct. However, they consider the water to be hard and it is therefore softened before use. Hot water is 
low pressure. All pipe work in the plant room and tank room is adequately insulated and suitably 
identified. There were no obvious infringements that would affect water quality. 
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4 79 Nightclub The service enters the premises in black PE, changing to ¾" Cu at the stop tap. There is drinking water 
available at the ground floor bar and also at the first floor bar. As the ground floor bar is the largest it was 
selected for sampling. The cold water service enters into a store cupboard at the rear of the building. The 
cold water is then distributed in copper to the toilet areas in the two bars and the kitchen. All pipe work is 
surface mounted. In the basement and in the storeroom the pipework is suitably insulated. The kitchen is 
not used to prepare food and although directly supplied, drinking water is not usually taken from the wash 
hand basins in the toilets or from the wash hand basin and sink in the kitchen. When drinking water is 
requested it is normally taken from the sinks located in the bar areas. The installation is relatively new and 
there were no obvious infringements that would affect the quality of the drinking water. 

4 80 Job centre There is no public access to a WC or drinking water facilities. The manager has no knowledge of the water 
supply arrangement to the site. The staff have access to kitchen areas to make tea or coffee, each has a sink 
unit and wall boiler. It was agreed to take the water sample from the first floor kitchen area. It was not 
possible to determine the size of the service, material or the number of fittings prior to the sample taps. In 
each kitchen area the service material is copper and is surface mounted.  

5 81 School School 18 months old and cold water direct; all class rooms have sink; main kitchen and family centre 
kitchen are where drinking water is drawn for school/private lettings; staff not encouraged to draw 
drinking water from toilets; hot water provided by pressurised stored unvented system, central heating also 
pressurised; main distribution in ceiling void or surface mounted; all pipe work in boiler house and 
pipework in ceiling void insulated; some small areas of cold water service located above hot water supply, 
mainly in toilet area (2 m) and generally for convenience of installation than infringement of regulations; 
size of room and turnover of cold water in toilet not thought to affect quality of water. 
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5 82 College Supplied by two metered services; all cold water for drinking/culinary purposes from mains; except for 
main kitchen all drinking water is via fountains in toilet areas, where taps also fitted for kettle/bottle 
filling; drinking water taps labelled throughout; hot water services supplied via low pressure system and 
three stored unvented units; hot water and gravity cold water system fitted with chlorine dioxide dosing 
units; No. 1 = underground 200 m from water meter in road to point of entry in east wing; branch pipes 
supply motor vehicle, engineering and building workshops, student/staff cafe bar, nursery; branch to MV 
workshop 51 mm; water required for toilet, HWB, general sinks; branch pipe to building workshop, 
nursery staff/student cafe bar and engineering workshop increases from 51 mm to 102 mm at point of 
entry in building workshop and decreases to 13 mm; water for toilets, HWB, drinking water, food 
preparation, general purposes; cold water pipe work is mixture of galvanised Fe, Cu and limited amount 
black plastic; east wing = pipe work changes from galvanised wrought Fe to Cu at inlet valve, rising 
through 3 floors to supply toilets; No. 2 = from 76 mm meter installed in underground chamber with 
sealed by pass, the cold water travels 100 m and enters building in service duct in link corridor; branches 
to tower block and main education 4th floor; toilets and drinking water to all floors supplied off cold water 
service; no taps labelled drinking water to WHB; main education block = point of entry is boiler house; 
service rises then distributed in ground floor ceiling void to supply kitchen areas, staff/student cafe, 
drinking water fountain, toilets, WHB in showers on ground floors; pipe rises through three floors and 
supplies toilets and drinking water on all floors; cold water continues through ceiling void into west wing; 
rises three floors then returned down via PRV to hair and beauty salon; cold water supplied in Cu 
throughout; College requires compliance with regulations; all redundant branches must be disconnected at 
source, branch Tee removed and pipework made good (90% so far); Regulatory inspection by local water 
company, close links developed; water logbook kept of all installations - updated; no major infringements. 
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5 83 School From point of entry into boiler house the supply pipe is Cu; hot distribution pipe work and central heating 
pipes surface mounted or located in ceiling void; during past 12/18 months all hot water calorifiers have 
been renewed and main feed cisterns supplying hot water systems have been relined; the new calorifiers 
are water industry approved and refurbishment carried out in competent manner; inspection from point of 
entry to drinking water tap revealed no regulatory infringements; tap chosen is main source of drinking 
water for culinary purposes and water jugs for dining tables; drinking water available throughout school, 
but only available from standard basin taps in various boys/girls toilets; information from site manager 
confirmed no other taps apart from fountain in girls toilets marked as drinking water, this recognised and 
arrangements made to provide fountains in boys toilets and dining room. 
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5 84 School Supplied by two 38 mm cold water services which supply bottom (Block A) and top (Block B) school; 
toilets, cold water to WHB in pupil toilets, staff toilets/sinks supplied direct from mains; main kitchen, 
tuck shop, home economics, drinking water in dining room also supplied from mains; boys/girls showers, 
wash sinks in arts classrooms, science labs and toilet WHB in admin block supplied by gravity cold water 
(not to drinking water standards); each school area supplied by independent low pressure hot water 
system; E block (part of top school) is recently constructed and has independent hot water system and 
several staff room sinks/classroom sinks also independently supplied with electric hot water heaters; 
central heating in both school areas via low pressure system; storage and feed cisterns in top school are 
galvanised wrought Fe, replaced with plastic in bottom school; both sets of cisterns provided with covers 
but not installed to Regulations; cold water services in both areas via mixture of old and new pipework - 
Pb, Cu, galvanised wrought Fe, MDPE and black plastic used throughout school - configuration of 
installation means intermixing of materials (top school = Pb - Cu - galvanised wrought Fe - Cu - Pb; 
bottom school = Pb - Cu - Pb); drinking water obtained in Block A in tuck shop and Block B main dining 
room and identified sinks in staff rooms (drinking water taps identified and pupils advised not to drink 
water from other locations); survey highlighted some staff room drinking water sinks and classroom sinks 
used for tea/coffee supplied via non potable gravity water; complaints made of taste of water in staff room 
sink and taste/odour/colour/debris in tuck shop sink; cold water service in both schools located in long 
service ducts, also carrying main central heating pipes and hot water for both areas of school; service duct 
in bottom 250 m, top >200 m; cold water in both ducts uninsulated and located directly above central 
heating/hot water pipes (or sitting immediately on them), making it necessary to draw off considerable 
quantity of water before quality suitable; due to staff drawing off non potable water school has labelled all 
drinking water taps. 
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5 85 University University set on several sites; campus inspected consists of 4 blocks (A-D) supplied by separate services; 
Block A oldest - four levels, basement, main reception, lecture/teaching rooms, labs, toilets, café/bar, 
theatre; Block A supplied by cold mains throughout building to toilet, cafe/bar, theatre; gravity cold water 
to labs and some toilets; hot water via low pressure system; isolated sinks provided with local sink heaters 
and pressurised system installed in theatre; central heating low pressure to main block and pressurised to 
theatre; 152 mm uPVC service enters from street; meter located in underground chamber on private 
ground - Cu pipe used; outlet side of meter pipe work changed to galvanised wrought iron (externally 
corroded); service passes below floor level and enters basement in 102 mm uPVC - runs for 15-18 m, then 
changes to galvanised wrought iron Fe for 15 m; service enters main service duct; branches in basement to 
distribute cold water to other parts of building - pipes mixture of Cu and galvanised wrought Fe; cold 
water supplies majority of m/f toilets in Block A and HWBs fitted with self closing non concussive taps; 
cafe/bar and theatre supplied from mains; sinks in two labs thought to be supplied by mains (survey 
underway); sinks in other labs supplied by gravity cold water, fitted with high outlet lab taps and 'biflo' 
combi mixer taps; with exception of branch pipes to appliances (surface mounted) all pipe work is in 
accessible floor ducts or ceiling voids; in boiler house all hot water/central heating flow and returns 
insulated; cold water uninsulated; students commented on quality of drinking water in Block A - due to 
mixture of materials in cold water service, long runs of service before water drawn off, uninsulated pipe 
work in basement; suggested to remove all galvanised wrought iron pipes and replace with Cu or plastic, 
insulate cold water in basement/ceiling voids; comments on labs; no major infringements on quality of 
drinking water. 
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5 86 Hospital Cu pipe work decreases in size 102 mm to 51 mm to 13 mm; supplied by metered service in underground 
chamber on site boundary; several branches prior to entry at main point in boiler house; from P.O.E. 
service rises and distributed through ceiling void to four wards and other ancillary uses; mains cold water 
throughout; all wards have WHB, sinks, wall boilers (direct supply from mains); taps labelled drinking 
water; WHB in kitchen; main drinking water location is in pantry - used for restaurant, kitchen, patients, 
visitors, staff; cold water draw off points and toilets in admin block and day surgery supplied from 
separate mains branch; residential block has separate mains branch supply - direct supply for drinking, 
culinary purposes and gravity cold water for WHB and toilet; hot water distributed throughout by low 
pressure system incorporating secondary flow and return fitted with circulatory pump - no increase in flow 
or pressure in system; all water supplying hot water systems softened; day surgery, admin block, 
residential block each have their own low pressure hot water and central heating systems. 

5 87 Residential care Care home with five bedrooms each with en-suite shower room; plumbing mixture of old and new; 
pipework generally surface mounted or beneath floorboards; all visible pipe work Cu, except cold supply 
in airing cupboard in bathroom and unvented storage system which is Pb; due to amendments/extensions 
to system small lengths of pipe under floor may be Pb; point of entry is kitchen; hot and cold water is a 
mixture of both direct and indirect systems; hot water to kitchen and three bedrooms is by low pressure 
system; hot water to bathroom, WHB with toilet and in bedroom via unvented hot water storage system; 
all showers are electric instantaneous type; direct cold water provided to kitchen and three bedrooms, with 
two bedrooms supplied by gravity cold water; direct cold water to bedrooms due to ad hoc plumbing but 
residents advised not to draw water from basins for drinking; kitchen is only place drinking water obtained 
and meals prepared. Double check valve required on cold supply pipe to combination shower mixer over 
the bath, all other installations in accordance with regulations. 
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5 88 Restaurant Premises supplied by 15 mm Cu pipe, running 8 m underground then rising to point of entry in staff toilet 
where meter is fitted; all visible pipe work Cu; mains cold water supplied to all draw off points within 
kitchen, toilets, service bar; tap located in sink in service bar only recognised drinking water tap; taps in 
kitchen sinks and WHB in toilets only used for food preparation/hand washing; hot water supply provided 
by combi boiler which also provides central heating; majority of pipework surface mounted; small section 
under floor or in ceiling voids; no obvious infringements affecting quality of water. 

5 89 Restaurant Cu pipe work decreases in size 28 mm to 15 mm; cold water enters building in 32 mm MDPE pipe in 
boiler house; changes to Cu pipe and is distributed throughout premises; mains cold water connected to all 
preparation sinks and HWB in kitchen; drinking water not normally taken from kitchen other than for 
culinary purposes; mains cold water connected to bar - main point for drinking water/mixers; drinking 
water available in toilets but not practical to draw water from these locations; hot water supplied by 
Andrews stored unvented pressurised system; central heating via warm air system; building approx. two 
years old and no obvious infringements which would effect the quality of the drinking water. 

5 90 Hotels & Inns Guest house comprises four separate houses, with own separate services; one is main reception, bar and 
kichen, dining; other houses are dormitory bedrooms; bedrooms have WHBs, some en-suite, communal 
bathrooms; all hot water via combiflow boiler or separate water heaters; central heating pressurised; cold 
water to WHBs is direct from public water supply; service entering main building is Pb and first part of 
supply pipe inside building, changing to Cu; majority pipe work Cu; pipe work surface mounted, under 
floor or in surface mounted wall ducts; water can run warm after standing - due to close proximity of cold 
supply to hot water and heating pipes; ongoing maintenance programme to insulate or relocate cold water 
supply; advice given to replace Pb pipes with either Cu or plastic. 
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5 91 Hotels & Inns Cold water supply rises from an underground meter chamber in a covered courtyard; system is insulated 
and directly supplied to all cold water draw-off points throughout the hotel. Drinking water taps in kitchen 
located at the two preparation sinks and the two washing sinks. Drinking water drawn from the two 
preparation sinks for culinary purposes and tea and coffee making. The hotel is supplied by a 3" metered 
service and enters the building via a meter situated in an underground chamber and then continues 
underground to the point of entry. All cold water passes through a water softener before being drawn off 
for use. Mains cold water is supplied direct to all draw off points throughout the hotel - preparation sinks 
in the hotel kitchen, hand washing sinks, bar sinks, wash hand basins and flushing cistern in male and 
female toilets, wash hand basins in en suite bedrooms. The cold water for the hot water system is pumped 
from a low-level storage cistern in the courtyard to a plant room located above the 3rd floor. Hot water 
services and the central heating are low pressure systems. All cold services, direct and indirect, are copper, 
surface mounted below floor level or located in surface mounted ducting. Where necessary the pipework is 
insulated against frost damage and heat. There were no obvious infringements that would affect the quality 
of water. However, there are no drinking water points prior to the water softener.  

5 92 Hotels & Inns Mechanical systems (hot, cold and central heating) were refurbished and upgraded nine years ago; new 
28 mm Cu cold water service installed and low pressure hot water system replaced with pressurised stored 
unvented system; low pressure central heating system upgraded; no regulatory infringements; incoming 
supply enters into and passes vertically through storeroom (3 m × 2.4 m), which houses a stored unvented 
hot water cylinder; supply pipe un-insulated but hot water cylinder fitted with manufacturers factory fitted 
insulation - therefore due to size and location no concerns for heat gain to the cold water service. 
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5 93 Hotels & Inns Except for where meter is installed, all pipe work from boundary to ground floor is Pb; CWS distributed 
throughout building to all bedrooms and cistern in roof space in Cu pipes; due to low pressure, CWS is 
boosted and meets requirements of old Bylaws; hot water boosted low pressure; central heating 
pressurised; owner advised to consider removing Pb pipes downstream of meter as a matter of urgency. 

5 94 Guest House Mains cold water direct to all bedrooms; en-suite bathrooms each have WHB, electric shower and toilet; 
two communal bathrooms; domestic hot water and central heating; 13 mm Cu pipe. 

5 95 Guest House Mains cold water via an underground lead service pipe. The supply enters the kitchen and is distributed to 
wash hand basins fitted in all bedrooms. The lead pipe terminates at the point of entry stop-tap and the 
cold water system throughout is in copper. The hot water system is low pressure. All showers are gravity 
fed with hot and cold water. The central heating is pressurised. There are two insulated and covered 50 
gallon storage cisterns in the roof space, which feed the hot water and showers. All pipe work is either 
surface mounted or beneath floorboards. There were no obvious infringements that would have an effect 
on the quality of the drinking water.  

5 96 Hostel 13 mm Pb pipe underground changing to Cu at point of entry; premises supplied by unmetered service off 
mains; cold water service surface mounted, beneath floor or located in surface mounted boxing; nine 
bedrooms, each has WHB; two bathrooms - with bath, WHB, shower; WHB and bathrooms have non-
concussive self-closing taps; showers - single feed electric; kitchen has single unit (with bi-flo combi 
mixer taps) and HWB with single outlet taps; all cold water taps from mains; kitchen tap used for 
culinary/drinking purposes - all other points throughout building not recognised as drinking water; hot 
water, with exception of showers, via low pressure system; central heating low pressure; no regulatory 
infringement; no complaints from clients of water quality. 
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5 97 Conference centre Supplied via 50 mm diameter metered service; three drinking water taps in building- one in basement, one 
in bar, one in 2nd floor staff kitchen; tap in bar used by staff and public; all other water gravity fed from 
storage cisterns (not to drinking water standard) - toilets, WHBs; hot water provided by low pressure 
system; central heating low pressure; cold water system in basement service corridor, laid directly above 
and in some places in contact with 2nd/4th C.I. heating flow & return pipes; C.W.S. recirculated and this 
seriously affects quality of water at draw off point in bar; considerable amount of water needs to be drawn 
off before water acceptable for drinking/culinary purposes; no other Regulation infringements. 

5 98 Fitness centre Fitness club five years old, but on same site as parent company; both sites share same service but have 
individual branch supply pipes to each unit; hotel and club have own hot water supplies and central 
heating systems; supply to hotel is via water treatment plant, but supply to club is direct off towns water; 
both water fountains fitted with water filters (changed every six months); pipes surface mounted or in 
ceiling voids; pipes in plant room and in loft areas appropriately insulated; operational control valves 
identified and maintenance programme in place; survey did not identify any regulatory infringements. 

5 99 Theatre/ concert hall Cold water service enters from street into a service duct in the basement and then distributes throughout 
the theatre. Public toilets are situated in the basement and on the 1st and 2nd floors. Staff toilets are 
located in the basement. Theatre bars are located on the first and second floors and a general bar located 
on the ground floor. Direct cold water is supplied to all cold water outlets. Drinking water when required 
is taken from the sinks in the bar areas. The theatre has recently been refurbished and all plumbing work 
complies with bylaws/regulations. Pipework in the service duct is adequately insulated. Hot and cold water 
services to the toilets and bar areas are located in plumbing voids adequately insulated and supported. 
There have been known complaints with regard to the water quality. 
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5 100 Housing Department Cu pipe work decreases in size 19 mm to 13 mm to sample tap; Office has staff of 30 to 40 employed, with 
average daily occupational no.'s of 15 to 20; public has access to premises but drinking water 
predominately drawn for staff from sink in staff room; cold water direct to all cold water draw off points 
and toilet flushing; hot water is low pressure and central heating; pipe work is surface mounted or located 
in roof space; plumbing generally installed to regulatory standards however concern raised for temp. and 
taste of water in Administration Office and need to run off large quantities of water before it is acceptable; 
water generally only drawn off for tea/coffee in lunchtime period so water standing for long periods so 
although insulated susceptible to heat gain. 

6 101 School Majority pipe work not visible; well insulated at POE (hot water cylinder cupboard); drinking water 
fountains around school; hemp and bosswhite jointing used on threaded connections; Cu pipe 28 mm. 

6 102 School All supplies rise from solid floor (lengths/fittings assumed); incoming mains not insulated; no stop-tap; 
pipe route at high level, plant room hot; taps in basins do not have air gap - outlets below spill over level; 
drinking water fountains exist but not in operation; second plant room - galvanised steel pipework, 
uninsulated; Cu pipes 35 and 22 mm; drinking water from main kitchen and snack bar kitchen. 

6 103 School Distribution pipes decrease in size (50 to 22 mm); non-return valve and injection point incorporated in 
existing system; drinking fountains throughout school. 

6 104 School Pipes black poly on entry, then Cu downstream of stop-tap; distribution pipes decrease in size from 50 to 
38 mm (poly); Cu 22 mm; storage cistern well lagged, visible part of lid appears to be fibreglass; majority 
of pipework hidden by lagging; potato peeling machine does not appear to have backflow protection. 
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6 105 University Old building with many modifications carried out; recent pipework at high levels in kitchen is galvanised 
steel; blue MDPE 50 mm; Cu 35 and 15 mm; galvanised Fe 25 and 38 mm. 

6 106 Hospital Exact pipe route in service ducts; schematic drawings included; boosted mains water feeds to storage 
cistern above café  area; Cu pipe 80 mm before storage (exact length not known); Cu pipe 150 mm after 
storage. 

6 107 Residential care MDPE all new pipework; unsure of braided hose connector; Cu distribution pipe decreases in size (22 to 
15 mm). 

6 108 Restaurant All pipework cased in; no drain tap fitted, stop-tap 1 m above floor; galvanised supply rising from floor in 
restaurant to supply ladies/gents WCs on first floor had under-floor connection made when wash up room 
built some years previous, this pipe has a gate valve for isolation; Cu pipe 15 mm 

6 109 Restaurant Cu pipe 15mm; visually OK; appears to be two points of entry, so underground 'Tee' connection assumed 
as only one meter and stop-tap on entrance to adjacent churchyard. Building probably 500 years old. 

6 110 Hotels & Inns Insulation to mains pipe poor; mains pipe passes over top of boiler at high level, plant room very hot; no 
drain pipe fitted; MDPE pipe converts to Cu at plant room; Cu pipe decreases in size from 22 to 15 mm. 

6 111 Hotels & Inns Cu pipe 25 mm; all water in kitchen softened; POE laundry room, below sink unit; water softener in 
laundry room with bypass system installed; drinking water to be drawn from laundry room - tap to be 
identified for sampling. 
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6 112 Hotels & Inns Supply from taps travels to roof space for boosting rest of house hot and cold water system; poor supply 
pressure in property, booster pumps located in roof plus small plant room for chalets; unable to ascertain 
pump output re regulatory acceptance. 

6 113 Hotels & Inns All water passes through water softener; reverse osmosis drinking water system under-sink; Cu pipe 15 
mm; Pb pipe 19 mm. 

6 114 Guest House Previously piped in 19 mm galvanised steel, later additions in 15 mm Cu pipework; many alterations to 
old pub; assumed MDPE is connected to galvanised steel as supply pipe cased in. 

6 115 Guest House No internal stop-tap or pipe work located; no point of entry visible; Cu pipe 15 mm; all measurements are 
estimates. 

6 116 Hostel Distribution pipes decrease in size (25 to 15 mm) and 28 mm hot water; building actually three detached 
buildings with one mains supply; each unit is a bed-sit with a mains tap to a sink unit, so 18 rooms have 
entry to one unit only; Aquafill booster set in cellar to supply water to eight new detached units at rear; 
connection for new annex is underground, fed from old building. 

6 117 Sports ground Building 85 m from meter positions; incoming supply pipe cut very close to floor; Cu pipe 15 mm; BPEX 
pipe 15 mm. 

6 118 Health clubs Supply pipe enters from rear of building, unable to gain access to this area and accurately survey route; 
supply comes to health club near ceiling level in ladies toilet/shower room. 
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6 119 Ice rink Pipe size, 15 mm, assumed (all cased in); visually drinking points good; WCs and wash hand basins 
supplied from storage cisterns above first floors. 

6 120 Children’s home Cu pipe enters basement to internal stop-tap and changes to polythene; not able to find OSV. 

7 121 College Size and material of incoming supply pipe not known; facilities manager not familiar with system only 
knew where manhole cover for supply was in main car park. Hot and cold supply pipes get very close 
below sink and hot pipes under cold pipes. No lagging. All older pipes painted. 

7 122 School Recently replaced lead supply pipe with blue poly pipe. Hot and cold pipes touching at stop valve, site 
manager advised. 

7 123 School Water supply had not been used all weekend. Ran supply for 2 minutes but still remained lukewarm. 

7 124 School Incoming supply pipe inspected not main supply to site, main supply location not known. Dead leg to 
outside. Storage connect to 'black' poly pipe outside.  

7 125 University Not able to find supply in main building – college is only part occupant. Most pipework not visible. 

7 126 Hospital Incoming supply pipe outside street basement, pipe goes through wall of store (no access). Modern 
facilities - all under floors/hidden. Visitors all supplied with water from water dispensers. 
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7 127 Residential care Incoming supply pipe located in internal store cupboard approx 8 m from external front wall. Informed 
that 2 × 50 gallon storage cisterns in attic supply WCs only; approved Ferham cisterns installed, no 
insulation on one of them. Mains pipe rises through a total of three floors including the ground floor, then 
enters the attic space. 63 mm copper runs through attic space (insulated), supply to MTS Unvented 
cylinder 200L - this cylinder was supported over two ceiling joists, manager notified of safety aspect due 
to weight of this cylinder. No installer details on cylinder. Leaded solder used on fittings. 

7 128 Restaurant Incoming supply enters building 4 m from café front, rises in a boxed duct. Brass BS1010 stop valve fitted 
approx 300 mm from floor level. Sampling tap located in food prep area behind serving/preparation 
counter. Air gap to tap OK. 

7 129 Restaurant Long runs of uninsulated pipes. 

7 130 Hotels & Inns Incoming supply enters basement. GRP tank cleaned 2 months prior to survey. 

7 131 Hotels & Inns Incoming supply pipe comes through external wall at side of building in gents toilet - no stop-tap. Traced 
pipe back to a ¾" galvanised incoming pipe, which is thought to be the incoming main; this could not be 
confirmed due to the fact that the pipe went into concrete floor. Mixture of pipe materials used, copper, 
galvanised pipe and black iron pipe. No drain valve fitted. Black iron fitting seen in toilets, pipe went 
under floor, not able to determine if any branches or dead legs under floor. NB: landlord not very helpful, 
would not co-operate - said that he had no knowledge of water system and that should contact brewery. 
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7 132 Hotels & Inns Storage facility all well maintained. 

7 133 Hotels & Inns Four sinks plus one coffee maker; all pipework underground. Mains supply to softener which feeds hot 
water tank and hotel rooms; mains supply also to cold water storage tank, from which water is pumped 
around hotel and kitchen. Durapipe and copper fittings; well lagged; flanged bolt connections. 

7 134 Guest House No stop-valve on incoming supply; incoming supply not visible/accessible. No drain valve fitted. Supply 
rises under floorboards near side door - tees off to kitchen/ground floor toilets and rises in 15 mm to 
upstairs toilets and rooms. Spoke to plumber on phone, said that main came into building by side door in 
copper then teed off to supply ground floor/first floor - could not confirm this as would have to lift 
floorboards in order to see. Pipe runs under floorboards, not able to see if any dead legs etc. 

7 135 Banquet/ function Incoming supply pipe comes through floor of kitchen, but unable to trace back to meter or stop-tap in 
pavement.  

7 136 Wine bar 600 mm of blue MDPE above ground. 15 mm pipe drops down to cellar and supplies a sink and water 
conditioner device; runs close to a hot pipe for approx. 15 m. Lead free solder used on joints. 

7 137 Leisure centre Size and material of incoming supply pipe unknown, largest pipe found 1" galvanised iron. Hot pipe above 
cold. 

7 138 Health club All sinks used for washing up as well.  
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Area ID Type Comments 

    

7 139 Cinema Over 50 m of distribution pipe to basement supply, plus approx. 28 m in basement. Large distance 
between basement and foyer (over 50 m) suggests water may go to a storage tank and be distributed to the 
foyer. However, was advised that supply is mains to toilets and foyer! 

7 140 Public toilets Incoming supply pipe located above false ceiling in attendant’s room; unable to trace pipe back to where it 
enters the toilets as disappears behind air conditioning ducts.  System is three years old, all copper 
pipework.  Pipework is above ceiling so not possible to see if any dead legs etc. 

8 141 School Pipe is Fe (51 mm) in meter chamber, changes to Cu (51 mm) in old art store room; distribution pipe 
decreases in size (51 to 15 mm); pipe work may heat up as it runs through school; hose union tap fitted 
above inside stop-tap - no backflow prevention. 

8 142 School Pipe enters through 42 mm meter (uPVC pipe); pipework runs at ceiling level; insulation incomplete in 
boiler room - water could warm up in uPVC pipes. 

8 143 School Cu distribution pipe decreases in size (25 to 15 mm); branch from mains pipe in boiler room is behind hot 
water tank and is uninsulated, it is downstream of drinking water tap but there is potential for backflow of 
warm water to 'F' Block; potential dead leg (old hose not disconnected on tennis court, only capped). 

8 144 School Distribution pipes decrease in size (22 to 15 mm); new drinking water points open to atmosphere without 
insulation (all 15 mm Cu); incoming pipe assumed in plant room, as pipework boxed in. 

8 145 University Building under new works scheme - drawings available from University works surveyor on request. 
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8 146 GP surgery No drinking water on ground floor; Cu pipes 15 mm; 13 mm Kent water meter; possible joint water supply 
with adjoining house (converted semi-detached property). No access to incoming supply as behind 
computers. 

8 147 Health centre Distribution pipes decrease in size (80 to 15 mm); pipework insulated (as in overly warm ducting system - 
open top storage cistern in plant room feeds Jacuzzi in health club), has BS1212 part 1 FOV fitted with 
extended arm; pipe feeding cistern has flexible hose and goes via Doulton water softener to a drinking 
water fountain. 

8 148 Restaurant Distribution pipe work all boxed in or in ducting; nothing identified so possible to confuse the pipes; no 
on-site knowledge of plumbing system; supply may enter from neighbouring unit. 

8 149 Hotels & Inns Distribution pipes decrease in size (28 to 15 mm); insulation to supply pipe passing through plant room 
missing in places; pipework fairly recent and in good condition. 

8 150 Hotels & Inns Incoming MDPE pipe work (32 mm) changes to Cu after supply stop valve (15 to 22 mm); cold dead legs 
in kitchen. 

8 151 Hotels & Inns No DCV backflow protection on hose union tap by cellar door; insufficient air gap from spill over level in 
kitchen wash hand basin cold tap; 7 m disused Cu pipe in kitchen to former steaming oven. 

8 152 Hotels & Inns Cu pipe above POE. 
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8 153 Pub Dispensing machines not suitable for taking samples (bar dispenser: ADLTSWBC00, automatic bar 
control: WBM-851-11-5B); Cu pipe 15 mm; galvanised pipe increase in size from 13 mm to 19 mm 
beyond sample point. 

8 154 Guest House Cu pipe 15 mm; unable to see pipe material before inside stop-tap; pipework in the meter chamber is 
galvanised Fe with Cu pipe inside the property downstream of the stop-tap. 

8 155 Café 19 mm Fe pipework from stopcock in pavement, down passageway at side of building and enters under 
sink as 15 mm Cu pipe; 100 mm dead leg pipework above internal stopcock; hot water pipe runs parallel 
to cold water supply pipe (1 m); hose union tap outside premises without DCV backflow protection. 

8 156 Campsite All outside drinking taps are hose union type with double check valves; chosen sampling tap is most 
commonly used; hose taps above waste disposal drains have short lengths of hose fitted so discharge is 
above spill over level of the drains; MDPE pipe 25 mm; Cu pipe 15 mm. 

8 157 Leisure centre Distribution pipes decrease in size (54 to 15 mm); supply pipes change from galvanised steel to Cu 
(54 mm) at stop valve on internal wall; pipe not insulated or colour coded (BS1710); subject to warm 
conditions in plant room (30 m of pipe in plant room); drinking water also taken from drinks dispenser in 
restaurant; 54 mm Cu pipes require repairs - pin holes. 

8 158 Health club Hose union tap connected via flexible corrugated plastic pipe located next to sink; Cu pipe above stop-tap 
15 mm; public advised to use bottled water. 
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8 159 Historic building Distribution pipes decrease in size (35 to 15 mm); storage cisterns not insulated and window in loft; 
overflow pipes not screened; Heatrea Sadia industrial hot water system installed - no tundishes, fed from 
storage; storage cisterns Dewey Waters fibreglass cisterns linked, fitted with 22 mm twin FOVs. 

8 160 Public toilets Supply pipe believed to be iron (no record of replacements); all kitchen pipe work behind panels; unable to 
locate riser; irrigation points on playing field below surface level - unable to confirm if from same supply 
pipe, but no backflow protection in irrigation chamber; Cu pipe 15 mm; Fe pipe 13 mm. 

9 161 School 40 cm blue poly not lagged to main stop tap. No backflow prevention device on dishwasher. 

9 162 School No lagging on pipe in unheated storeroom. 

9 163 School Do not know where water enters building, however each room has its own stop-valve. Hot and cold 
supplies in kitchen touching - remedied by time of water sampling. Recently had microbiological testing 
done by county environmental services and all OK.  

9 164 School Original lead pipe entering building, 1.5 m copper pipe to disused tap. 

9 165 Further education Cannot find incoming pipe, however pipe in Day Nursery (next door building) has ¾" blue poly pipe to ¾" 
Cu. Stopcock location unknown and cannot be found. Location of pipework and fittings concealed.  
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9 166 GP surgery Location of stop-tap unknown. Building 10 years old, modern pipework. Hot pipe below cold for approx. 
20 cm but 10 cm apart; cold spur off for dishwasher touching hot supply - all this work done by time of 
water sampling. 

9 167 Nursing home Primary circuit filling loop permanently connected. Hot pipe below cold in laundry room. No backflow 
prevention device fitted on dishwasher. Leaking biflow mixer tap in kitchen. 

9 168 Restaurant Hot pipe below cold for approx. 2 m. Mixer tap in kitchen (water mixed in body, no backflow prevention). 
Water supply comes from upstairs private flat, unable to gain access. Do not know if mains or cistern fed 
supply. 

9 169 Hotels & Inns Newly installed water system hot and cold two years ago. MDPE pipe on cellar floor, not clipped, could be 
kicked. Dead leg on 32 mm supply just in building 1 m, and supply to hose used for washing pavements 
once a week (contamination and dead leg). Supply then tees, more supply underground across access road 
into outbuilding, convert to 42 mm copper 10 m, lagged and clipped. Tees to 28 mm one supply through 
boiler room and probably up to rooms. Older leg in 28 mm lagged and clipped goes to storage tank. AF air 
gap tank supplies water for primary heating, i.e. water cistern only AF air gap when supplying primary 
water (this is OK at time of inspection). In kitchen tees to two hot water boilers - one gas, one electric - no 
backflow pump. In kitchen tees to washing-up sink, CTA with spring retainer - the supply then has a 3 m 
dead leg. Above roof cold close to hot (20 mm). Down to tap, tees to ice machine (air gap?). Stainless flex 
to CTA. Drinking point is 2 hole CTA with swivel outlet, mixed water, labelled as drinking water. Could 
not determine where pipes went, informed that they go to bedrooms. 
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9 170 Hotels & Inns No handle on cellar tap. Suspect that new supply run from outside to new part of building - inspection 
dealing with the old part. Copper pipe has had many coats of paint rendering inspection of joints 
impossible - however, no evidence of excessive flux on solder. Two hoses from taps in cellar are 
permanently left in buckets of cleaning fluid - no check valves. Hot and cold pipes touching for approx. 
4 m and 60 cm. Kink in pipe supplying ice maker. Glass washer and ice maker not listed in WRAS 
directory.  

9 171 Hotels & Inns Water softener treating water for machines. Length of pipe in ceiling hidden - not known where pipe 
reduces in size or how many branches. Hot and cold pipes touching in kitchen. No check valves on mixer 
tap. 80 cm of MDPE pipe used as spout on drinking water tap. Hotel drinking water is boiled before use in 
kitchen. No drain tap on stop valve. 

9 172 Hotels & Inns Incoming supply pipe: two separate pipes to meter and stop-taps either side. Storage: new about 18 months 
ago; two Ferham loft tanks, black polypropylene, 0.35 m3 and 0.39 m3. All pipes lagged from stop-tap. 
Obvious lead solder found in outside cellar; pipework partially lagged in outside cellar. All pipework 
between cellar and cisterns and cistern to tap concealed. Glasswasher not listed in WRAS directory. Ice 
maker - no manufacturer name visible. 

9 173 Pub Water is carbonated in cellar and pumped to bar. 2 m MDPE dead leg in cellar for washing pipes - used 
once a week. MDPE pipe supplies water to chiller and carbonator. Pipework run from cellar to bar sink 
unknown, however water gun in bar traced.  
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9 174 Guest House Good workmanship - neat and tidy, service valves everywhere and separate d/w tap via softener. Bedroom 
3 standard hot and cold w/basin taps with straight tails to floor - air gap good. 5 m dead leg in garage to 
outside tap. 

9 175 Café 15 mm distribution pipe? - pipework could be anywhere in building, lots of stud walls and ceilings. No 
drain valve by stop-tap. No separate stop-tap in café. Dead leg in cellar. 

9 176 Campsite Borehole supply is separate supply at the gate tees to the house and the campsite. Supply distributed in 
MDPE and poly, serves three taps located around the campsite and toilet block. Supply generally in good 
condition, some minor concerns. Inspection hatch is full of clay/soil - at stop valve and tee to hose for boat 
cleaning. After stopcock the supply tees to a hose used for cleaning boats in the pond - pipe comes out of 
ground for 2 m and terminates in a 25 mm stop-valve. The branch that supplies the house goes straight 
through the pond. First bib tap is supplied by galvanised pipe that tees to a ½" bib tap but has a 1.5 m dead 
leg; good air gap. Toilet area - bib tap provided with short length of hose attached slightly below spillage 
level. Toilet block clips are insufficient. All underground supply pipe is black poly to BS3284, 
underground fittings could not be inspected. Blue MDPE used as storage on roof of toilet block. Water 
supply inspected by local council 23 April 2003. Cement tank at borehole - spiders etc. 

9 177 Leisure centre Chiller machine in fitness studio. Hot and cold 5 mm apart on tee in bar sinks. Bar taps outlets are very 
dirty/corroded. 

9 178 Health club 5 m dead leg to Butler sink. 
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9 179 Hairdresser No lagging on incoming supply pipe located in outside room. 2.5 m dead leg in outside room. 

9 180 Place of worship Two or three years old - all OK. 

10 181 School Incoming supply pipe only accessible when panel is removed - no label, no lagging, no drain valve. Fairly 
modern plumbing system. Hot water stored at 50 C. Bib tap in boiler room. 

10 182 School Hot water supply runs close (10 mm) to cold water supply to sink, and runs under cold supply. 

10 183 School Incoming supply pipe in boiler house in basement; partially lagged, no label on stopcock. Tanks have been 
chlorinated three months before inspection. Tanks fully comply with the regulations. Cold above hot 
supply pipe. Plumbing system of a high standard. 

10 184 School No drain cock. Bib tap 1 m from incoming main (30 m hose attached). No backflow prevention at all. 
Storage tank complies fully with regulations. No drain valve on stop-tap. 

10 185 Further education Plumbing system upgraded in recent years; system of a high standard. No identification on stop-tap; no 
lagging on incoming supply pipe. 

10 186 Dentist surgery 1 m dead leg on tap Tee. No drain tap on lowest point. 

10 187 Nursing home Extra two drinking water taps near sampling tap are for food prep only. Hot and cold pipes touching. Pipe 
clips broken. 
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10 188 Restaurant Building recently renovated. Cleaning unit teed into pipe with direct connection to drain. Hot pipes below 
cold, cleaning unit with no obvious signs of backflow prevention and with direct connection to drain. 
Dishwasher, glasswasher and coffee machine with direct connection and no backflow protection. 

10 189 Hotels & Inns Difficult access inside lounge area (location of incoming supply pipe), no lagging, no drain below very hot 
radiator. Installation is in good repair, some small areas of excessive solder used. Kitchen has dishwasher - 
connected to supply. 

10 190 Hotels & Inns 15 mm copper after stop tap with a section in black polyethylene. Sampling tap in restaurant kitchen - 
main sink used for preparing vegetables and drinking water for restaurant. Hot and cold supplies touching. 
Tapped in cold for dishwasher. Coffee maker in room, hot and cold heating next to cold pipe. In kitchen 
hot and cold pipes close together or touching in a number of places. Tee off from cold supply is copper 
pipe to other room where pipe is blocked off (10 m deadleg). Approx. 2 m downstream from tap is a 
clamped tee into cold mains for commercial dishwasher (this model has double check valve installed but 
no WRAS). Upstream from this about 3 m is ladies toilets with WC cistern and was basin - air gap of taps 
is about 10 mm - should be 20 mm. 

10 191 Hotels & Inns No lagging on incoming supply pipe, no drain cock, boiler room quite warm. No lid on storage tank, no 
screened vent, no means of controlling flow. The storage is of a very poor standard. All services fed via 
this because of low water pressure. The plumbing system is of a very poor standard with the water storage 
tank being of a particularly poor quality. No backflow on dishwashers. Urinals in male toilets turned off, 
dead leg. Parts of the system could do with being replaced. 
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10 192 Hotels & Inns Old plumbing, could be numerous cross-connections. Standard of plumbing is poor. Inspected meter 
chamber, could not gain access to supply pipe. Supply to drinking water point is unlagged, unclipped and 
running very close to the hot water supply. Incoming supply is copper, after stop valve is lead pipe 30 mm. 
Supply fully boxed. Tee at inlet property to feed hanging baskets. Cold supply feeds hot water boiler, no 
air gap. Tap not labelled 'drinking water point'. Cap and liner to drinking water point leaking slightly. A lot 
of pipework boxed in and cannot ascertain other supply connections. Area of incoming supply is an annex 
and could be liable to freezing - no lagging. 

10 193 Pub Dead leg close to sink. Pipes close together - not insulated. Leaking tap. Adequate clips but old and some 
broken. Extension in utility/store room to pipework in 15 mm plastic to BS7291-3 (made 2001); close 
together, not enough clips. 

10 194 Guest House All 15 mm copper. No labels, no lagging. 

10 195 Café Filling loop left connected on combi boiler. 

10 196 Campsite These facilities only get used periodically and can be unused for weeks/months at a time. No insulation on 
any pipework. 
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10 197 Swimming pool Considerable size boiler room with extensive plumbing and swimming pool pipework. Boiler room pipe 
work is too large to provide a rough description/schematic. Pipe work 3" galvanised steel to 1" galvanised. 
Obvious regulation infringements, 10 m dead leg in 1" galvanised. Two hose union bib taps, no lagging, 
no labels, no drain valve, hot below cold and touching, chlorination return dripping onto pipework. 
Unvented heating. Incorrectly sized temperature and pressure valve, no tundish. Pipework not clearly 
marked on all parts of the system which could cause confusion with so much pipework in the boiler room. 

10 198 Health club Incoming supply pipe in store room. No drain, no label, no lagging, bib tap 20 cm from stopcock.  

10 199 Beauty salon Incoming supply enters laundry at front of building. 

10 200 Place of worship Remove dead-end back to Tee and block off. Lagging on cold pipe to prevent heating from heating supply.  
Galvanised steel outside tap (22 mm). 
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Table 3.4 Analytical results - on-site and bacteriological tests 

   On-site measurements Before disinfecting tap After disinfecting tap 
   Appearance Free Cl2 Temp Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Area ID Type   °C /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml 

            
1 1 School Clear Present 13.5 6 0 0 0 0 0 
1 2 School Clear Present 12.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 3 School Clear Absent 13.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 4 School Clear Present 13.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 5 University Clear Absent 13.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 6 Nursery School Clear Absent 13.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 7 Dentist surgery Clear Present 12.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 8 Nursing home Clear Present 12.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 9 Restaurant Milky (air) Present 12.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 10 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 12.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 11 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 16.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 12 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 15.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 13 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 15.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 14 Pub Clear Present 11.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 15 Guest House Clear Present 12.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 16 Café Clear Present 13.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 17 Campsite Clear Present 11.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 18 Fitness centre Clear Present 14.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 19 Health club Clear Present 13.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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   On-site measurements Before disinfecting tap After disinfecting tap 
   Appearance Free Cl2 Temp Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Area ID Type   °C /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml 

            
1 20 Prison Clear Present 14.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 21 School Clear Present 10.5 0 0 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A 
2 22 School Clear Present 14.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 23 School Clear Present 15.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 24 School Clear Absent 12.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 25 University Clear Present 14.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 26 Nursery School Clear Present 15.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 27 Residential care Clear Present 13.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 28 Nursing home Clear Present 11.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 29 Restaurant Clear Present 11.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 30 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 12.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 31 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 12.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 32 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 13.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 33 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 13.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 34 Pub Clear Present 13.3 0 0 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A 
2 35 Guest House Clear Present 13.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 36 Café Clear Present 12.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 37 Museum Clear Present 10.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 38 Health clubs Clear Present 14.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 3.4 Continued 
         

   On-site measurements Before disinfecting tap After disinfecting tap 
   Appearance Free Cl2 Temp Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Area ID Type   °C /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml 

            
2 39 Tourist attraction Clear Absent 8.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 40 Prison Clear Present 10.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 41 School Clear Absent 15.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 42 School Clear Present 11.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 43 School Clear Absent 15.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 44 School Clear Absent 16.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 45 University Clear Absent 14.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 46 Nursery School Clear Absent 10.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 47 Residential care Clear Absent 11.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 48 Restaurant Clear Present 12.3 1 0 0 0 0 0 
3 49 Restaurant Clear Absent 14.2 0 0 1 0 0 0 
3 50 Hotels & Inns Clear Absent 11.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 51 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 11.9 3 0 0 0 0 0 
3 52 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 15.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 53 Hotels & Inns Clear Absent 15.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 54 Pub Clear Absent 12.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 55 Guest House Clear Present 12.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 56 Café Clear Present 12.0 12 0 0 0 0 0 
3 57 Art gallery (public) Clear Present 13.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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   On-site measurements Before disinfecting tap After disinfecting tap 
   Appearance Free Cl2 Temp Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Area ID Type   °C /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml 

            
3 58 Health clubs Clear Present 13.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 59 Nightclub Clear Present 12.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 60 Community centre Clear Present 13.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 61 School Clear Absent 15.1 0 0 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A 
4 62 School Clear Present 16.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 63 School Clear Absent 16.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 64 School Sl. cloudy Absent 19.2 2 0 0 0 0 0 
4 65 University Sl. cloudy Present 13.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 66 Nursery School Clear Present 12.1 0 0 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A 
4 67 Retirement home Clear Present 14.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 68 Restaurant Clear Present 13.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 69 Restaurant Clear Present 12.9 0 0 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A 
4 70 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 13.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 71 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 10.0 7 0 0 0 0 0 
4 72 Hotels & Inns Sl. cloudy Present 21.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 73 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 16.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 74 Pub Cloudy Present 18.1 0 0 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A 
4 75 Guest House Clear Present 11.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 76 Café Clear Present 11.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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   On-site measurements Before disinfecting tap After disinfecting tap 
   Appearance Free Cl2 Temp Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Area ID Type   °C /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml 

            
4 77 Exhibition Centre Clear Absent 9.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 78 Health club Clear Present 11.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 79 Nightclub Clear Present 15.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 80 Job centre Clear Present 13.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 81 School Clear Absent 24.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 82 College Clear Present 15.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 83 School Clear Present 14.2 0 0 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A 
5 84 School Clear Present 21.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 85 University Clear Present 17.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 86 Hospital Clear Present 14.5 0 0 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A 
5 87 Residential care Clear Present 10.8 0 0 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A 
5 88 Restaurant Clear Present 13.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 89 Restaurant Sl. cloudy Absent 18.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 90 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 21.8 0 0 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A 
5 91 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 20.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 92 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 11.5 0 0 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A 
5 93 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 11.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 94 Guest House Clear Present 13.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 95 Guest House Clear Present 11.5 0 0 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A 
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   On-site measurements Before disinfecting tap After disinfecting tap 
   Appearance Free Cl2 Temp Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Area ID Type   °C /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml 

            
5 96 Hostel Clear Present 10.5 0 0 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A 
5 97 Conference centre Clear Present 16.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 98 Fitness centre Clear Absent 17.6 2 0 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A  
5 99 Theatre/ concert hall Clear Present 21.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 100 Housing Department Clear Present 15.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 101 School Clear Present 19.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 102 School Clear Present 14.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 103 School Clear Present 16.3 4 0 0 0 0 0 
6 104 School Clear Present 18.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 105 University Clear Present 25.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 106 Hospital Clear Present 17.5 3 0 0 0 0 0 
6 107 Residential care Clear Present 22.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 108 Restaurant Some air Present 19.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 109 Restaurant Clear Present 12.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 110 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 14.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 111 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 11.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 112 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 12.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 113 Hotels & Inns Clear Absent 12.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 114 Guest House Clear Present 17.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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   On-site measurements Before disinfecting tap After disinfecting tap 
   Appearance Free Cl2 Temp Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Area ID Type   °C /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml 

            
6 115 Guest House Clear Present 13.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 116 Hostel Clear Present 13.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 117 Sports ground Clear Present 13.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 118 Health clubs Clear Present 17.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 119 Ice rink Clear Present 12.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 120 Children’s home Clear Present 12.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 121 College Clear Absent 16.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 122 School Clear Present 14.9 0 0 0 0 0 1 
7 123 School Clear Absent 19.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 124 School Clear Present 11.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 125 University Clear Present 13.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 126 Hospital Clear Present 13.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 127 Residential care Clear Present 7.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 128 Restaurant Clear Absent 9.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 129 Restaurant Clear Present 8.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 130 Hotels & Inns Clear Present nd 2 0 0 0 0 0 
7 131 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 8.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 132 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 16.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 133 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 15.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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   On-site measurements Before disinfecting tap After disinfecting tap 
   Appearance Free Cl2 Temp Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Area ID Type   °C /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml 

            
7 134 Guest House Clear Absent 7.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 135 Banquet/ function Clear Absent 13.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 136 Wine bar Clear Present 7.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 137 Leisure centre Clear Present 14.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 138 Health club Clear Present 14.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 139 Cinema Clear Present 16.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 140 Public toilets Clear Absent 7.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 141 School Clear Present 15.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 142 School Clear Present 13.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 143 School Clear nd 16.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 144 School Clear Present 13.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 145 University Clear Present 15.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 146 GP surgery Clear Present 16.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 147 Health centre Clear Present 16.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 148 Restaurant Clear Present 14.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 149 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 13.7 0 0 1 0 0 0 
8 150 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 15.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 151 Hotels & Inns Clear Absent 14.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 152 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 13.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 3.4 Continued 
         

   On-site measurements Before disinfecting tap After disinfecting tap 
   Appearance Free Cl2 Temp Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Area ID Type   °C /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml 

            
8 153 Pub Clear Present 16.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 154 Guest House Clear Present 13.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 155 Café Clear nd 16.0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
8 156 Campsite Clear Present 14.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 157 Leisure centre Clear Present 15.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 158 Health club Clear Present 12.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 159 Historic building Clear Present 15.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 160 Public toilets Clear Present 15.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 161 School Clear Present 16.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 162 School Clear Absent 13.7 >100 >100 0 0 0 0 
9 163 School Clear Absent 14.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 164 School Clear Present 16.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 165 Further education Clear Present 16.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 166 GP surgery Clear Present 16.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 167 Nursing home Clear Present 14.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 168 Restaurant Clear Absent 22.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 169 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 16.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 170 Hotels & Inns Clear Absent 17.4 1 0 0 0 0 0 
9 171 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 15.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 3.4 Continued 
         

   On-site measurements Before disinfecting tap After disinfecting tap 
   Appearance Free Cl2 Temp Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Area ID Type   °C /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml 

            
9 172 Hotels & Inns Clear Absent 24.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 173 Pub Clear Absent 15.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 174 Guest House Clear Absent 22.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 175 Café Clear Absent 15.1 3 0 0 0 0 0 
9 176 Campsite Clear Present 13.3 14 0 0 0 0 0 
9 177 Leisure centre Clear Absent 19.0 14 0 0 0 0 0 
9 178 Health club Clear Present 19.5 12 0 0 0 0 0 
9 179 Hairdresser Sl. brown Absent 19.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 180 Place of worship Clear Present 19.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 181 School Clear Present 19.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 182 School Misty Absent 18.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 183 School Clear Present 21.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 184 School Clear Present 19.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 185 Further education Clear Present 10.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 186 Dentist surgery Clear Present 20.6 0 0 #N/A 0 0 #N/A 
10 187 Nursing home Clear Present 15.3 0 0 #N/A 0 0 #N/A 
10 188 Restaurant Clear Absent 12.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 189 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 11.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 190 Hotels & Inns Cloudy Absent 16.4 0 0 #N/A 0 0 #N/A 
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Table 3.4 Continued 
         

   On-site measurements Before disinfecting tap After disinfecting tap 
   Appearance Free Cl2 Temp Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Coliform E. coli Entero-

cocci 
Area ID Type   °C /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml /100ml 

            
10 191 Hotels & Inns Clear Absent 14.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 192 Hotels & Inns Clear Present 21.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 193 Pub Clear Present 13.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 194 Guest House Clear Present 16.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 195 Café Clear Absent 12.0 145 0 0 0 0 0 
10 196 Campsite Clear Present 10.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 197 Swimming pool Clear Present 14.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 198 Health club Clear Present 12.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 199 Beauty salon Misty (air) Present 12.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 200 Place of worship Clear Absent 16.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
            
#N/A Not available (omission by test laboratory). 

nd Not determined. 
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Table 3.5 Analytical results - chemical and taste and odour tests 

   Colour Cond-
uctivity 

Copper pH Iron Lead Nickel Nitrite Odour Taste Turb-
idity 

Zinc 

Area ID Type mg/l 
Pt-Co 

µS/cm mg/l  µg/l µg/l µg/l mg/l 
NO2 

qual qual NTU µg/l 

               
1 1 School 1.9 250 0.0006 8.00 40.0 <0.087 0.450 <0.007 None None 0.34 <0.96 
1 2 School 1.8 250 0.0037 8.00 4.1 1.800 0.400 <0.007 None None 0.28 <0.96 
1 3 School 2.1 250 0.0066 7.80 84.0 0.092 1.100 <0.007 None None 0.47 8.40 
1 4 School 1.1 260 0.0070 7.70 <4.0 <0.087 0.420 <0.007 None None 0.17 6.60 
1 5 University 2.1 250 0.0020 8.00 8.1 <0.170 0.330 <0.007 None None 0.18 <0.96 
1 6 Nursery School 2.1 260 0.0091 7.80 30.0 0.220 0.620 <0.007 None None 0.35 16.00 
1 7 Dentist surgery 1.8 260 0.0010 7.80 19.0 0.430 3.000 <0.007 None None 0.29 5.70 
1 8 Nursing home 1.2 180 0.0034 8.30 6.8 <0.087 0.400 <0.007 None 1.1 0.12 <0.96 
1 9 Restaurant 1.8 250 <0.0006 7.80 4.7 <0.170 0.430 <0.007 None None 0.32 1.90 
1 10 Hotels & Inns <0.95 900 0.0030 7.70 79.0 0.340 1.300 <0.007 3.1 None 0.40 8.60 
1 11 Hotels & Inns 1.5 160 0.0190 8.00 15.0 <0.087 0.390 <0.007 None None 0.17 55.00 
1 12 Hotels & Inns <0.95 260 0.0300 7.90 30.0 <0.087 0.270 <0.007 None None 0.24 5.70 
1 13 Hotels & Inns <0.95 260 0.0004 8.00 53.0 0.950 0.280 <0.007 None None 0.37 8.80 
1 14 Pub 1.8 260 <0.0006 7.90 5.9 <0.170 0.540 <0.007 None None 0.29 5.60 
1 15 Guest House <0.95 1000 0.0140 7.70 73.0 0.390 1.900 <0.007 None None 0.28 25.00 
1 16 Café 1.1 260 0.0017 8.00 80.0 2.900 0.240 <0.007 None None 0.30 8.20 
1 17 Campsite <0.95 290 0.0044 7.80 <4.0 0.310 0.470 <0.007 None None 0.15 16.00 
1 18 Fitness centre 1.1 180 0.0008 8.10 8.9 0.250 0.470 <0.007 None None 0.14 <0.96 
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Table 3.5 Continued 
            

   Colour Cond-
uctivity 

Copper pH Iron Lead Nickel Nitrite Odour Taste Turb-
idity 

Zinc 

Area ID Type mg/l 
Pt-Co 

µS/cm mg/l  µg/l µg/l µg/l mg/l 
NO2 

qual qual NTU µg/l 

               
1 19 Health club 2.0 250 0.0029 8.00 40.0 0.650 0.540 <0.007 None None 0.42 1.60 
1 20 Prison 1.2 160 0.0180 8.20 15.0 <0.087 0.480 <0.007 None None 0.13 3.00 
2 21 School 3.0 152 0.0272 7.67 35.7 0.302 1.690 #N/A None None <0.11 #N/A 
2 22 School 2.0 374 0.0088 7.93 13.7 <0.200 <0.900 #N/A None None 0.20 #N/A 
2 23 School 3.0 85 0.0266 7.74 13.4 <0.200 <0.900 #N/A None None 0.40 #N/A 
2 24 School 4.0 480 0.5305 7.24 4.1 0.459 <0.900 #N/A None None <0.11 #N/A 
2 25 University 3.0 97 0.0212 7.94 14.8 0.266 <0.900 #N/A None None 0.30 #N/A 
2 26 Nursery School 3.0 91 0.0446 7.55 6.9 0.200 <0.900 #N/A None None <0.11 #N/A 
2 27 Residential care 2.0 318 0.0117 7.69 19.3 <0.200 <0.900 #N/A None None 0.40 #N/A 
2 28 Nursing home 3.0 80 0.0207 7.06 5.2 <0.200 <0.900 #N/A None None 0.20 #N/A 
2 29 Restaurant 3.0 74 0.0031 7.60 11.1 1.399 <0.900 #N/A None None <0.11 #N/A 
2 30 Hotels & Inns 4.0 77 0.0212 7.00 30.5 0.531 <0.900 #N/A None None 0.20 #N/A 
2 31 Hotels & Inns 3.0 103 0.0110 7.54 9.6 <0.200 <0.900 #N/A None None <0.11 #N/A 
2 32 Hotels & Inns 2.0 373 0.0036 7.63 10.7 <0.200 <0.900 #N/A None None 0.20 #N/A 
2 33 Hotels & Inns 2.0 379 0.0235 7.72 12.0 0.537 <0.900 #N/A None None 0.30 #N/A 
2 34 Pub 4.0 132 0.0192 7.52 30.4 0.239 <0.900 #N/A None None 0.30 #N/A 
2 35 Guest House 3.0 369 0.0180 7.63 12.1 2.498 <0.900 #N/A None None <0.11 #N/A 
2 36 Café 2.0 374 0.0062 7.73 14.5 <0.200 <0.900 #N/A None None 0.20 #N/A 
2 37 Museum 3.0 157 0.0377 7.27 17.3 0.927 <0.900 #N/A None None <0.11 #N/A 
2 38 Health clubs 2.0 398 0.0540 7.37 24.2 0.325 <0.900 #N/A None None <0.11 #N/A 
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Table 3.5 Continued 
            

   Colour Cond-
uctivity 

Copper pH Iron Lead Nickel Nitrite Odour Taste Turb-
idity 

Zinc 

Area ID Type mg/l 
Pt-Co 

µS/cm mg/l  µg/l µg/l µg/l mg/l 
NO2 

qual qual NTU µg/l 

               
2 39 Tourist attraction 3.0 554 0.0454 6.89 2.6 0.313 <0.900 #N/A None None <0.11 #N/A 
2 40 Prison 2.0 173 0.0252 6.94 21.4 0.213 1.750 #N/A None None 0.30 #N/A 
3 41 School <1.7 471 0.0130 7.70 20.0 0.580 0.780 <0.009 None None <0.105 6.00 
3 42 School <1.7 637 0.0900 7.80 9.0 <0.140 1.940 <0.009 None None <0.105 20.00 
3 43 School <1.7 537 0.0540 7.50 8.0 0.670 1.250 <0.009 None None 0.15 8.00 
3 44 School <1.7 162 0.0040 9.00 25.0 0.410 0.980 <0.009 None None <0.105 <6.00 
3 45 University <1.7 193 0.0050 8.10 12.0 0.340 0.640 <0.009 None None <0.105 6.00 
3 46 Nursery School <1.7 454 <0.0030 7.60 15.0 0.460 0.710 <0.009 None None 0.15 11.00 
3 47 Residential care 1.8 135 <0.0030 9.00 27.0 <0.140 <0.500 <0.009 None None <0.105 <6.00 
3 48 Restaurant <1.7 186 0.0040 7.90 15.0 <0.140 0.880 <0.009 None #N/A <0.105 24.00 
3 49 Restaurant <1.7 484 0.0053 7.70 29.0 <0.140 <0.500 <0.009 None None <0.105 <6.00 
3 50 Hotels & Inns <1.7 193 <0.0030 7.90 11.0 <0.140 0.760 <0.009 None None <0.105 <6.00 
3 51 Hotels & Inns <1.7 230 <0.0030 7.80 8.0 12.500 0.920 <0.009 None None <0.105 <6.00 
3 52 Hotels & Inns <1.7 448 0.0059 7.50 10.0 <0.140 1.190 <0.009 None None <0.105 11.00 
3 53 Hotels & Inns <1.7 454 0.0320 7.80 9.0 1.220 0.610 <0.009 None None <0.105 17.00 
3 54 Pub <1.7 503 0.0050 7.50 25.0 0.730 1.060 <0.009 None None <0.105 8.00 
3 55 Guest House <1.7 193 0.0060 7.80 9.0 5.320 0.710 <0.009 None None <0.105 14.00 
3 56 Café <1.7 397 0.0240 7.60 19.0 2.160 1.030 <0.009 None None <0.105 27.00 
3 57 Art gallery (public) <1.7 445 0.0040 7.60 20.0 8.890 0.910 <0.009 None None <0.105 <6.00 
3 58 Health clubs <1.7 606 0.0095 7.50 61.0 0.680 1.440 <0.009 None None 0.22 9.00 
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Table 3.5 Continued 
            

   Colour Cond-
uctivity 

Copper pH Iron Lead Nickel Nitrite Odour Taste Turb-
idity 

Zinc 

Area ID Type mg/l 
Pt-Co 

µS/cm mg/l  µg/l µg/l µg/l mg/l 
NO2 

qual qual NTU µg/l 

               
3 59 Nightclub <1.7 400 0.0040 7.60 19.0 9.910 1.380 <0.009 None None 0.33 <6.00 
3 60 Community centre 1.8 227 0.0010 7.80 25.0 0.450 0.840 <0.009 None None <0.105 <6.00 
4 61 School <2.0 505 0.5440 7.70 34.0 <1.000 2.000 <0.010 None None 0.20 80.00 
4 62 School <2.0 465 0.0560 7.58 66.0 3.000 23.00 <0.010 None None 0.20 171.00 
4 63 School 6.0 483 0.2870 7.61 58.0 <1.000 5.000 <0.010 None None 0.30 142.00 
4 64 School 4.0 449 0.0750 7.65 130.0 <1.000 2.000 <0.010 None None 0.30 56.00 
4 65 University 6.0 444 0.0100 7.51 89.0 2.000 3.000 <0.010 None None 0.20 106.00 
4 66 Nursery School <2.0 498 0.0080 7.70 66.0 <1.000 2.000 <0.010 None None 0.20 49.00 
4 67 Retirement home <2.0 390 0.0040 7.62 <11.0 5.000 3.000 <0.010 None None <0.10 224.00 
4 68 Restaurant <2.0 450 0.0970 7.71 57.0 <1.000 3.000 <0.010 None None 0.20 46.00 
4 69 Restaurant <2.0 363 0.0200 7.81 <11.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None 0.10 12.00 
4 70 Hotels & Inns <2.0 171 0.0280 8.37 35.0 2.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None 0.10 12.00 
4 71 Hotels & Inns <2.0 349 0.1310 7.38 <11.0 6.000 3.000 0.020 None None <0.10 43.00 
4 72 Hotels & Inns <2.0 172 0.0060 9.06 <11.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None 0.10 16.00 
4 73 Hotels & Inns <2.0 447 0.0610 7.70 37.0 3.000 2.000 <0.010 None None 0.20 46.00 
4 74 Pub <2.0 443 0.0510 7.74 47.0 4.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None 0.10 98.00 
4 75 Guest House <2.0 165 0.0190 8.03 60.0 3.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None 0.20 157.00 
4 76 Café <2.0 172 <0.002 8.74 17.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None 0.10 9.00 
4 77 Exhibition Centre <2.0 584 0.0030 7.67 78.0 <1.000 3.000 <0.010 None None 0.40 20.00 
4 78 Health club <2.0 441 0.3430 7.58 20.0 <1.000 3.000 <0.010 None None 0.30 78.00 
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Table 3.5 Continued 
            

   Colour Cond-
uctivity 

Copper pH Iron Lead Nickel Nitrite Odour Taste Turb-
idity 

Zinc 

Area ID Type mg/l 
Pt-Co 

µS/cm mg/l  µg/l µg/l µg/l mg/l 
NO2 

qual qual NTU µg/l 

               
4 79 Nightclub <2.0 172 0.0130 8.46 34.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None 0.10 10.00 
4 80 Job centre <2.0 445 0.0100 7.70 54.0 1.000 3.000 <0.010 None None 0.20 48.00 
5 81 School 2.0 405 0.9240 6.86 <11.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None 0.10 30.00 
5 82 College 3.0 379 0.1770 7.23 21.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None 0.10 16.00 
5 83 School <2.0 475 0.0660 7.27 35.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None 0.20 30.00 
5 84 School <2.0 333 0.0100 7.19 12.0 1.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None <0.10 410.00 
5 85 University #N/A #N/A 0.0940 7.39 <11.0 1.000 3.000 <0.010 None None <0.10 89.00 
5 86 Hospital <2.0 442 0.0490 7.49 59.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None 0.30 20.00 
5 87 Residential care <2.0 106 <0.002 8.58 43.0 3.000 <2.000 <0.010 None Rubber <0.10 4.00 
5 88 Restaurant <2.0 561 0.1700 7.36 <11.0 <1.000 2.000 <0.010 None None <0.10 22.00 
5 89 Restaurant <2.0 466 0.5400 7.61 <11.0 <1.000 3.000 0.020 None None <0.10 56.00 
5 90 Hotels & Inns <2.0 104 0.0070 8.71 33.0 2.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None 0.10 5.00 
5 91 Hotels & Inns #N/A #N/A 0.2200 7.64 <11.0 1.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None <0.10 61.00 
5 92 Hotels & Inns <2.0 390 0.0050 7.53 25.0 2.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None <0.10 12.00 
5 93 Hotels & Inns <2.0 557 0.0720 7.49 <11.0 3.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None 0.20 20.00 
5 94 Guest House <2.0 516 0.0180 7.54 <11.0 18.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None <0.10 37.00 
5 95 Guest House <2.0 104 <0.002 8.57 31.0 1.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None <0.10 4.00 
5 96 Hostel <2.0 106 <0.002 8.58 29.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None <0.10 4.00 
5 97 Conference centre <2.0 166 0.0180 8.52 31.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None 0.10 8.00 
5 98 Fitness centre <2.0 442 0.0280 7.43 <11.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.010 None None 0.10 13.00 
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Table 3.5 Continued 
            

   Colour Cond-
uctivity 

Copper pH Iron Lead Nickel Nitrite Odour Taste Turb-
idity 

Zinc 

Area ID Type mg/l 
Pt-Co 

µS/cm mg/l  µg/l µg/l µg/l mg/l 
NO2 

qual qual NTU µg/l 

               
5 99 Theatre/ concert hall <2.0 337 0.2280 7.36 <11.0 <1.000 3.000 <0.010 None None <0.10 39.00 
5 100 Housing Department 3.0 163 0.0190 8.46 26.0 <1.000 <2.000 0.030 None None <0.10 9.00 
6 101 School 0.5 568 0.1050 7.67 <2.0 4.000 2.000 <0.003 Neg’ble Neg’ble 0.40 13.00 
6 102 School 3.3 740 0.0640 7.81 23.0 4.000 3.000 <0.003 Neg’ble Neg’ble 0.10 6.00 
6 103 School 0.5 768 0.2490 7.46 16.0 <1.000 5.000 <0.003 Neg’ble Neg’ble <0.07 393.00 
6 104 School <0.3 702 1.0430 7.48 2.0 3.000 4.000 <0.003 Neg’ble Neg’ble <0.07 12.00 
6 105 University 0.5 777 0.2260 7.64 16.0 3.000 3.000 <0.003 Neg’ble Neg’ble 0.07 30.00 
6 106 Hospital 0.6 615 0.0280 7.84 17.0 <1.000 2.000 <0.003 Neg’ble Neg’ble 0.11 7.00 
6 107 Residential care 1.1 600 0.1100 7.78 4.0 4.000 2.000 <0.003 Neg’ble Neg’ble <0.07 8.00 
6 108 Restaurant 1.0 564 0.1490 7.68 <2.0 3.000 2.000 <0.003 Neg’ble Neg’ble 0.33 161.00 
6 109 Restaurant 0.6 879 0.0430 7.45 17.0 4.000 2.000 <0.003 Neg’ble Neg’ble 0.20 26.00 
6 110 Hotels & Inns 1.9 601 0.0450 7.69 7.0 1.000 4.000 <0.003 V sl Cl Neg’ble <0.07 17.00 
6 111 Hotels & Inns 1.0 994 0.0700 7.37 57.0 3.000 2.000 <0.003 Neg’ble Neg’ble 0.18 34.00 
6 112 Hotels & Inns 4.6 617 0.0130 7.53 10.0 3.000 2.000 0.009 Neg’ble Neg’ble <0.07 23.00 
6 113 Hotels & Inns 2.0 869 0.0170 7.50 9.0 5.000 2.000 0.049 Neg’ble Neg’ble 0.14 23.00 
6 114 Guest House 0.5 526 0.1770 7.52 9.0 2.000 2.000 0.009 Neg’ble Neg’ble 0.37 39.00 
6 115 Guest House 1.6 869 0.0090 7.50 7.0 2.000 2.000 0.108 Neg’ble Neg’ble <0.07 3.00 
6 116 Hostel 1.9 601 0.0630 7.71 3.0 3.000 4.000 <0.003 V sl Cl Neg’ble <0.07 10.00 
6 117 Sports ground 0.8 825 0.0400 7.61 6.0 2.000 13.000 <0.003 Sl Cl V sl Cl 0.13 32.00 
6 118 Health clubs <0.3 599 0.0290 7.84 13.0 <1.000 2.000 <0.003 V sl Cl V sl Cl 0.14 14.00 
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Table 3.5 Continued 
            

   Colour Cond-
uctivity 

Copper pH Iron Lead Nickel Nitrite Odour Taste Turb-
idity 

Zinc 

Area ID Type mg/l 
Pt-Co 

µS/cm mg/l  µg/l µg/l µg/l mg/l 
NO2 

qual qual NTU µg/l 

               
6 119 Ice rink 3.3 567 0.0360 7.57 14.0 2.000 3.000 <0.003 Neg’ble Neg’ble <0.07 7.00 
6 120 Children’s home 1.8 638 0.0200 7.67 13.0 3.000 2.000 <0.003 Neg’ble Neg’ble <0.07 6.00 
7 121 College 1.0 620 <0.010 7.70 <13.0 <1.000 3.000 <0.010 None None <0.11 64.00 
7 122 School 1.1 653 <0.010 7.80 <13.0 4.900 <2.000 0.017 None None <0.11 <10.00 
7 123 School 1.5 635 0.0130 8.10 <13.0 1.000 4.000 0.139 None None 0.12 94.00 
7 124 School <0.9 835 <0.010 7.80 <13.0 <1.000 3.000 <0.01 V sl Cl V sl Cl <0.11 <10.00 
7 125 University 1.3 635 0.0100 8.00 <13.0 2.000 3.000 <0.01 None None <0.11 <10.00 
7 126 Hospital 1.5 648 0.0430 8.00 <13.0 <1.000 3.000 0.012 None None <0.11 <10.00 
7 127 Residential care 3.2 624 0.0370 7.70 <13.0 <1.000 4.000 <0.01 None None <0.11 <10.00 
7 128 Restaurant 2.5 635 0.0100 7.70 <13.0 <1.000 4.000 <0.01 None None <0.11 <10.00 
7 129 Restaurant 3.5 652 0.0800 7.80 <13.0 <1.000 4.000 0.082 None None <0.11 16.00 
7 130 Hotels & Inns 1.3 638 0.0590 7.90 <13.0 <1.000 4.000 0.061 None None 0.11 <10.00 
7 131 Hotels & Inns 3.3 650 0.0560 7.90 <13.0 1.000 3.000 0.075 None None <0.11 43.00 
7 132 Hotels & Inns 1.4 628 0.0180 7.90 <13.0 <1.000 4.000 0.029 None None <0.11 <10.00 
7 133 Hotels & Inns 1.3 641 0.0130 7.90 <13.0 <1.000 4.000 <0.01 None None <0.11 <10.00 
7 134 Guest House 2.9 612 0.0330 7.70 <13.0 1.000 <2.000 0.029 None None <0.11 <10.00 
7 135 Banquet/ function 1.0 638 <0.010 8.00 16.0 <1.000 3.000 <0.01 None None <0.11 <10.00 
7 136 Wine bar 2.5 635 <0.0100 7.70 <13.0 1.000 4.000 0.015 None None <0.11 15.00 
7 137 Leisure centre 1.3 690 0.0220 7.90 25.0 <1.000 4.000 0.015 V sl Cl V sl Cl 0.15 73.00 
7 138 Health club 1.5 638 0.0140 7.90 <13.0 <1.000 5.000 0.01 None None <0.11 <10.00 
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Table 3.5 Continued 
            

   Colour Cond-
uctivity 

Copper pH Iron Lead Nickel Nitrite Odour Taste Turb-
idity 

Zinc 

Area ID Type mg/l 
Pt-Co 

µS/cm mg/l  µg/l µg/l µg/l mg/l 
NO2 

qual qual NTU µg/l 

               
7 139 Cinema <0.9 622 0.0130 7.80 <13.0 <1.000 2.000 <0.01 None None <0.11 24.00 
7 140 Public toilets 3.4 650 0.0250 7.80 <13.0 <1.000 5.000 0.021 None None <0.11 11.00 
8 141 School <0.69 502 0.2570 7.39 10.0 8.000 3.000 <0.004 None None 0.14 68.00 
8 142 School <0.69 303 0.2020 7.71 20.0 13.000 5.000 <0.004 None None 0.26 140.00 
8 143 School <0.69 725 0.2400 7.74 10.0 <1.000 3.000 <0.004 None None 0.24 19.00 
8 144 School <0.69 492 0.0940 7.34 30.0 3.000 <2.000 <0.004 None #N/A 0.17 51.00 
8 145 University <0.69 528 0.0570 7.79 40.0 7.000 <2.000 <0.004 None None 0.25 7.00 
8 146 GP surgery <0.69 526 0.0080 7.33 <10.0 1.000 <2.000 <0.004 None None 0.26 6.00 
8 147 Health centre 0.8 554 0.5330 7.77 20.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.004 None None 0.27 21.00 
8 148 Restaurant <0.69 500 0.0630 7.62 10.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.004 None None 0.11 <6.00 
8 149 Hotels & Inns <0.69 514 0.2210 7.31 30.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.004 Mild Cl None 0.26 14.00 
8 150 Hotels & Inns <0.69 525 0.0330 7.93 40.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.004 None None 0.25 11.00 
8 151 Hotels & Inns 1.1 733 0.0850 7.73 50.0 2.000 3.000 <0.004 None None 0.18 30.00 
8 152 Hotels & Inns <0.69 526 0.0850 7.34 10.0 1.000 <2.000 <0.004 None None 0.14 22.00 
8 153 Pub 2.0 518 0.8780 7.52 <10.0 3.000 2.000 <0.004 Mild Cl Mild Cl 0.12 66.00 
8 154 Guest House <0.69 502 0.0750 7.45 30.0 2.000 <2.000 <0.004 None None 0.23 17.00 
8 155 Café <0.69 612 0.0090 7.70 50.0 1.000 4.000 0.005 None None 0.44 35.00 
8 156 Campsite <0.69 495 0.0950 7.39 10.0 6.000 3.000 <0.004 None None 0.18 44.00 
8 157 Leisure centre <0.69 520 0.1330 7.36 40.0 3.000 <2.000 <0.004 Mild Cl None 0.21 51.00 
8 158 Health club <0.69 499 0.0410 7.38 20.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.004 Mild Cl None 0.21 8.00 
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Table 3.5 Continued 
            

   Colour Cond-
uctivity 

Copper pH Iron Lead Nickel Nitrite Odour Taste Turb-
idity 

Zinc 

Area ID Type mg/l 
Pt-Co 

µS/cm mg/l  µg/l µg/l µg/l mg/l 
NO2 

qual qual NTU µg/l 

               
8 159 Historic building 1.1 547 0.1950 7.50 <10.0 3.000 13.000 <0.004 None None 0.22 112.00 
8 160 Public toilets <0.69 506 0.2390 7.37 10.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.004 None None 0.17 48.00 
9 161 School 0.5 201 0.0273 7.90 18.3 <0.500 0.832 <0.01 #N/A #N/A <0.10 29.60 
9 162 School 1.0 136 0.0120 7.90 37.5 <0.500 0.679 <0.01 #N/A #N/A <0.10 33.20 
9 163 School 0.7 143 0.1180 7.80 15.2 4.640 1.490 <0.01 #N/A #N/A <0.10 30.90 
9 164 School 0.3 429 0.0165 7.80 29.1 0.870 0.853 <0.01 #N/A #N/A 0.10 5.64 
9 165 Further education 0.4 623 0.0188 8.10 <10.0 1.770 4.240 <0.01 #N/A #N/A <0.10 371.00 
9 166 GP surgery 0.6 199 0.0165 8.00 10.9 0.851 6.900 <0.01 #N/A #N/A <0.10 13.20 
9 167 Nursing home 0.3 318 0.0430 8.20 <10.0 <0.500 0.663 <0.01 #N/A #N/A <0.10 8.76 
9 168 Restaurant 1.4 140 0.0075 8.10 78.8 <0.500 <0.500 <0.01 #N/A #N/A 0.20 3.01 
9 169 Hotels & Inns 0.5 475 0.0311 8.20 10.8 1.530 1.740 <0.01 #N/A #N/A 0.20 134.00 
9 170 Hotels & Inns 0.5 137 0.0100 7.90 19.7 1.050 2.950 <0.01 #N/A #N/A 0.10 15.10 
9 171 Hotels & Inns 0.6 487 0.2220 8.20 67.5 1.030 1.05 <0.01 #N/A #N/A 0.30 21.00 
9 172 Hotels & Inns 0.4 110 0.0342 7.90 17.3 114.00 0.787 <0.01 #N/A #N/A 0.10 23.00 
9 173 Pub 0.8 143 0.0109 7.80 21.9 <0.500 <0.500 <0.01 #N/A #N/A <0.10 5.50 
9 174 Guest House 0.9 199 0.0492 8.00 11.1 <0.500 3.140 <0.01 #N/A #N/A 0.10 31.40 
9 175 Café 0.3 432 0.0101 7.90 38.6 0.695 0.844 0.03 #N/A #N/A 0.10 6.56 
9 176 Campsite 0.7 694 0.0108 8.20 22.0 0.983 0.621 0.04 #N/A #N/A 0.60 109.00 
9 177 Leisure centre 0.8 202 0.0806 8.00 89.0 <0.500 0.713 <0.01 #N/A #N/A 0.20 352.00 
9 178 Health club 0.4 422 0.0465 8.00 49.7 <0.500 1.210 <0.01 #N/A #N/A 0.10 7.90 
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Table 3.5 Continued 
            

   Colour Cond-
uctivity 

Copper pH Iron Lead Nickel Nitrite Odour Taste Turb-
idity 

Zinc 

Area ID Type mg/l 
Pt-Co 

µS/cm mg/l  µg/l µg/l µg/l mg/l 
NO2 

qual qual NTU µg/l 

               
9 179 Hairdresser 0.7 662 0.6700 7.80 48.3 1.840 3.430 <0.01 #N/A #N/A 0.20 163.00 
9 180 Place of worship 0.8 141 0.0026 8.00 24.0 <0.500 <0.500 <0.01 #N/A #N/A 0.10 12.10 
10 181 School <2.0 309 0.0310 7.97 43.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.01 None None <0.10 10.00 
10 182 School 3.0 300 0.0130 7.77 92.0 1.000 <2.000 <0.01 None None 1.50 16.00 
10 183 School <2.0 245 0.1120 7.58 58.0 3.000 <2.000 <0.01 None None 0.20 20.00 
10 184 School <2.0 264 0.0270 7.59 77.0 1.000 <2.000 <0.01 None None 0.20 20.00 
10 185 Further education <2.0 338 0.0090 7.85 20.0 <1.000 2.000 <0.01 None None <0.10 12.00 
10 186 Dentist surgery <2.0 137 0.0100 7.47 <11.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.01 None None <0.10 32.00 
10 187 Nursing home <2.0 161 0.0180 7.61 61.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.01 Oily Oily 0.10 7.00 
10 188 Restaurant <2.0 249 0.0080 8.03 36.0 1.000 <2.000 <0.01 None None 0.20 11.00 
10 189 Hotels & Inns <2.0 174 0.0050 8.07 17.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.01 None None 0.20 5.00 
10 190 Hotels & Inns <2.0 338 0.0640 7.77 <11.0 4.000 <2.000 <0.01 Oily Oily 0.20 8.00 
10 191 Hotels & Inns <2.0 313 0.1010 8.15 31.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.01 None None <0.10 71.00 
10 192 Hotels & Inns <2.0 145 0.0040 8.09 82.0 2.000 <2.000 <0.01 None None 0.80 <4.00 
10 193 Pub <2.0 288 0.0560 7.48 38.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.01 None None <0.10 11.00 
10 194 Guest House <2.0 339 0.0090 7.92 37.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.01 None None <0.10 14.00 
10 195 Café <2.0 249 0.0080 8.02 42.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.01 None None 0.40 11.00 
10 196 Campsite <2.0 278 0.0190 7.83 345.0 4.000 <2.000 0.02 None None 0.90 690.00 
10 197 Swimming pool <2.0 318 0.0100 7.83 162.0 1.000 <2.000 <0.01 None None 0.80 16.00 
10 198 Health club <2.0 317 0.0210 7.82 83.0 1.000 <2.000 <0.01 None None 0.50 14.00 
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Table 3.5 Continued 
            

   Colour Cond-
uctivity 

Copper pH Iron Lead Nickel Nitrite Odour Taste Turb-
idity 

Zinc 

Area ID Type mg/l 
Pt-Co 

µS/cm mg/l  µg/l µg/l µg/l mg/l 
NO2 

qual qual NTU µg/l 

               
10 199 Beauty salon <2.0 243 0.1280 7.75 13.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.01 None None <0.10 36.00 
10 200 Place of worship <2.0 246 0.0070 7.79 47.0 <1.000 <2.000 <0.01 None None 0.20 37.00 
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A number of samples for metals failed present or future standards: 

ID 172   high lead 

IDs 51, 94, 142 lead exceeded 10 µg/l future standard. 

In addition, the following samples exceeded 50% of the Prescribed Concentration or 
Value (PCV): 

ID 104 (Cu), IDs 64, 196 and 197 (Fe) and IDs 62, 117 and 159 (Ni). 

These buildings were selected for re-sampling5, together with buildings with substantial 
amounts of lead plumbing (IDs 7, 26, 29, 62, 90, 93 and 95). 

For buildings 104 and 172, sets of stagnation samples were taken. A sample was taken 
on arrival, first thing in the morning, to represent an overnight stagnation sample. The 
tap was then flushed until the water temperature fell to a steady value then the tap was 
turned off and, as far as possible, it was ensured that no water was drawn from the 
service feeding the tap. A sample was then taken after a fixed stagnation time. The extent 
to which this was possible was limited by the practical constraints requiring water to be 
used in the buildings. The samples were analysed for lead and copper and the results are 
given in Table 3.6. 

Table 3.6 Results of stagnation sampling (µµg/l) 

ID Sample type Lead Copper 

    
104 Original result 3 104 
 On arrival (overnight stagnation) 0.56 795 
 20 minute stagnation <0.5 229 
    
172 Original result 114 34.2 
 On arrival (overnight stagnation) 67.8 89.5 
 30 minute stagnation 41.6 49.9 
 2 hour stagnation 20 44.6 
    
 

The results for re-sampling from the other buildings are given in Table 3.7. 

 

5  It was not possible to re-sample ID 159 owing to closure during the winter. 
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Table 3.7 Results of re-sampling (µµg/l) 

ID Metal Original result Re-sample 

    
7 Lead 0.43 0.51 

26 Lead 0.2 <0.5 

29 Lead 1.4 3.41 

51 Lead 12.5 <0.5 

62 Lead 3 0.71 
 Nickel 23 2.02 

64 Iron 130 18.7 

90 Lead 2 <0.5 

93 Lead 3 1.73 

94 Lead 18 8.4 

95 Lead 1 1.19 

117 Nickel 13 5.42 

142 Lead 13 0.94 

196 Iron 345 2860 

197 Iron 162 47.9 
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4. DISCUSSION 

This project has identified 46 types of buildings that can be considered as “public” in the 
context of the Water Quality Regulations. These fall into the following categories – 
Education, Medical, Hostelries, Exhibition, Sports/leisure and Miscellaneous. By using 
the search facilities on the Yellow Pages website, and other sources of on-line 
information, the total numbers of each type of building in England and in Wales were 
estimated. 

The contract specified that a total of 200 buildings should be selected to be 
representative of the types of building and their geographical distribution. A structured 
inspection and sampling plan was drawn-up based on the relative occurrence of each 
type of building, taking into account the relative importance that DWI attached to each 
type and ensuring that at least one of each type of property was included. 

The programme of inspections covered buildings ranging from those with relatively 
simple plumbing arrangements to large buildings with extensive and complex plumbing 
systems. The survey identified a broad range of plumbing materials and fittings; however 
in some cases only scant information could be obtained owing to inaccessibility of 
pipework. In general, the inspections did not identify breaches of the Water Fittings 
Regulations that would be likely to have an adverse effect on drinking water quality. 
However various infringements were noted such as poorly insulated pipes, hot and cold 
supplies too close, lack of backflow prevention on appliances, and lack of labelling to 
identify drinking water taps. 

On-site observation of the appearance of water samples showed that most were “Clear” 
but some “Cloudy” results were reported. Measured water temperatures ranged from 8 to 
25 °C. It is unlikely that members of the public would drink water that was cloudy or 
excessively warm. 

Free chlorine concentrations ranged from zero to over 1 mg/l. The results for total 
chlorine concentration were inconsistent – sometimes being lower than the 
corresponding result for free chlorine or even “0.00 mg/l” when a positive free chlorine 
concentration was recorded. The chlorine concentrations were measured using an 
instrument that uses a timed colorimetric procedure to give a direct readout in mg/l. The 
apparent problem with the total chlorine measurements was only identified once the 
sampling programme was well underway. The results for free chlorine have been 
reported as “Present” (≥0.05 mg/l) or “Absent” (<0.05 mg/l); the results for total chlorine 
are not reported. 

Two sets of samples were taken for bacteriological examination – one “on arrival” and 
the other after disinfecting the sampling tap following the usual procedures. Positive 
results for indicator organisms were found in 17 of the “on arrival” samples. A positive 
result (entrerococci, 1 per 100 ml) was found in only one of the samples taken after 
disinfection – as the corresponding “on arrival” result was zero, this was probably due to 
contamination during sampling or low-level intermittent contamination of the supply.  
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The majority of results were within the limits set in the Water Quality Regulations. The 
overall compliance figures (% of samples conforming to the standards) are given in 
Table 4.1. In the case of lead, the table includes compliance with the future 10 µg/l 
standard as well as the present standard of 25 µg/l. 

Table 4.1 Overall compliance with the Water Quality Regulations 

 Compliance(%) 
Parameter England Wales England & 

Wales 

    
Microbiological    
Before disinfection:    
Coliform bacteria 91.11 95.00 91.50 
E. coli 99.44 100.00 99.50 
Enterococci 99.44 100.00 99.49 
    
After disinfection:    
Coliform bacteria 100.00 100.00 100.00 
E. coli 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Enterococci 99.40 100.00 99.46 
    
Chemical    
Colour 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Conductivity 100.00 100.00 100.00 
pH 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Copper 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Iron 100.00 95.00 99.50 
Lead (25 µg/l standard) 99.44 100.00 99.50 
Lead (10 µg/l future standard) 97.78 100.00 98.00 
Nickel 99.44 100.00 99.50 
Nitrite 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Turbidity 100.00 100.00 100.00 
    
 

Re-sampling was undertaken at a number of buildings where the original samples were 
found to contain elevated metals concentrations, or where substantial lead plumbing was 
found. Stagnation sampling at two properties confirmed elevated concentrations of 
copper at one and lead at the other. The results for other re-samplings were in broad 
agreement with the original results, bearing in mind that the stagnation times were 
unknown for both sets of samples. The results for buildings that were re-sampled 
because of the presence of lead plumbing did not give elevated lead concentrations – this 
is probably a result of treatment of the water by water undertakers to control 
plumbosolvency. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

1. A total of 46 types of building were identified that can be considered as “public” in 
the context of the Water Quality Regulations. These fall into the broad categories 
of Education, Medical, Hostelries, Exhibition, Sports/leisure and Miscellaneous. 

2. The numbers of most types of building could be estimated using the search 
facilities at the Yellow Pages internet site. For certain types of buildings (e.g. 
prisons) the numbers had to be estimated from other internet sources. 

3. It is estimated that there are 225,293 public buildings in England and Wales 
(England 210,489; Wales 14,804). 

4. A structured inspection and sampling programme was created to include a total of 
200 buildings, split evenly across the 10 areas of England and Wales used in the 
Census. The buildings were selected randomly based upon relative occurrence and 
importance, ensuring that at least one of each type was included. 

5. All but three of the buildings (98.5%) were supplied by public water supplies. One 
building had UV irradiation installed upstream of the sampled drinking water tap 
and five employed ion-exchange softening of the drinking water supply. 

6. A broad range of plumbing arrangements, materials and fittings was identified 
during the surveys. Various regulatory infringements were noted including poor 
insulation, lack of backflow prevention on appliances and lack of labelling to 
identify drinking water taps. However, in general such infringements would be 
unlikely to have an adverse effect on drinking water quality. 

7. The appearance of most water samples was “clear” although 10 of the 200 samples 
were reported as “cloudy” or “coloured” (England 7/180; Wales 3/20). Water 
temperatures ranged from 8 to 25 °C with an average of around 15 °C. It is 
unlikely that cloudy, discoloured or excessively warm water would actually be 
consumed. 

8. Bacteriological results for samples taken without prior preparation of the tap 
showed a number of failures, mostly for total coliforms. In contrast, the results 
obtained after disinfection of the tap – the normal sampling procedure – resulted in 
only a single failure (for enterococci). 

9. Few failures were found for chemical parameters – one failure each for iron, lead 
and nickel. Re-sampling from buildings where metals results in excess of 50% of 
the standards were found generally confirmed the same level of concentration. 
Lead concentrations from lead-plumbed properties were generally low, indicating 
the success of plumbosolvency treatment by water companies. 

10. Overall the level of compliance was high and comparable to that reported for 
statutory monitoring of water quality in supply zones (DWI 2003). 
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APPENDIX A LETTERS OF INTRODUCTION 

Letter from WRc-NSF 

Our Ref: 13595-0 

<DATE> 

<ADDRESS> 

Dear Sir or Madam 

Survey of Water Quality in Buildings 

WRc-NSF (“The Water Research Centre”) has been commissioned by the Drinking 
Water Inspectorate (DWI) to undertake a survey of water quality in buildings to which 
the public has access. DWI is the Government body responsible for the quality of 
drinking water supplies in England and Wales. The attached letter from DWI explains 
the background to the study. 

Your building has been selected randomly for inclusion within this survey. The purpose 
of this letter is to inform you that one of our inspectors will contact you shortly to 
arrange a convenient time and date to visit you. This visit will be to conduct an initial 
survey of the plumbing system within your building. A second visit will be made at a 
later date to collect a set of water samples from one drinking water tap within the 
building. The results of the survey and testing will be reported to DWI in an anonymised 
manner. 

If you have any queries please contact me, preferably by e-mail. 

Yours faithfully 

 

 

P J Jackson 
Principal Scientist 
Water Chemistry and Materials 

Direct line: 01491 636580  E-mail jackson_p@wrcplc.co.uk 

Enc 
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Letter from DWI 

07 August 2003 

Dear Sir/Madam                                                  

Survey of Drinking Water Supply in Buildings open to the Public 

The Drinking Water Inspectorate is responsible for overseeing the quality of drinking 
water supplies in England and Wales and ensuring that any problems are put right.  It has 
legal powers to obtain any information necessary to do its work. 

Recent changes to European Drinking Water Legislation have highlighted the 
importance of the quality of water available to members in buildings open to them.    

The Inspectorate has commissioned WRc (the Water Research Centre) to carry out a 
survey of randomly selected public buildings to determine whether the quality of water 
in them is likely to differ to any significant way from water from taps in houses.  Your 
premises has been selected at random as an example of its type.  I would be grateful if 
you would allow the WRc representative presenting this letter access to your premises to 
ask relevant questions regarding the water supply arrangements, and to inspect pipework 
etc. and take samples as required.  

The representative should show you a formal identity and authority card but should you 
wish for further verification or have any concerns please call the Inspectorate and speak 
to either Mike Waite (020 7944 5994) or Nirmal Jheeta (020 7944 5954).     

If you would like more information about the Inspectorate this is available either through 
its website (http//:www.dwi.gov.uk), by Email from enquiries@defra.gsi.gov.uk  or by 
writing to its Enquiry Unit in zone 2/A1 at the address above. 

I thank you in anticipation of your co-operation. 

Yours faithfully 

 

 

Professor J C Colbourne 
Chief Inspector 
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APPENDIX B SITE SURVEY FORM 

1. Details of site and survey 

Please provide details of the site and the date of the survey. 

Date of Survey:  
Person Conducting Survey:  
Name of Company or Building:  
Address:  

 
 
 
 
 

Post Code:  
Site Contact:  
Contact Tel Number:  

2. Brief overview of water supplies 

Please provide general details on the water supplies to the site. 

Does the site have a supply from a public water main? 
 
 
 
 
Does the site have a private water supply? 
 
 
 
 
Does the site have any water treatment processes? 
 
 
 
 
Comments: 
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3. Details of incoming mains supply pipe 

Please provide details about the incoming supply pipe to the premises. 

What is the size of the incoming supply pipe? 
 
 
 
 
What is the material of the incoming supply pipe? 
 
 
 
 
What is the location of the incoming supply pipe? 
 
 
 
 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Details of chosen public drinking water tap 

Please describe the location and other details related to the public drinking water tap 
that has been chosen to take the samples from. 

Where is the chosen public drinking water tap located? 
 
 
 
 
 
What type of tap is fitted? (single tap, combination mixer tap etc.) 
 
 
 
Is the tap supplied directly from a mains distribution pipe or indirectly via storage? 
 
 
 
Are there any other public drinking water taps located nearby? 
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If yes, how many? 
 
 
If yes, are all of these taps supplied from the same pipe? 
 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please ensure that this tap is clearly identified for all future sampling. 

5. Details of water storage (if applicable) 

Please provide details of the water storage facility if the chosen public water supply tap 
is fed from this facility. 

What is the approximate size of the water storage facility? 
 
 
 
 
What material is the storage cistern made from? 
 
 
 
 
Is the cistern lined or coated internally to make it suitable for potable water storage? 
 
 
 
 
Comments: 
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6. Details of the internal plumbing system 

Please provide a rough schematic of the plumbing system from the supply point to the 
chosen public drinking water tap, including any water storage provision if applicable. 
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7. Sizes, materials and lengths of distribution pipes 

Please provide details of the pipes which make up the distribution pipework from the 
incoming supply point to the drinking water tap in order. If the chosen public drinking 
water tap is fed from storage, please provide these details up to the storage facility and 
from the storage facility to the tap. 

Pipe Size Pipe Material Approx Length Fittings Used 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

After storage    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

8. General comments on the distribution pipework 

Please provide details of any obvious regulatory infringements that would affect the 
quality of water supplied from the chosen public drinking water tap, including any dead-
legs, cross-connections, obvious non suitability of materials used, hot and cold supplies 
located too close together etc. 

Comments: 
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APPENDIX C SAMPLING PROCEDURES 

General 

The tap to be sampled will have been identified and tagged during the initial survey of 
the building. 

Three sets of samples have to be taken for analysis by the designated analytical 
laboratory. 

1. A sample for microbiological analysis, without any prior preparation of the tap. 

2. One or more samples for chemical analysis. 

3. A second sample for microbiological analysis, taken after cleaning and disinfecting 
the tap. 

The various analytical laboratories will provide sample bottles as indicated in the table 
below (see “Sample bottles provided”). 

A sample is also taken for on-site analysis. 

Procedure 

Do not clean the tap or run any water from the tap before starting the sampling 
programme. 

1. All samples should be taken following “Taking the sample”, below. 

2. Take the first microbiological sample. 

3. Take the chemical sample(s) – if more than one sample is to be taken, sample for 
metals first, before taking any other chemical samples. 

4. Take a further sample into a clean container. Note its appearance and measure free 
and total chlorine using the Hanna meter and temperature using the digital 
thermometer, and record the results. Ensure that cross-contamination does not 
occur. 

5. Disinfect the tap as described under “Disinfection procedure”. 

6. Take the second microbiological sample. 
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Taking the sample 

Hold the sample bottle for microbiological examination in one hand and remove the 
stopper or cap with the other hand whilst at the same time taking care not to touch the 
top or neck of the bottle. Do not rinse out the sample bottle and do not place the stopper 
or cap on any surface. Open the tap and from a gentle stream of water, fill the bottle, 
leaving a small air gap. Avoid splashing and do not allow the bottle to overflow.  

Whilst taking the sample, the flow-rate of the water leaving the tap should not be altered 
as to do so may cause biofilm, or other debris, to become dislodged within the system 
and to enter the sample bottle. When the sample has been taken, replace the stopper or 
cap immediately, again taking care not to touch the top or neck of the bottle. Place the 
bottle in an insulated cool box for transport to the laboratory (the analytical laboratory 
will provide specific details on sample storage and transport). Ensure that the samples 
are delivered to the analytical laboratory within 6 hours of sampling and record the times 
of sampling and delivery. 

Disinfection procedure 

Warning: Sodium hypochlorite solution and other chlorine generating solutions are 
highly corrosive and should be handled with great care. If these solutions come into 
contact with skin, the area should be immediately washed with copious amounts of 
water. 

A solution of commercial sodium hypochlorite diluted with water to give 1 % available 
chlorine should be used. This can be achieved by adding one part of commercial sodium 
hypochlorite solution to nine parts of water. Alternatively “chlorine tablets” can be used 
to prepare the solution. 

Remove any external fittings (such as anti-splash devices and hoses) from the tap. Wipe 
the outside of the tap with a cloth or tissue to remove accumulated deposits of grease and 
slime etc. Turn on the tap and leave it to run to waste, at a uniform rate, for a minimum 
of two minutes to clear standing water from the service pipe or sample line. For longer 
service pipes or sample lines, it may be more appropriate to monitor the temperature of 
the water until a stable reading is obtained. Close the tap. 

Using the wash bottle containing the 1% chlorine solution, spray the outside the tap and 
inject the inside of the tap spout. Take care to ensure that the disinfection solution does 
not spray out from the tap onto areas where it might result in damage or cause personal 
injury. Once the tap has been coated with disinfection solution, leave it for two to three 
minutes to allow the chlorine to disinfect the tap. Then rinse the outside of the tap with 
water to ensure that there is no liquid residual disinfection solution left on the outside of 
the tap. 

Turn on the tap and run the water run to waste for a sufficient period of time (at least 2 
minutes) to ensure that all the disinfecting solution is removed from the inside of the tap 
before taking the sample. 
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Sample bottles provided 

Laboratory Description of sample bottles 
 Microbiological Inorganic Labelling 

    
L1 
(Area 1) 

500 ml plastic bottle 500 ml plastic 
bottle, 250 ml 
plastic bottle, 1 l 
plastic bottle 

A sample entry 
sheet will be 
supplied – details on 
which should then 
correlate to details 
on the bottle label. 

    
L2 
(Area 2) 

500 ml plastic, 
sterile bottle with 
thiosulphate added. 

Polypropylene, 
either 250 ml or 1 l 
depending on test; 
taste and odour – 
500 ml glass bottle. 

Bottles pre-labelled 
and barcoded with 
bottle type and 
unique ID; all other 
info on paper labels. 

    
L3 
(Area 3) 

500 ml bacti bottle 100 ml 
1 l PET 
250 ml perspective 
500 ml taste and 
odour 

Details to be 
submitted onto 
sample description 
sheet 

    
L4 
(Areas 4 and 5) 

500 ml PET bottle 
containing sodium 
thiosulphate 

1 l PET bottle, 
1 l plastic sterile 
bottle 

Details to be 
submitted on a 
sample description 
sheet 

    
L5 
(Area 6) 

 1 sterile bacti bottle 1 l glass bottle, 
1 l square plastic 
bottle. 

Complete sample 
sub sheet to 
accompany samples 
– complete sample 
name as to appear 
on reports, sample 
name and date and 
initials of sampler. 

    
L6 
(Area 7) 

500 ml sterile bottle 
containing sodium 
thiosulphate. 

250 ml glass bottle 
for taste and odour;  
1l plastic bottle for 
chemical analysis 
(an aliquot will be 
acidified on receipt 
for metal analysis). 

Info given on 
sample bottle must 
relate to info given 
on accompanying 
paperwork. 
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Laboratory Description of sample bottles 
 Microbiological Inorganic Labelling 

    
L7 
(Area 8) 

500 ml plastic bottle 
containing sodium 
thiosulphate. 

1 l bottle; 1 l bottle 
in plastic bag (for 
taste and odour); 
100 ml pot with 1 
ml 10% nitric acid 
preservative for 
metals. 

Need to know: 
number of samples, 
date, location - if 
samples are fixed 
sample points. 

    
L8 
(Area 9) 

350 ml sterile 
plastic bottle. 

500 ml plastic 
bottle; 125 ml 
plastic bottle. 

Barcodes will be 
sent out, numbers 
will be set against 
sample info. 

    
L9 
(Area 10) 

500 ml PET bottle 
containing sodium 
thiosulphate 

1 l PET bottle, 
1 l plastic sterile 
bottle 

Details to be 
submitted on a 
sample description 
sheet 

    
All laboratories except L2 will provide cool boxes for storing samples during transport. WRc-NSF will 
provide cool boxes for the L2 samples. 

Instructions for Hanna spectrometer – determination of free and total 
chlorine 

General 

Mark the cap of one of the cuvette / glass tubes with a B for BLANK and the other 
cuvette / glass tube with an S for SAMPLE. 

NOTE Always use the B tube for zeroing the instrument at the start of analysis and the S 
tube for the test sample to which reagent is added. 

Turn the meter on by pressing ON / OFF, the display will show “734f” or “734t”. When 
“734f” is displayed the meter measures free chlorine and when “734t” is displayed the 
meter measures total chlorine. If the display does not read “734f”, press ZERO / SET 
until the display changes to “734f”. 

Zeroing the instrument 

Fill tube B with water (the water for testing can be used) to the 10 ml mark. Replace the 
plastic stopper and screw on the cap. Place the tube in the holder in the centre of the 
instrument, making sure the notch on the cap in positioned securely in the groove. 
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Press ZERO / SET and “SIP” will blink on the display. After a few seconds the display 
will show “-0.0-“. The meter is now zeroed and ready for measurement. Remove the 
tube. 

Free chlorine measurement procedure 

Fill tube S with water for testing to the 10 ml mark. Cut the top from one of the sachets 
of reagent and carefully add the contents to the tube. Replace the plastic stopper and 
screw on the cap. Gently shake the tube to dissolve the reagent for 20 seconds. Place the 
tube in the holder in the centre of the instrument, making sure the notch on the cap in 
positioned securely in the groove. 

Press READ/TIMER for three seconds, the display will show the countdown (1 minute) 
prior to measurement. 

The instrument directly displays concentration in mg/l free chlorine. Record the sample 
code / number and value. 

Total chlorine measurement procedure 

Press and hold the ZERO / SET until the display changes to “734t”. Rinse the S tube 
with fresh water for testing. 

Fill tube S with water for testing to the 10 ml mark. Cut the top from one of the sachets 
of reagent and carefully add the contents to the tube. Replace the plastic stopper and 
screw on the cap. Gently shake the tube to dissolve the reagent for 20 seconds. Place the 
tube in the holder in the centre of the instrument, making sure the notch on the cap in 
positioned securely in the groove. 

Press READ/TIMER for three seconds, the display will show the countdown (1 minute 
30 seconds) prior to measurement. 

The instrument directly displays concentration in mg/l total chlorine. Record the sample 
code / number and value. 

Carefully rinse the all the tubes and caps before storage. 




